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ABSTRACT
The influence of television, parents, and peers on the food choices
of 79 pregnant adolescents, aged 14 to 18, was studied. Two 24-hour
diet recalls and a two-day food record, questionnaires about television
viewing habits and communication with parents and peers relating to food
selection and food purchasing, and a semi-structured interview regarding
television commercials were administered in the last trimester of

pregnancy.

Adolescents consumed 38% of their calories and 36% to 41% of total

vitamin and mineral intake per day while watching television.

Foods

consumed while watching television were significantly lower {P=0. 03) in
fat than foods consumed while not watching television.

Popular snacks

consumed while watching television included sweets/desserts, potato and
corn chips, popcorn, carbonated beverages, fruits and vegetables, and
breads and cereals.
Television viewing was not significantly related to caloric intake,
weight gain during pregnancy, or nutrient density of the diet.

A

preference for name brands over generics was reported, although the

heavily advertised brand was not perceived as more nutritious, of better

quality, and a better value than the generic brand. The most frequently
advertised snack foods were not necessarily the snacks chosen. The lack

of television advertising effect on nutrient density of the diet and the
preference for name brands suggest that advertising may influence brand
preference specifically.

V

One-half of the adolescents discussed food purchasing and
advertisements with parents and 80% helped parents with food selection
at least sometimes.

Results also indicated that parents do not

recommend or control food purchases adolescents make for themselves.
The frequency of communication with parents was not associated with the
consumption of heavily advertised foods.
Communication with peers about food selection and food
advertisements was generally infrequent.

Fifty-seven percent to 73%

responded rarely or never and 27% to 43% reported at least sometimes
talking with peers about buying food, foods to buy at fast food
restaurants, food advertisements, and asking for or receiving advice
from friends about snack choices.

The lack of a statistically significant advertising effect on food
related behaviors does not mean that television advertising does not
have indirect effects. Television commercials may promote purchase of
the advertised by increasing product awareness and emphasizing product
attractiveness.
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CHAPTER I
I NTRODUCTION
The Problem
Television is a major leisure time activity of youth.

Despite the

fact that television viewing decreases in adolescence, the typical

adolescent spends about 22 hours per week watching television {l) . Upon
completion of high school the typical graduate will have spent 18, 000
hours watching television, more time than in school or any other
activity except sleep {2, 3) . The growth of cable television, home video
recording, and video games indicates that time spent viewing television
is likely to increase (4) .
Television and Health and Nutrition Related Practices
Due to the widespread accessibility and utilization of television,
it plays a major role in the socialization of youth.

Few forces are

endowed with the power of television to shape the attitudes, beliefs,

and behaviors of youth, including those pertaining to health and
lifestyle {4, 5) .

For Americans, television is an important source of health-related

information, ranking second to doctors and dentists (6) .

However,

health information conveyed by television is often distorted,
unrealistic, and deceiving, especially regarding food, nutrition, and
obesity {4, 5, 6) .

2

For example, prime time television characters practice eating
habits (such as snacking frequently, not consuming well balanced meals,
or not attending to what they eat) that are inconsistent with weight
manage,ment, yet the characters are seldom overweight (7) .

Food

commercials use healthy-looking, enthusiastic, and slim individuals to
promote food products high in fat and sugar (8) .

Thus, television sends

contradictory messages. One is that individuals should be trim and full
of energy, whereas the other message implies that people eat in ways
that do not promote health or weight management (7, 8) .
Advertisers appeal to adolescents' concerns about health and
appearance and their desire to be popular, attractive (especially to the
opposite sex) , and accepted by peers (8) . Television commercials
attempt to link a product with a particular image or lifestyle, and
"that image se11 s the product" (8) .
Thus, television exposes adolescents to many direct and indirect
messages regarding food and eating habits (8) . These messages may in
turn influence food preferences and eating behavior. Several studies of
adolescents' food preferences have reported that teenagers' favorite
foods are soda, milk, chicken, french fries, spaghetti, ice cream,
cookies, cake, pizza, apple pie, and orange juice (9-12) .

Story (8)

noted that food preferences are similar among adolescents from different
regions, racial and ethnic groups, and rural or urban residence, and she
concluded that the mass media substantially contributes to this
uniformity.

In fact, surveys of high school students have revealed that

between 70% and 92% cited television as a source of nutrition
information (13-15).

In regard to eating behavior, a primary concern is

3

the impact of television viewing on adolescents' snack choices.
Adolescents snack frequently, and snacking while watching television is
very common (16-19) .
�arents and peers also play a significant role in the lives of

adolescents and have been identified as influencing food-related

behaviors (8) . The family is a source of nutrition information and

food-related attitudes and behaviors that may continue throughout the
lifespan (8,15) . Adolescents spend a significant amount of time with
peers and may eat what is acceptable and approved by their peer group
(8) .
Adolescent Pregnancy
The impact of television may be more significant for those groups
identified as at risk nutritionally such as pregnant adolescents.
Solderman and coworkers (20) reported that pregnancy increased the
amount of time adolescents spend watching television. The effect,
however, of television on food-related behaviors of pregnant adolescents
has not been studied.

Adolescent pregnancy has been identified as a significant social

and medical concern of youth (21) . The teen pregnancy rate in the

United States ranks among the highest of any developed nation and

crosses all geographic, socioeconomic, and ethnic boundaries (21,22) .
In 1983 slightly more than 1 million or 10% of all female adolescents
became pregnant (21) . Although the teen pregnancy rate has decreased
over the past five years, the decline was less than that for older
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women.

If present trends continue, 40% of all young females will

experience a pregnancy during their teenage years (23) .
Compared to adult women, medical complications during pregnancy and
deliv�ry occur more frequently among adolescents, especially the very
young adolescent.

Pregnant adolescents have a higher incidence of

anemia, premature delivery, abruptio placenta, cephalopelvic

disproportion, gynecological infections, toxemia, and maternal mortality
than older women (21, 24-30) . The incidence of low birth weight and
fetal and neonatal deaths among their infants also is greater than adult

women (24, 25, 27-30) . Maternal weight gain is a more significant

determinant of infant birth weight in pregnant adolescents than in older
women (26, 28, 31) . Although the complications of teenage pregnancy may
be partially explained by the social and economic environment of the
young mother, many of their health-related behaviors, including poor
food choices, contribute to their high risk obstetrical status
(27, 29, 32) .

Pregnant adolescents are considered to be at high nutritional risk
because of (a) nutrient requirements that according to the 1989

Recommended Dietary Allowances (33) are among the highest of any age and

sex category, and (b) inadequate nutrient intake both before and during

pregnancy (27, 32) .

In addition, the young pregnant adolescent has the

increased needs of pregnancy superimposed on those of her own maturation
(28) .
Several studies have found inadequate dietary intake and/or
biochemical signs of deficiency of vitamin A, iron, calcium, vitamin 86 ,
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folic acid, and zinc {34-43).

Biochemical signs of deficiency indicate

long-term dietary inadequacy.
Nutritional status influences pregnancy outcome {44).

For example,

poor �inc status was related to toxemia and labor abnormalities
{35,45,46) and prematurity in normal weight and underweight multipara

adolescents {47).

Improving the nutritional status of pregnant adolescents requires

an understanding of the various factors influencing food practices.
Despite evidence that television may impact the food-related beliefs and
behaviors of adolescents, few investigators have examined the impact of
television on the dietary habits of adolescents {6, 48) and none have
examined conjointly the influence of parents, peers, and television on
the food-related behaviors of pregnant adolescents.
Overview of Study
This study is part of a larger Agricultural Experiment Station
project, TN 860, examining the influence of a number of factors on

pregnant adolescents' food choices, including television, peers, food

cravings and aversions, and changes in taste perception. The objectives

of this part of the study were to {a) test the applicability of Moschis'

{49) and Moschis and Churchill' s {50) model of consumer socialization to

food purchasing and consumption in particular, {b) investigate the
impact of television viewing on pregnant adolescents' snack choices and
dietary adequacy, {c) examine pregnant adolescents' responses to
television commercials, types of advertising claims salient to them, and
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their attitudes toward name brand and generic products, and
(d) determine whether self-reported communication with family and
friends mediated the consumption of heavily advertised foods.
Data collection included the completion of a questionnaire about
television viewing habits, the extent to which the respondent discusses
food advertisements and food purchases with parents and friends, and the
importance of consuming a particular snack food because it is associated
with a particular lifestyle or image. An interview provided information
on the subjects' responses to television commercials, their perception
of heavily advertised foods, the relative salience of different

advertising claims, and the frequency and types of foods they consume
while viewing television.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis I pertains to the pregnant adolescent' s perception and
consumption of heavily advertised foods.

Hypothesis I I relates to the

quantity and pattern of communication with family and peers about food
advertisements and food purchasing.
I.

Television viewing will influence the pregnant adolescent' s

perception and consumption of heavily advertised foods that are

high in total fat and cholesterol and of low nutrient density.
A.

Pregnant adolescents who are heavy television viewers will
perceive heavily advertised name brands and products as more
nutritious, of better quality, and a better value than generics
compared to pregnant adolescents watching less television.
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B.

Pregnant adolescents who are heavy television viewers will be
more likely to consume a diet low in nutrient density and high
in total fat and cholesterol than pregnant adolescents watching
less television.

C. Television viewing by the pregnant adolescent will be
associated with snacking.
D. The frequency of television viewing will be associated with the
consumption of heavily advertised snack foods.
I I. As agents of socialization, family and peers mediate the influence
of television on pregnant adolescents' food choices.

A. The frequency of communication with parents about food
advertisements seen on television will affect the pregnant
adolescent' s consumption of heavily advertised snack foods.
B. The pattern of family communication, as expressed by a socio
oriented family communication style, will increase the
likelihood of consumption by the pregnant adolescent of a food
product advertised as promoting a particular image or
lifestyle.

C. The pattern of family communication, as expressed by a concept
oriented family communication style, will increase the

likelihood of the pregnant adolescent consuming a food product
advertised as nutritious or healthy.
D. The frequency of communication with peers about food
advertisements seen on television will affect the pregnant
adolescent' s consumption of heavily advertised snack foods.

8

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Because the impact of television on adolescents' food choices has
been the subject of little research, the scope of this literature review
was enlarged to include the more general topic of adolescent consumer

socialization.

The selection and consumption of food may be considered

one component of the consumer role. Specifically, this literature
review covers seven different topics: (a) television viewing practices
of adolescents, (b) adolescents' food purchasing power, (c) messages
regarding food and nutrition on television, (d) television viewing and
adolescents' snacking patterns, (e) consumer socialization, (f) the
impact of advertising on adolescents, and (g) interpersonal

communication as a mediating influence on advertising effects.
Television Viewing Practices of Adolescents
Viewing Frequency

According to the Nielsen Ratings (1) the average teenage female and

the average teenage male watch television about 21.25 hours and 22.5

hours per week, respectively. East Tennessee adolescents reported

watching television about four hours per day or 28 hours a week (19).
Solderman, Greenberg, and Linsangan, (20) examined the television habits
of 146 pregnant and 649 non-pregnant Midwestern female adolescents and
reported that they watched television 4.8 and 6.8 hours per day or 33.6
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and 47. 6 hours per week, respectively.

Thus, the pregnant adolescents

spent an average of two hours more per day viewing television than their
non-pregnant counterparts.
Reasons for Viewing

Adolescents view television primarily for entertainment, to pass

the time, or as a habit. Additional reasons include to escape or

forget, to learn about themselves and their world, for arousal, for
relaxation, and for companionship (51-53) . Engaging in other activities
while watching television is not uncommon.

Forty-eight adolescents from

Southern Louisiana reported that participation in other activities,
primarily social or recreational, occurred during 26% of the viewing
time (54) . Among a sample of tenth graders in the Los Angeles area, 39%
of the males and 54% of the females reported usually or sometimes
studying while watching television (51) . With adolescents, visual
attention to television occurs about 70% of the time if an individual is
in a room with a television set that is turned on (55) .
Factors Influencing Television Viewing Practices

Demographic characteristics influence television viewing habits.

An examination of data from the A. C. Nielsen Company revealed that

adolescents from families that are poorer, less educated, and smaller
view more television (51, 56) .

In contrast, Lawrence and coworkers (54)

reported that family income and education did not influence television
viewing time. Moore and Moschis (57) found that socioeconomic status
influenced whether or not adolescents watched television to gather
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information for purchasing decisions and about lifestyles and behaviors
associated with consumer goods.
Other demographic characteristics have been found to influence
televis, ion viewing frequency. Employment of the mother decreases the
time teenage children spend viewing television (54) . Neither the

adolescent's employment nor the amount of participation in leisure and
social activities correlated with the amount of time the adolescent
spent watching television (51) .

In contrast, a more recent study

reported that availability of television resulted in a decreased
participation in community activities and sports by youth (58) .

In addition to demographic characteristics, psychosocial factors
influence the amount of time spent watching television.

Poor peer

relations and parent-child conflict increased the time spent viewing
television (51, 56) .
Network Programming, Cable, and Music Videos
Most television viewing by adolescents occurs during prime time,
late afternoon, and early evening (1) . They most frequently view

situation comedies, feature films, and adventure programs.

Although most viewing by adolescents is network programming, both

non-pay and pay cable are increasing their share of the television
viewing audience (1) .

Families subscribing to pay cable tend to view

more television than non-cable viewers. Subscribers to cable television
tend to live in areas of the country where poor reception of network
programming combined with sufficient people makes provision of cable
services economically feasible (59).

Households with children are more
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likely to subscribe to cable television than those without children
(59).

In the Knox County, Tennessee area, with a population of

approximately 319, 000, about 60, 000 homes have pay cable television
servi�e (60).
Music videos are an important constituent of the adolescent's
pattern of television use (2, 61, 62). Approximately 80% of a sample of

1, 209 adolescents, aged 12-to 14-years, in the South Central and South

Atlantic regions of the United States reported watching music videos;
over one-third watched music videos daily. Approximately 50% received
MTV, the cable rock video station that focuses their programming at
12-to 34-year olds (61).

MTV's popularity was revealed in another study

of 64 seventh and tenth graders; 90% of the participants indicated that
they like MTV or would like to have it in their home (2).

In a study of

603 high school students in San Jose, California, 80% watched MTV
averaging just over two hours per day, 124 minutes on weekdays, and 132
minutes on weekends (62).
Watching music videos entertains, diverts attention, contributes to
social interaction, provides information about the social world, and

gives the viewer something to do (61, 62). While non-cable television
aims at the broadest possible audience and transmits traditional middle
class values, music videos convey the themes and concerns of the youth

culture (2, 63).

Popular music not only plays an important role in the

adolescent subculture, but also influences subsequent socialization to
the mainstream culture (61).

Music videos provide instruction in

dancing and in dressing fashionably, and they stimulate and support
interactions with peers (61).
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Television as a Socializing Agent
Due to the amount of time spent viewing television, television
competes with parents and teachers as a significant socializing agent
that �odels beliefs, values, and expectations {63, 64) .

A high degree of

television involvement by adolescents may result in attitudes, beliefs,
and behaviors that conform to established norms and traditional

expectations {65) . The major role television plays in the socialization

of youth is substantiated by the extensive research into the impact of
television on sex role socialization, values and beliefs regarding

sexual behavior, and aggressive and antisocial behavior {66-68) .

Television images are not always perceived directly as real due to
interrelationships with other socializing agents {69) . Whether the
events, situations, and persons viewed on television are perceived as
reality by adolescents is influenced by their interaction with peers,
their view of the world as influenced by important developmental issues,
their attention to and evaluation of television images, and their

beliefs and previous experiences. The peer group can confirm or negate
television images and provide an environment for adolescents to

experiment with behaviors observed on television. Thus, television is

an important mechanism by which the expectations, status relationships,
and lifestyle values of the youth culture and its view of reality are
transmitted {69) .

The role of television as a socializing agent includes health
related attitudes and behavior. As Tucker and Friedman {4) state, "the
impact of television on the lifestyles and health of Americans cannot be
ignored. " A study of the impact of television on the health of
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adolescents reported that light viewers are more apt to be more
physically active, creative, intelligent, moralistic, and more outgoing
than heavy viewers.

In contrast, heavy viewers expressed greater

unhappiness and frustration, less self-confidence, and a greater
dependence on drugs (5).

In summary, the substantial amount of time spent by youth in

viewing television makes it an important socialization agent for
beliefs, attitudes, and expectations.

In addition to prime time network

programs, cable television and music videos comprise important
components of adolescents' television usage.
Adolescents' Purchasing Power for Food
According to Way (70), television, as an important socializing
agent, may significantly influence nutrition socialization or the
acquisition of food-related beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors.

The

substantial food buying power of teenagers may enhance television's role
as an agent of nutrition socialization. The economic power of the

American teenager continues to increase despite a decline in the teenage
population (71).

Freeman (72) states that "the current teenage

population could go down in history as the generation with the most
spending power and influence over family buying behavior. "
Adolescent Buying Habits
In 1986, Teenage Research Unlimited interviewed a nationally
representative sample of 5, 000 adolescents, aged 12-to 19-years, about
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their buying habits. Several trade journals and newspapers have
published the results of this survey, which indicated adolescents spent
a total of $70. 5 billion in 1985.

From this, 43% came from their own

funds �nd 57% came from family funds (73) . The amount of family funds
spent by adolescents was primarily used to purchase food (73, 74) . With
both parents working in about two-thirds of families with teenagers,
adolescents often assume responsibility for all or part of family
grocery shopping (71, 72, 74-77) .
Adolescents reportedly spend approximately 45 minutes to two hours
per week grocery shopping. During this time adolescents spend 40% of
the family food dollar (72, 75, 77) .

In a Teenage Research Unlimited

survey of 16-to 17-year olds, 55% of the females had purchased cookies,
42% frozen meals, 39% salad dressing, 42% cheese and yogurt, 51% cereal,
and 28% rice over a three-month period (71).

In addition to making

shopping lists, choosing brands, and purchasing food, adolescents

prepare about 13 meals per week for themselves and their families (7173, 75-77) .
Targeting the Adolescent Market

In response to this teenage food buying power, many food

manufacturers advertise specific brands or products to attract

adolescent consumers and develop products specifically for them
(71, 72, 76, 77) .

In November, 1987, the National Dairy Promotion and

Research Board launched a $9. 3 million television advertising campaign
targeted at 9-to 15-year olds to increase milk consumption (78) . Also,
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Borden developed a snack food, Spirals, with the 9-to 15-year old market
in mind (76) .
Food advertising appears not only on network programming but also
on MT� (71, 77) .

In 1984, MTV's advertising revenue was $54 million

(79) . MTV shows advertisements for Sara Lee cakes, Campbell's soups,

and products by Nabisco, Quaker Oats, Kellogg's, and Procter and Gamble
(71, 77) . Advertisers have found that adolescents are influenced by

advertising, and they perceive the nationally advertised brands as more
nutritious, of higher quality, and as a better value compared to

generics (72, 75) .

Messages Regarding Food and Nutrition on Television
Because adolescents purchase food for themselves and their
families, they may attend to food and nutrition messages on prime time

television. Singleton and Rhoads (13) reported that two-thirds of 1, 089
high school students cited advertisements as a source of nutrition
information.
Commercials: Foods Advertised

In a 1980 review of prime time nutrition messages, 30% of prime

time television commercials were for food products, 24% beverages, 33%
fruits and vegetables, 11% cereals and grains, 8% desserts and other
sweets, and 3% dairy products (7) . According to a more recent review,
35% of all prime time television commercials were for food products, 25%
fast food restaurants, 21% low nutrient beverages (soft drinks, coffee,
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tea, and alcohol), 20% cereals (almost all highly sweetened), 13%
desserts and other sweets, 5% convenience entrees, 4% dairy products, 3%
fruit, and 2% salty snacks (80). Although there were only three
commercials specifically for fruit and none for vegetables, 36% of the
commercials showed fruits and vegetables in the commercial along with
the advertised food.
Gerbner and coworkers (6) found that nutritional appeals are
utilized in only 9% and are stressed in another 7% of all food
commercials. Story and Faulkner (80) also noted that nutrition claims
were utilized in only a few commercials, primarily cereals that were

promoted as being low in fat and sodium, high in fiber, and nutritious.
Food Messages in Television Programming
Food-related messages and behaviors are seen not only in
commercials but also in television programming.

In fact, program

content may refer to food as often as commercials refer to food (7, 80).
Eating, drinking, or talking about food occurs about nine times per hour
on prime time network programming (80).

The food selections made by

program participants were neither nutritious nor well balanced. They
consumed snacks as frequently or more often than they ate breakfast,
lunch, and dinner combined (80).
/

Forty-one percent of the prime time

references were for low nutrient beverages and 18% for sweets (80).

Sixty-nine percent of all snacks consumed were for sweet and salty items
compared to only 9% for fruits and vegetables.

According to Kaufman

(7), prime time television programs showed four times more references to
sweets and one-third fewer references to fruits and vegetables than
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commercials (7) .

In fact, almost two-thirds of the references to non

nutritious foods were observed in program content.

Foods actually

consumed by major characters contained less nutrients than the foods
they �equested, purchased, prepared, served, or used in other food
related behaviors (70) .
In addition to choosing foods of low nutritional quality and
snacking more frequently than eating meals, television characters appear
to eat not to fulfill physiological needs but to fulfill social and

psychological needs. Characters may engage in another activity while
eating or eat "on the run" (7) .
All these food patterns are associated with obesity, yet few
television characters are obese. Although about 22% of American
teenagers have a weight problem (81) , obese teenage characters are
nonexistent and only 7% are overweight (7) . The prime time message
promotes the idea that what one eats does not affect one's health or
nutritional status.

In fact, heavy television viewers tend to express

little concern about what they eat or drink and in general are more
complacent about their health than light television viewers (6) .
Television's Implicit Nutritional Messages
In addition to its previously discussed explicit messages,
television also implicitly promotes certain food behaviors. According
to Gussow (82) television's implicit messages may be more powerful than
its explicit messages:
The heavy advertising of beer and soft drinks, for example,
delivers a message far more potent than the urging to buy any
single product. In terms of this message it doesn't really matter
whether someone going to the refrigerator gets out a Pepsi or a
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Coke, a 7-Up or a Budweiser. What matters is that a thirsty
American goes to the refrigerator to open up a container rather
than to the sink to open up the tap. That behavior has been sold
to us.
Thus, both television programming and commercials send both implicit and
explicit messages that could promote poor food habits.
Television Viewing and Adolescents' Snacking Patterns
Based on published literature, television encourages the
consumption of low nutrient dense foods and unhealthy eating practices
and, therefore, is believed to have a significant impact on adolescents'
food choices (6, 7, 80) .

How television viewing may influence

adolescents' food habits has been the subject of few studies; however,
several researchers (6, 19) have studied the prevalence of eating while
watching television.

In the study by Gerbner and coworkers (6) , 83% of

649 sixth to ninth grade students in New Jersey reported usually eating
while viewing television. The tendency to eat in front of the
television increased with age from 74% of sixth graders, to 84% of
eighth graders, and to 91% of ninth graders. Among a sample of 887 East

Tennessee high school students, 24% reported snacking while watching

television everyday, 34% several times a week, and 26% once or twice a
week (19) .
In general, the snacks consumed most frequently while watching
television include snack foods chosen at other occasions. A survey of
East Tennessee adolescents revealed that the most popular snacks
consumed while watching television were potato and corn chips (55%),
carbonated beverages (21%) , popcorn (21%) , cookies (19%) , and sandwiches
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(18%) (19) .

Burdine and coworkers (48) surveyed 2, 695 young adolescents

in Texas and found the amount of television viewing to be an important

predictor of the consumption of sweets and salty snacks both at home and
at sc�ool.
Snacking is an integral part of adolescents' food habits supplying
about 17% to 33% of total caloric intake (16-18, 83-86) . Analysis of
three-day food records from 670 female adolescents participating in the
USDA 1977-1978 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey indicated that 80%
consumed at least one snack per day (16) . Approximately 78% of the
12-to 16-year old subjects in the Ten State Nutrition Survey consumed a
snack on the day of the survey. Analysis of 24-hour diet recalls of
225, 15-to 18-year old, East Tennessee adolescents showed 89% consumed
one or more snacks on the day of the recall (17) . Another study that
collected 24-hour diet recalls from 1, 224 southern 12-to 16-year old
females found similar results: 9% consumed a pre-breakfast snack, 56% a
morning snack, 9 1% an afternoon snack, and 80% an evening snack (84) .

Other studies have also found that teenagers consume most snacks in the
afternoon and evening (17, 87) .

Thus, the most prevalent snacking times

correspond to the time teenagers are most likely to be watching

television.

It is not known whether snacking that occurs while watching

television also would occur if the adolescent was engaged in another

activity.

Among southern adolescent females the most popular reasons for
snacking included "hunger" (40%) , "looks good" (32%) , and "having
something to do" (17%) (84). Whether the appetizing appearance of a
food item on a commercial stimulates snacking has not been investigated.
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Popular snack foods include carbonated beverages, milk, ice cream,
sandwiches, cereal, cookies, cake, candy, crackers, and chips
(17, 83, 88) .

Burdine and coworkers (48) reported that 30% of seventh and

eight� graders consumed milk, 25% soft drinks, 25% ice cream, 25% cold
cereal, 24% candy, 22% potato chips, 16% tortilla chips, 19% fruits and
vegetables, and 17% cookies and cakes for snacks at home. Sixty percent
of 35 Finish adolescents stated that food served at parties must be soft

drinks, potato chips, popcorn, dips, sandwiches, and candy (89) .

In a survey of East Tennessee adolescents, Ezell and coworkers (17)
noted that the time of day the snack was consumed influenced the food
selected. Milk, sandwiches, and desserts were more likely to be
consumed in the afternoon or evening, and carbonated beverages, candy,
and salty snacks were more likely to be consumed in the morning.

These

findings were attributed to the different foods available for morning
snacks, which were more likely to be consumed at school, and evening

snacks, which were more likely to be consumed at home.

Crawford (90)

and Hruban (9 1) found that high school students would select nutritious
snacks from school vending machines if they were the only choices

available. A more recent study by Olds (92) concluded that when given
the choice, high school students more often selected snacks of low
nutritional value rather than nutritious snacks.
Nutrient Contribution of Snacks to the Diet
Teenagers' frequent selection of salty snacks, soft drinks, and
sweets reinforces the widespread notion that foods selected for snacks
by adolescents contribute calories but are low in vitamins and minerals.
However, snacks do contribute to nutrient intake. McCoy and coworkers
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(84) reported that snacks consumed by adolescent females provide� 15% to
20% of total mineral and 13% to 17% of total vitamin intake. Snacks

provided 39%, 43%, and 52% of the RDA for thiamin, vitamin C, and

ribofl�vin, respectively. Similarly, Thomas and Call (85) found that
snacks met or exceeded the nutrient density allowance for riboflavin,
vitamin C, and thiamin.

In a survey of 248 female adolescents across

the United States, snacks contributed 17% of the RDA for vitamin C, 14%
for vitamin A, and 12% for calcium (86) . Snacks of 11-to 14-year old

females in the 1977-1978 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey (16) were as

nutrient dense for calcium, magnesium, vitamin C, and vitamin A as
meals. Similarly, for 15-to 18-year old females, snacks were as
nutrient dense as meals for the same nutrients except vitamin A.

The typical adolescent diet, including snack contributions, exceeds
the recommendations of the Committee on Diet and Health (93) and the
American Heart Association (94) for intake of fat, saturated fat, and
cholesterol.

Using 24-hour diet recalls, the United States Department

of Agriculture 1977 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey (95) reported
that fat contributed 40. 3% of kilocalories among the 309, 12-to 14-year
old females, and 35% of kilocalories among the 402, 15-to 18-year old

females. Using two 24-hour diet recalls, a study of 1, 247 southern

female adolescents, aged 12-to 16-years, revealed an intake of 39% of

kilocalories as fat, 14% of kilocalories as saturated fat, and 148 mg
cholesterol per 1, 000 kilocalories (96) . A study of 93 individuals,
aged 6-to 16-years, in Rochester, Minnesota found an average intake of
38% of kilocalories as fat, 14% of kilocalories as saturated fat, and
147 milligrams of cholesterol per 1, 000 kilocalories (97) .

In another
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study, 890 Hawaiian adolescents consumed 36% of kilocalories as fat, 12%
to 15% of kilocalories as saturated fat, and 148 milligrams cholesterol
per 1, 000 kilocalories (98) .

Using 24-hour diet recalls the Lipid

Resea�ch Center Program reported the intakes of total fat, saturated
fat, and cholesterol for 584, 10-to 19-year old females. Total fat was
38% of total kilocalories; 15% of kilocalories came from saturated fat;
and 137 milligrams of cholesterol per 1, 000 kilocalories was consumed
(99) . These studies indicate that female adolescents typically consume
about 38% of kilocalories as fat, 14. 5% of kilocalories as saturated
fat, and 145 milligrams cholesterol per 1, 000 kilocalories compared to

current recommendation of less than 30% of kilocalories as fat, less
than 10% of kilocalories as saturated fat and 100 milligrams of

cholesterol per 1, 000 calories or up to 300 milligrams per day (93, 94) .

Health Implications of Snacking and Television Viewing
The prevalence of snacking while watching television combined with
the passivity of television viewing suggest that heavy television

viewing might increase the risk of obesity. Dietz and Gortmaker (100)

examined the National Health Examination Survey Cycle I I and I I I data

and found that the prevalence of obesity increased 2% for each

additional hour spent watching television after controlling for several
sociodemographic and family variables. This study indicated an
association, not a cause and effect relationship, between obesity and
television viewing.

Furthermore, results of two other studies did not

replicate these findings.

In one study of 379 high school males, heavy
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viewers were not more obese than light viewers; however, the heavy
viewers were less physically fit (101) .

In another study of 986 high

school students, underweight subjects more often rated themselves as
regul�r or heavy television viewers than normal weight or obese subjects
(102) . No difference in time spent in extracurricular school sports and
other active pursuits or passive leisure activities was noted among the
underweight, normal weight, and obese students. This disparity in
results presents important considerations in assessing the relationship
between television viewing, obesity, and physical fitness. That is,
(a) inactivity may be a consequence rather than a cause of obesity and
(b) the relationship between the time spent viewing television and
obesity may be mediated by other common factors (4).
To understand how television viewing may influence food choices,
the next section will discuss research examining the factors influencing
adolescent consumer behavior, the cognitive, affective, and behavioral

effects of advertising, how adolescents process information in

advertisements, and attributes of persuasive advertisements. This
information will be used to develop a model to describe how television
viewing may influence food-related habits.

Adolescent consumer

socialization research provides a theoretical framework for

investigating the influence of television advertisements on a particular

consumer behavior, i. e. food selection and consumption.
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Consumer Socialization
Model of Consumer Socialization
�n 1974, Ward (103) proposed taking a socialization approach to
studying consumer behavior.

Researchers have used the concept of

consumer socialization to explain the development of consumption-related
cognitions, attitudes, and behavior in children and adolescents (104) .
Ward (103) defined consumer socialization as "the processes by which
young people acquire skills, knowledge, and attitudes relevant to their
functioning as consumers in the market place".
The socialization perspective includes five different variables:
(a) age or life cycle position, (b) social structural constraints, (c)
socialization agents, (d) content or criterion behavior, and (e) the

learning process (105) . Moschis and Churchill (50) and Moschis (49, 104)

used these variables to develop a conceptual model of consumer
socialization.

Figure 1 illustrates this conceptual model.

a. Age or life cycle position of the individual acknowledges that
they continue to learn throughout their lives and learn different things
from various sources at each stage.

For consumer socialization in

particular, adolescence is a critical time because adolescents become

more active marketplace participants in the process of making the
transition to adulthood.

Patterns of consumer behavior developed

in adolescence may persist into adulthood (49) .
b. Social structural constraints refer to the variables that
define the social environment within which learning takes place; they
include race, sex, and socioeconomic status.

These variables determine
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Figure 1. A Conceptual Model of Consumer Socialization.

Source: Moschis, G.P. & Churchill, G.A. (1978) Consumer socialization: A
theoretical and empirical analysis. J. Marketing Res. 15: 599-609.
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membership in relatively homogeneous subgroups.

Each subgroup is likely

to exhibit different patterns of consumer behavior. Social structural
variables indirectly influence consumer socialization by altering
inter�ction with socialization agents (105).
c. Socialization agents transmit norms, attitudes, motivations,
and behaviors to the learner by communicating specific expectations and
behavioral patterns (49,104). Socialization agents include individuals
and organizations that influence the individual' s socialization.
According to Brim (106), this influence results from frequency of
contact with the learner, primacy over the individual, and control over
rewards and punishments. The mass media, peers, family, and school are
important agents of consumer socialization for adolescents (104) . These

agents, combined with their behavioral expectations, are of extreme
importance to the learner and continue to influence the learner' s
behavior throughout the entire life span. As a result of these

interactions, the learner becomes oriented toward the evaluation of
significant others and their expectations regarding the fulfillment of
roles.

d. The content or criterion behavior, the cognitions and behaviors

necessary to perform a given role, must be addressed in order to
understand how an individual becomes socialized.

The learner acquires

specific beliefs and behaviors during interaction with socialization
agents through the processes of modeling, reinforcement, and social
interaction.

In modeling, the learner imitates the agent due to a

desire to emulate the agent or because that behavior is the best
alternative (105) . This observational learning is influenced by the
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role model, the situation in which the behavior is observed and
performed, and the individual' s abilities.

Reinforcement involves

positively rewarding desired behavior and negatively reinforcing
undesirable behavior. The social interaction process is less specific
about the type of learning involved (105) .

It may include both modeling

and reinforcement. According to this process, the social norms involved
in a person' s interaction with other people shape the individual' s
attitude and behavior, including communication style and preferences
(105) . What is learned is a complex series of interpersonal

relationships, norms, and expectations involved in fulfilling a specif i c
role (106) .

Examples in consumer socialization include parental norms

regarding saving and spending and the skills needed to select and use
consumer goods in a rational manner (104) .
e. The learning process involves two types of consumer learning
important in socialization research (103) . One type of learning focuses
on how adolescents acquire the ability to enact the consumer role and

encompasses the skills, attitudes, and knowledge directly relevant to
consumption behavior.

Examples of this type of learning include

budgeting, pricing, knowing brand attributes and shopping outlets, and
acquiring feelings toward products, brands, and sales people. Culture,
peers, and the mass media influence this type of consumer learning. The

second type is comprised of relevant skills, attitudes, and knowledge

which motivate purchases indirectly but are not directly useful in the
purchase decision or transaction.

Examples include the different

motivations for consumption and beliefs about material goods, including
materialistic attitudes.
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The socialization perspective suggests that adolescents acquire
consumer behaviors through interaction with the various agents in
specific social settings. The net result is the acquisition of a
specific set of individual and societal values, attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors essential to the acquisition of a specific role.
Learning Consumer Orientations from Television
Television is a significant source of information about fulfilling
the consumer role. Television programming and advertising may
contribute to the development of knowledge about and need for products
in the consumer's "standard package" (104, 107) . While possession of
these key items, such as radio, television , and specific brands of
clothing and food, identifies one as a member of the middle class,
variations identify one as possessing a specific lifestyle or belonging
to a special peer group (107) . Thus, the selection of a frequently
advertised brand over a generic or store brand m�y reflect its
association with a desired lifestyle in the advertisement or its
acceptance by a salient peer group.

In a study of 806 adolescents in Wisconsin, the frequency of

watching television was positively related to an orientation that
emphasized television's role in learning about lifestyles and behaviors

associated with users of consumer products (social motivations)

(P<0. 001) (50) . Television watching was negatively related to the
belief that price is an indication of quality and performance (P<0. 011)
and to an orientation that emphasizes the functional attributes and
price of consumer goods (economic motivations) (P<0. 006) .
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Social motivations for watching television also play a key role in
consumer socialization as exposure alone may not be sufficient to
explain the learning of some skills (50). Watching television to learn
about _lifestyles and behaviors associated with users of consumer
products was positively associated with materialistic values (P<0. 001) ,

consumer affairs knowledge (P<0. 008) , and negatively related to economic

motivations for consumption (P<0. 02) (50, 108) . The link between social
motivations for watching television and materialism suggest that the
development of materialistic attitudes does not result solely from
exposure, but also from the individual's motivations for watching
television especially advertising (50) .
Acknowledging that television programming influences consumer
learning, television advertising appears to be even more influential in
consumer learning (50).

In fact, mere exposure to commercials for a

specific brand can create a favorable attitude toward that brand
(109, 110) .

Favorable attitudes toward advertising develop when

advertising satisfies social needs, such as a basis for communication
with peers and family. According to Bandura (Ill) , it is through

observation and imitation of television commercials that individuals
learn to attach social meaning to material goods.

Social motivations for viewing television commercials are

predictive of materialistic attitudes, positive attitudes toward
advertising, favorable attitudes toward brands, and social motivations
for consumption but negatively related to economic motivations for
consumption and ability to filter puffery (49, 50, 109) . Long term
effects of television advertising on consumer behavior depend on the
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initial level of learning (112) .

Increased advertising exposure

decreased the likelihood of performing socially desirable consumer
behaviors among those who were least likely to perform them in the first
place . , Increased advertising exposure also contributed to the
development of materialistic values among those who had not yet
developed such predispositions.
Although teenagers learn the importance of conspicuous consumption
from television, these skills may not be learned through imitation and
observation alone as Bandura (111) proposes.

Interpersonal

communication with family and peers stimulates awareness and interest of

youth toward goods and services, which in turn promotes increased

attention to television to learn about the uses of products (50, 108).
According to Ward and Wackman (113) consumer behavior is definitely a
social process involving interpersonal communication, not merely
exposure to advertising.

In addition to finding a consistent relationship between exposure

to television advertising and socially undesirable orientations, such as
materialism and social motivations for consumption, consumer

socialization research has identified other undesirable effects of

television advertising.

Exposure to television advertising appears to

decrease the adolescent's ability to filter puffery and increase

expectations about the performance of the advertised product, resulting
in dissatisfaction with the marketplace (109, 114 ) .
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The Impact of Advertising on Adolescents
Models of Advertising Effects
�esults of research by Mendelsohn (115) and Macoby and Farquhar
(116) indicate that a mass media education campaign can change health
related behaviors.

Bandura (Ill) proposed that television directly

influences behavior. According to his social learning theory,

television viewers will model eating and drinking behaviors observed on

television, thereby increasing the consumption of these products.

Bandura also contends that this model also explains how products acquire
social meaning through advertising. Advertising appeals use the
principle that observed rewards increase and observed punishments
decrease modeling behavior.

For example, an advertiser might claim that

a particular food product will make one feel good or provide one with
lots of energy or athletic power. This may increase the likelihood the
food will be consumed.
High involvement model. Traditionally, the effects of advertising

have been viewed from a limited effects model (104) . According to this

model, individuals are so selective in their exposure to the mass media
that a message tends to reinforce existing beliefs rather than change

them.

In accordance with the limited effects model, Bauer's (117) high
involvement model of advertising is based on the premise that
advertising-initiated change occurs infrequently and with difficulty.
This is because the consumer selects information congruent with existing
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beliefs and avoids information inconsistent with current beliefs (118) .
According to the high involvement model, consumers actively seek

information about products, and they critically evaluate this

information. The consumer progresses through a sequence of steps
leading to purchase. These steps involve awareness, comprehension,
interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption (118) . This model applies
best when the consumer has strong feelings about the product or is
highly involved in the decision making process (118,119) .

Using the high involvement model, advertisers attempt to alter the

consumer's beliefs regarding the association between the advertised
product and specific attributes of the product that are relevant to the
consumer.

Individuals delivering advertising messages are chosen for

their trustworthiness, competence, and dynamism (119) .

High levels of

trustworthiness are attained by the use of characters viewed as similar
to the target audience.

For adolescents, this may mean using actors who

are of the same age or slightly older.

Portraying competence entails

the use of characters who relate to the product with expertise or who
convey general authoritativeness.

For a food advertised as contributing

to athletic prowess, this character may be a well-known athlete who has
gained expertise and authority by virtue of his athletic

accomplishments.

For example, Olympic athlete Bruce Jenner advertises

for Wheaties. To create dynamism, the advertisement might use a

celebrity endorser, an attractive model, or a unique trade character.
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Low involvement model. During the past two decades, several

researchers have proposed that advertising effects occur more directly
than in the high involvement model. Atkin (119) , Robertson (118) , and
Krugman (120) hypothesized that the greatest proportion of consumer
decisions are trivial and unimportant, and the low involvement theory of
advertising applies. When commitment is low, and beliefs are not

strong, cognitive defenses are limited since it is not worth the time
and effort to process counterinformation (118) .
Consumers rarely seek information and when they do, it is most
likely based on trial use of the product. Under these conditions,
advertising has great potential to persuade.

As a result of repeated

exposure to the advertisement, some parts of the message become a part
of the viewer' s long term memory. The net result is that the consumer
becomes aware of the product but does not form a distinct attitude
toward it (119, 120) . When shoppers encounter the product, they
recognize and purchase the product on a trial basis.

According to the low involvement model, the response hierarchy is
collapsed; awareness and trial are the only steps necessary for adoption
to occur (118) .

In other words, after becoming aware of a new food

product through a television advertisement, the consumer may respond by

trying the product rather than taking the time and effort to seek out
and evaluate information about it.

Furthermore, interpersonal

influences are not salient. Since different brands are not seen as
having distinguishing characteristics, getting information or approval
is not necessary.
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In contrast to the work by Krugman (120) and Robertson (118) ,
research by Petty and coworkers (121) indicated that under low
involvement conditions behavior change did not precede attitude change.
They proposed that the various persuasion theories basically emphasized
two different routes to attitude change. One route, called the central
route, views attitude change as resulting from the individual's active
consideration of information believed to be relevant to the issue.
Attitude changes resulting from the central route are long lasting and

predictive of behavior.

The second route is peripheral. Change occurring through this

route occurs through the association of the issue or object with another
irrelevant positive or negative cue.

For example, an advertisement

claim may be accepted because the source is considered an expert rather
than the consumer critically evaluating the claim.

Peripheral cues are

more salient than product relevant cues under low involvement
conditions, while under high involvement conditions product relevant
cues are more important (121).

Under low involvement conditions, the

consumer does not think about product relevant cues but instead may

focus on the commercial' s special effects or the endorser' s credibility

or prestige.

Agenda setting theory. According to agenda setting theory,
advertising determines not what we think, but what we think about.
Based on evidence from agenda setting research and top-of-mind and
first-brand-awareness research, Sutherland and Galloway (122) propose
that the major goal of advertising may be to focus the consumer's
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attention on what products or brands to think about rather than
persuading consumers what to think about them. Agenda setting theory
also suggests that advertising may alter the relative importance of
product attributes.
Not all attributes of products are evaluated when people do not
have well developed attitudes toward the product. The attributes

evaluated to determine whether or not to purchase the product in the
supermarket are probably those that are most salient.

Advertising does

not influence the consumer' s own opinions, rather it influences the
consumer view of what others think.

The opinions of others, not one' s

own opinion, determine the behavioral outcome for most individuals,
especially when the individual does not have a well formed opinion or
for those decisions that are not important to the individual.
An individual' s behavior is significantly affected by what the
person believes others think and do (122) . Direct observation and
inference based on what is seen, heard, or read form perceptions of what
others buy. Advertising appears to play an important role in
determining acceptable and popular products.

Research indicates that

advertising frequency is associated with product preference and

popularity (104, 122) . Thus, advertising may influence adolescent food
choices by providing information about what food products and brands are
popular and appropriate to consume.

Proper food choices may be

important to peer group acceptance (8) .
In general, communication theory provides the basis for three
models of advertising effects.

In high involvement model, the audience

may be highly involved in critically examining advertisements while
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developing thoughts and feelings about the product.

According to the

low involvement model, the individual is passively involved in the
communication process when the information is not perceived as salient.
Combinj ng passivity with the repetitiveness of television advertising
allows behavior change to occur. Agenda setting theory states that

advertising exerts its influence by determining the salience of various
product attributes and what products are popular.
Cognitive, Affective and Behavioral Effects of Advertising
Cognitive effects of advertising.

It is apparent that advertising

can have cognitive, affective, and behavioral effects.

Agenda setting

theory and the low involvement model of advertising effects suggest that
advertising increases youth' s awareness and knowledge of products in the
market place as well as influencing their perceptions of products and
the individuals who use them.

However, research has yielded conflicting

results. Moore and Stephens (123) and Moschis and Moore (124) found no
relationship whereas Moore and Moschis (125) found a positive

relationship between television exposure and ability to link brand name
and specific product categories. Television viewing did not

significantly influence ability to recall brand slogans (123, 125) but

was correlated with the belief that brand names are indicative of
product quality and performance (109).

A study of 306 high school students investigated the relationship
between brand preference, advertising recall, and the level of cigarette
smoking.

The researchers reported a correlation of 0. 50 (P<0. 001)
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between the level of tobacco use and recognition of cigarette brands and
cigarette advertising slogans (126). Students smoking more than one
pack per week recognized almost twice as many advertisements as non
smokers.
In a sample of 1,227 young adults, aged 12-to 22-years, substantial
knowledge about the attributes of different alcoholic beverages was
acquired from magazine and television advertisements (127). They gained

information about which brands are most popular, costly or impressive to
others.

Other information learned included the ingredients in alcoholic

drinks, the caloric content of beer, and the availability of new mixed
drinks. Approximately one-fourth learned about taste and cost.

Subjects with the greatest exposure to advertising were more likely to
know about liquor proof, beer ingredients, and the appropriate drink to

have with a good meal. During the initial period of experimentation
with alcohol, subjects reported acquiring information about brand
attributes, mixing drinks, prices, and taste from advertising.

In

another study, exposure to a mass media campaign using television,
radio, and brochures significantly increased (P<0. 03) the scores on a
nutrition knowledge test of 400 ninth graders (128) .

Moore and Stephens (123) found a strong association between brand

awareness and slogan recall. They concluded that advertisements are an
important source of information about brands, and brand name is a

significant attribute. Some products, such as toothpaste and school
supplies, first may be purchased randomly with subsequent selective
retention of information from commercials for those brands serving to
reinforce a particular brand selection (123).

Brand knowledge is
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determined by exposure to advertising and recall of slogans as well as
information seeking from personal and media sources.

Brand awareness

may motivate learning more about the product.

In the Moore and Stephens (123) study, scores on the slogan recall

instrument were low and may reflect the fact that adolescents do not pay
attention to advertisements. A survey of 12-to 19-year old adolescents
by Teenage Research Unlimited revealed that 66% change channels during

commercials and 89% fast forward through the commercials when they watch

videotaped programs (129) .

Recall of advertising messages is dependent

on motivations for exposure, an understanding of prices, and age (123) .
Affective effects of advertising. The impact of advertising at the
affective level has been examined in several studies that surveyed
approximately 1, 000 junior high and high school students in urban,
suburban, semirural, and rural Wisconsin and Georgia (49, 104, 110) .

In

this survey, brand preferences were measured by asking the participants
to list their favorite brand next to twelve different products or leave
the space blank if they had no preference. These studies revealed a

positive association between frequency of television viewing and youth' s

brand preferences.

Results suggested that mere exposure to specific

brands in television commercials may be sufficient to create favorable

attitudes towards them (49, 110) .

In a study by Moschis (104) , adolescents' affective responses to
brands of varying advertising intensity and involvement were studied.
He found that brand preferences and loyalty were more likely to develop
for heavily advertised and relevant products than for infrequently
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advertised and less relevant products.

Results also suggested that

while brand preferences for salient products develop during childhood,
advertising may play an important role in the establishment of
prefer�nces and loyalty for brands of less salient products during
adolescence.
Advertising also may affect attitudes toward product use. Exposure
to advertisements for alcoholic beverages was associated with favorable
attitudes toward use of alcohol and the belief that one can consume a
greater amount of alcohol before ability to drive is impaired (127) .
According to a literature review by Moschis (104) , several researchers

have investigated the effect of advertising exposure on youth and their
perceptions of advertised products and the people who use them.

For

example, youth heavily exposed to advertisements for products, such as
over-the-counter medications, alcohol, mouthwash, and deodorant, were
more likely to think that people need or use these products, and that
these products are effective. (119) .
Based on survey results, teenagers are brand conscious (72, 130) .
This consciousness may result from advertising, preferences associated
with gender, parental influence, and other factors.

Exposure to

advertising can influence teenagers' food choices by increasing their
awareness of brands.

In fact, when asked to name their favorite foods,

many teenagers list foods by brand names such as Kraft or Chef Boyardee
(130) .

While females are more brand conscious than males, both tend not

to purchase generics (71) . However, the products and brands in favor
change frequently, as often as every six months (72) . Teenagers want to
buy what they find acceptable to their peers, and thus may make
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different brand choices than their parents (71, 72, 130) .
Television/Radio Age published the results of a survey of 6-to 15-year
old youth by Yankelovich, Clancy, Shulman, Inc. , MTV Networks'
Nickel�deon, and Gannett's USA Today (131) . This study revealed that
53% of 9-to 15-year olds do not always buy the same brand of groceries
as their parents.
The formation of brand preferences and the degree of brand loyalty
vary with the type of product (132) . A study of 1, 000 junior and senior
high school students found that over a three-month period significant

(P<0. 05) formation of brand preferences occurred for toothpaste, camera,

flash cubes, light bulbs, and typewriters but not for coffee, soft

drinks, radio, jeans, furniture, tires, and insurance. Adolescents were
more likely to change brands for soft drinks or toothpaste than for
jeans over the three months of the study.

Brand preference may be acquired as the result of media exposure

rather than experience in the marketplace. Television commercials
showing social uses of products are more likely to have a higher impact
on formation of favorable attitudes toward brands than commercials not
showing social uses (109) .
Behavioral effects of advertising.

The behavioral effects of

advertising on teenagers has not been as extensively investigated as in
young children.

Work by Atkin and coworkers (127, 133) indicated that

exposure to advertisements for beer, wine, and alcohol increased
drinking or intention to begin drinking in the future and was associated
with drinking and driving.

In another study, high school males who were
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heavy television viewers reported more frequent use of alcohol than

light television viewers (134) . No studies examining the behavioral
effects of food advertising on food-related behaviors were found.
I� summary, advertising appears to increase youths' knowledge and

awareness of products in the marketplace, influence their perceptions of
advertised products and the people who use them, and influence brand
preference and loyalty. Although the behavioral effects of advertising
are not as well documented, research indicates that exposure to
advertising for beer, wine, and liquor increases drinking or intention
to begin drinking and driving while intoxicated.
Adolescents' Reasoning About Advertisements
Despite their ubiquitous presence and their substantial impact on
consumer behavior, little research has investigated how adolescents
reason about or process advertisements.

Factors which influence the

persuasiveness of advertisements include (a) knowledge about how to
process biased information, (b) knowledge about advertising,
(c) knowledge about the product, and (d) degree of involvement.

Since

knowledge about the product and the degree of involvement has been

previously discussed, this section will review the first two factors.
Knowledge about how to process biased information.

Both the

development of skills in formal reasoning and the use of specific formal
reasoning strategies influence adolescents' reasoning about
advertisements (135) .

In particular, by relying less on the concrete

and observable aspects of a situation, abstract reasoning allows the
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adolescent to consider possible ways a result could be obtained.

For

example, the television commercial for a candy bar states that its
consumption will alleviate hunger and improve concentration and work
performance. Although not mentioned in the commercial other foods, such
as a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, also can alleviate hunger and

improve concentration and work performance. Thus, the commercial may be
misleading.
Formal reasoning also employs specific strategies, such as the
controlling variable strategy. Use of this strategy involves designing
experiments to manipulate one variable while holding others constant.

Formal reasoning should determine how adolescents assess product claims.

However, abstract reasoning ability provided 126 seventh and eighth

graders no assistance in the appraisal of advertisements (135) . Thus,
formal reasoning strategies may not be fully utilized.

Because of the

effort involved, adolescents may abandon critical thought and accept the
advertisement rather than critically evaluate it (135).
Interviews with adolescents in the study by Linn and coworkers
(135) provided insight into another reason that adolescents may not use

formal reasoning skills.

These adolescents were skeptical of

advertisers and the techniques they used in product tests for
advertisements (135, 136).

In fact, only 18% of 88 seventh and eighth

graders believed advertisers tested their advertising claims; the

remaining 82% felt that advertisers only test their claims when they
want to, other people ask them to, or they are asked to by the
government (136). The adolescents' - lack of trust in advertisers
reflects an awareness of the persuasive intent of advertising. To avoid
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being persuaded, adolescents may reject advertisements rather than
critically evaluate them.
Results of the interviews also indicated that this sample of
adoles,cents was strongly influenced by the results of product tests in
advertisements (135) .

Thus, despite skepticism and the ability to

recognize procedural flaws in the tests, they still believed the results
of tests as claimed and were misled by the advertisement. Lack of
contradictory information and alternative sources of information about

the product being tested may explain the adolescent' s failure to act on

his/her critical evaluation of advertisements.
The adolescents' ability to develop tests to determine if a
specific product meets their needs is poor. Left to their own devices,
adolescents often designed tests to evaluate products that lacked
relevance to the hypothesis they were testing (135) .

They lost track of

the test's purpose and instead attempted to show a large difference
between the products or to test the advertiser' s claim.

Adolescents

designed experiments to evaluate product claims that were less than
optimal in terms of the number of tests and the number of subjects.

Adolescents failed to demonstrate an appreciation of the importance of
repeated testing.

Instead of using formal reasoning strategies, "adol escents appear

to make decisions based on limited information and seek only a limited
amount of information when given the opportunity to gather evidence for
a decision. Adolescents' reasoning about advertisements appears
expedient rather than thoughtful and may result in acceptance of
misleading claims" (135) . Linn and coworkers (135, 136) concluded from
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their research that adolescents who believed the claims in an
advertisement were more willing to purchase the product than those who
were non-believers.
A9vertisements can persuade by increasing the number of criteria
used in decision making or by changing the viewer's criteria for
decision making (136).

Increasing the number of factors used in making

a decision results in more information than the adolescent can process.
The additional information can impair consistent and logical decision
making (136, 137).

Under these circumstances, a capricious response may

replace rational thought processes. Adolescents are especially
vulnerable to advertisers' attempts to change their criteria for
decision making.
Advertisements can impair rational decision making by encouraging
the adoption of inappropriate criteria for product selection (such as
"makes me fee 1 good
and desires.

11 )

or by building on or altering the consumer's needs

For example, food advertisements might influence an

adolescent's perceived desire for the advertised product by building on
the adolescent's excessive concern with physical appearance. One might
speculate that successful food advertisements alter the salience of

attributes on which food-related decisions are made.

Research by Eiser

and coworkers (138) supports this idea. They state that in the process

of food selection, consumers evaluate the different products based on
the attributes that are salient to them.

For example, to one individual

red meat is good because it contains iron, and to another it is bad
because it contains saturated fat.

In order to decide if a particular

food is "good or "bad, " an attitudinal judgment regarding the relative
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importance of the different attributes of a food must be made by the
consumer. Making this judgment likely requires the selective attention
to and processing of particular attributes at the expense of other
attrib,utes. Thus, attitudes can be changed by modifying the salience of
attributes (138) .
"Accentuation theory, " developed by Eiser and coworkers (138) ,
distinguishes between the focal attributes on which a judgment is based
and the peripheral attributes of an item which may or may not affect
judgement of the focal attribute. When focal and peripheral attributes
are related, peripheral attributes can help predict judgement on focal
attributes.

For example, when one is evaluating foods on the focal

dimension of whether "it' s good for you, " knowledge of various
peripheral attributes (such as vitamin or mineral content) can help the
individual make a decision about which food is better.
In a test of this theory, Eiser and coworkers (138) presented an
experimental group of 211, 13-to 14-year olds, with information about
the amount of iron, protein, carbohydrate, kilocalories, or fat in 21
different foods. Then, they compared their ratings of the pleasantness

and goodness of the foods to a control group of 36, that did not receive
the nutrition information. The information about the nutrient content

of the foods positively affected the subjects' ratings of their

"goodness. " Eiser and coworkers (138) concluded that the foods were
evaluated on the most important or available attribute at that time.
The results suggest that advertising can enhance the salience or
acceptibility of particular attributes (138) .

Knowledge of the nutrient
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content of the food did not affect ratings of pleasantness, because this
attribute was not related to goodness as defined in this study.
Food advertising can introduce bias by selectively emphasizing
certai� attributes of the food even when this selective information is
correct. Television food advertisements commonly emphasize the more
attractive aspects of a food product while avoiding any mention of the
less positive aspects. This selective emphasis can reduce the amount of
information used to evaluate the food advertisement, resulting in a
simplified evaluation. Thus, advertising apparently builds on the
desire of an individual to reduce complex decisions to simpler ones.
Research indicates that young consumers have preferences regarding more
attributes than they take into account in evaluating a product, and it
is not until late adolescence that individuals integrate their
preferences on two or more attributes (137) . Therefore, although
advertising can disseminate accurate information, it can still reduce
the quality of adolescents' decision making.
Knowledge of advertising. Knowledge is an additional factor that

may influence how adolescents process the information in commercials.

Knowledge and understanding of the purpose of advertising influence the
persuasiveness of the commercial and the retention of information in the
commercial (139) . Specifically, knowledge regarding the purpose of

advertising affects the processing of the information in the commercial,
which in turn influences the retention of both product and non-product
related informati on in the commerci al and the subsequent recognition of
the product. This recall and recognition, then, are determinants of
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preference for the advertised product. These relationships are depicted
in Figure 2.
Based on a thorough review of relevant research, Siegler (140)
identified three ways knowledge may influence information processing.
First, previous knowledge can enhance the recall of newly presented
information. Second, age related differences in information processing
abilities and strategies may be due to changes in the knowledge base.
In fact, children knowledgeable in a particular area can recall more
information about their area of expertise than adults without this
knowledge base. Third, recall can improve without learning new
strategies when the knowledge base is increased.
In summary, advertisements may impair adolescents' ability to
evaluate the claims critically by increasing or changing the salient
attributes used to evaluate the products. Adolescents appear to be
especially persuaded by advertisements that use comparison tests.

Prior

knowledge about the product, an understanding of the purpose of
advertising, and degree of involvement are other factors that may
influence how adolescents reason about advertisements.
Attributes of Persuasive Advertisements

Articles in trade journals have described ways to market products

to teenagers (74-76, 130) . Adolescents respond to commercials that
involve dance, beat music, adventure, and fast pace cutting. The actual
words in the commercial may not be significant because teenagers respond
to "allegiance advertising-this brand is who I am. " (74) .

Food
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manufacturers design advertising campaigns for adolescents that build on
their concern with physical appearance and interest in health and
physical fitness.

Results of two studies indicated that the perceived

healthfulness of foods significantly influenced the food choices of both
male and female adolescents (141, 142) . Adolescent females respond to
advertisements that emphasize fitness and health and are very interested
in "lower calorie natural advertising" (75) . According to recent
research by Contento and coworkers (143) , health is an important factor
determining food choices for three subgroups of adolescents.

These

adolescents consumed foods they believe are healthful and avoided foods
that contain sugar, are fattening, and promote heart disease.

American

high school home economic students reported that price, nutritional
value, ease of preparation, caloric content, and brand loyalty in
descending order were the most important criteria for purchasing food
(144) .
Advertisers also plan promotional campaigns around other issues,
such as family continuity and developing an identity, that are relevant
to this age group (74) . Moschis (109) has suggested that advertisements

promoting the social uses of products were likely to impact the

formation of favorable attitudes toward brands of advertised products.

However, adolescents' attitudes toward and responses to commercials

are not all positive. Adolescents express a great deal of discontent
and skepticism toward commercials. Approximately 90% of about 500 tenth
graders studied by Lyle and Hoffman (51) felt there are too many
commercials.

Fifty-one percent rated commercials as annoying or in poor

taste always or most of the time. The overwhelming majority felt that
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television commercials never tell the truth or at best do so only some
of the time.
A survey of 1, 094 eighth to twelfth graders in Maryland assessed
attitudes toward advertising by asking participants what commercials
represented the best and the worst in television advertising and the
reason they liked or disliked these commercials (145) . Of all

respondents, the two most frequently cited categories of commercials

were cigarettes and drugs or patent medications mentioned by 17% and
15%, respectively. Soft drinks were cited by 7% and food and gum

commercials by 6%. Soft drink commercials were well liked; 96% of those
mentioning soft drinks ranked them as the best in television
advertising, and 4% ranked them as the worst in television advertising.
Fifty-three percent of those mentioning food and gum commercials felt
they represented the best in television advertising, and 47% the worst
in television advertising.

Many of the respondents in the Ward and Robertson (145) survey
failed to specify both a commercial and a reason for liking or disliking
it. Of the 705 respondents in this study who specified both a product
category as representing the best and a reason for liking the
commercial, 14% specified liking soft drink commercials and 6% food

commercials. The primary reason for liking soft drink advertisements

was good music.

Interestingly, clever was a term most frequently cited

as a reason for liking food and gum commercials. On the other hand, the
primary reasons for disliking food and gum commercials were that they
were stupid or fake.
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Interesti ngly, atti tudes toward commerci als were not related to

recall of commercial content or self -reported effects on buying .

In

fact, very few adolescents sai d they watch telev i si on commerci als to

learn �ow to solve problems, to make a good i mpressi on on others, or to

be successful (soci al uti li ty reasons) ; to have someth i ng to talk about
w i th parents and fri ends (communicati on uti l i ty reasons) ; or to see

thi ngs they ' d like to have or let them dream of the good li fe (vicari ous

consumpti on reasons) ( 146) .

Interpersonal Communicati on and Consumer Soc i ali zation
Interpersonal communi cati on also plays an i mportant role i n

consumer sociali zati on and medi ates the adolescent ' s response to

advert i s i ng . Th i s section of the review discusses the i nfluence of

fami ly and peers on adolescents ' food habi ts and the i mpact of
i nterpersonal communi cati on on consumer sociali zati on .

Interpersonal Relati onsh ips and Adolescents ' Food Habi ts

Fami ly relati onships and adolescents ' food habi ts are i nterrelated .

Fami ly commensali sm has been correlated w i th a preference for a greater

vari ety of foods, i mproved di etary adequacy, and greater assi stance from
parents w i th decision making, homework, personal problems, and money

problems ( 1 47) . Fami ly commensali sm was also associ ated w i th the degree

of affecti on between the adolescent and each parent, performance rati ngs

in the fulfi llment of the mother, father, son, or daughter role, and the

mood level manifested by the parent-ch i ld dyad . Adolescents who shared
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food-related activities with their family were more likely to report
receiving praise, discipline, and encouragement, to share confidences
and problems, or to agree on most matters with at least one adult in the
househpld (148) .

Hinton and coworkers (87) noted that positive family

relations were associated with less meal skipping and a more adequate
diet.

In this study, criticism regarding dietary intake increased meal

skipping and decreased the adequacy of the diet.
Contento and coworkers (143) identified three subgroups of
adolescents who were significantly influenced by significant others in
their food choices. One subgroup's food choices were primarily
determined by what parents serve and friends eat. A second subgroup
believed both they and their friends ate healthful foods.

A third

subgroup's food choices correlated with what their parents serve and
with concern about health.
Parents and peers are frequently cited as sources of nutrition
information.

Results of three studies indicated that between 80% and

9 1% of high school students received nutrition information from their
parents (13- 15) .

Peers were reported as a source of nutrition

information by 31% (14) and 47% (15) of high school students. The next

section of the literature review describes how communication with peers

and family impacts consumer socialization and mediates the influence of
television advertising.
Interpersonal Communication and Television Viewing

Television viewing often may be a shared leisure activity, and this
social context determines what programs are watched (54, 149) . Eighty-

two percent of tenth graders reported usually or sometimes watching
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television with their parents, 75% with siblings, and 47% with friends

( 51 ) . Of those who watched television with their families, 18% reported

talking with other members quite a bit, and 60% sometimes . Sixteen

percent talked about the television show, and over one-half reported

talking about both the television show and other things . Television not

only may serve as a social activity, but what is seen on television also

can be a topic of conversation . Sixty-three percent of tenth graders

discussed topics viewed on television with friends, and 3 7% of the males

and 58% of the females discussed television with their parents ( 51 ) .

Interpersonal communication can condition a youth's attention to

and learning from television commercials, resulting in positive and

negative socialization ( 50, 1 1 2 ) . Adolescents are more likely to retain
advertising information when they expect to use it in interpersonal

communication ( 1 50) . Day-to-day consumption plans appear to be

discus sed with peers, while long term plans are �iscussed with family

members ( 1 50) . Ward and Wackman ( 1 13 ) have suggested that communication

with parents plays an important mediating role between exposure and

purchase, thus indicating that consumer behavior is not just a direct

effect of advertising but a social process involving communication with
others .
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Peer Communi cati on
Interacti on with peers sati sfi es several psychologi cal and soci al
needs i ncludi ng rei nforcement of values and status (104). Sati sfacti on
of these needs might i n turn lead to changes i n an i nd i vi dual' s
atti tudes and behavi ors. Membershi p i n and acceptance by a speci al peer
group may requi re engagi ng i n certai n behavi ors.

For example, due to

thei r symboli c connotati on, certai n foods may not be acceptable to

consume i n the company of fri ends (8) .

Research i ndi cates that reference groups can i nfluence consumer
behavi or by determi n i ng what consumer goods are acceptable and popular
(104). Adolescents who watch televisi on to learn what others wi ll thi nk
about the purchase of a parti cular product are more li kely to buy an
adverti sed product (113 ) . Teenagers respond to peer opi n i ons regardi ng
topi cs about whi ch they have similar i nterests, opini ons, and atti tudes
such as choi ce of clothes or hai rstyle (104, 125). Add i ti onally, peers
can serve as a source of rei nforcement or as a model.
Accordi ng to soci al compari son theory, people desi re to vali date
thei r beli efs and recei ve an accurate apprai sal of thei r capabi li t i es.
(151). The behavi oral outcome of thi s dri ve i s that i ndi v i duals wi ll

compare their opini ons and abi lities with others. One could speculate

that adolescents wi ll attempt to evaluate what they learn about food and

nutri ti on from televi s i on by compari ng i t wi th others who are li kely to
have s i m i lar vi ews.

In other words, televi si on adverti s i ng can have

i ndi rect effects by setti ng the agenda for communi cati on about
consumpti on wi th peers (110, 125).

Research i ndi cates that adolescents

do i n i t i ate di scussi ons wi th peers about consumer i nformati on obtai ned

at home , and peer communication may be a second-order consequence of
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learning from parents rather than from television ( 50 , 108 , 152) .

Learning consumer norms from peers . In the mid 1950' s , Riesman and

Roseborough (107) suggested that adolescents learn the symbolic meaning

of goods from their peers . Research conducted during the last decade
supports this view . Adolescents reported that their peers were a

significant source of information in making decisions about the purchase
of consumer goods that were important to social acceptance such as

sunglasses and a wallet . This need for social approval may cause the

adolescent to purchase such a product with friends (153) .

Communication with peers increases awareness of consumer goods and

services , and that in turn results in greater attention to television

and commercials in order to learn about the social uses of products

(49 , 50 , 150 ) . The availability and demonstration of the social uses of

products in advertisements contribute to the formation of materialistic

attitudes and to social motivations for consumption . Therefore, it is

not surprising that communication with peers about consumption has been
correlated with the strength of materialistic attitudes in both cross

sectional and longitudinal studies (50 , 108 , 112) .

In addition to influencing orientations toward conspicuous

consumption , peers appear to play a key role in the decision making

process . For example , the frequency of peer communication about

consumption and the trust placed in their advice about purchasing

decisions were associated with the need to work to satisfy both

immediate and future consumption motives (150) . Frequency of
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communication with peers about consumption also has been linked to
preferences for information from peers and to reliance on peer product
preferences (153) .

Peers, then, appear to be influential at the product

eva1 ua,tion stage.
Wh i l e discussing consumption matters with their peers, adolescents

learn a variety of information about the marketplace.

Communication

with peers results in an increased awareness of brands in the
marketplace, the costs of these goods and services, and consumer rights
and obligations (124) . The increased awareness results in greater
interaction with other socialization agents, such as the mass media and
the family, and that in turn results in additional learning. According
to Moschis (49) , watching television programs and commercials to acquire
information about lifestyles and behaviors associated with users of
consumer goods and products was positively related with peer
communication about consumption.

Peers also play a key role in the

development and maintenance of brand preference� (110) . Moreover,
favorability of attitudes toward advertising, ability to filter puffery
in commercials, dissatisfaction with the marketplace, and information
seeking are positively linked to peer communication (49, 109, 114) .

Peer influences on interaction with other socialization agents.

addition to their influence on the development of attitudes toward

In

conspicuous consumption and on the decision making process, peers can
influence the interaction with other socialization agents. According to
Chaffee and Tims (149) , social relations influence adolescents' use of
the mass media. As they spend more time interacting with peers, they
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spend less time using the mass media. Additional support for this
pattern is supplied by research reporting an inverse relationship
between frequency of communication with peers regarding consumption and
frequency of television viewing (150, 154).

In the process of sharing with their parents what they learn from
peers, adolescents may influence parental consumption.

Riesman and

Roseborough (107) call this process retroactive socialization. Several
studies support the hypothesis that retroactive socialization occurs
(125, 154, 155).

Several studies have reported a positive relationship

between the frequency of interaction with peers about consumption and

the frequency of initiating discussions about consumption with parents
(50, 108, 109, 154) . A study by Moschis and Mitchell (155) examined the

degree of adolescents' participation in various stages of the decision
making process concerning the purchase of a wide range of products.
Some were specifically for adolescents' use (such as school supplies or
clothing) , and others were specifically for use by the family or just

the parents (such as small appliances or car repairs).

The study

reported a statistically significant relationship between the

adolescent' s frequency of interaction with peers about consumption and
the likelihood of the adolescent mentioning the need for these products

and services, discussing their purchase, and playing a key role in the

family purchase decision. The data, thus, suggest a tendency for peer

influences to be carried into the family decision process and to impact
family decisions.
The strength of peer influence on consumer behavior depends on
gender and family relations.

Females appear more likely to conform to
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peer pressure than males (104). This may reflect the greater parental
restrictiveness toward thei r daughters than their sons.

In response to

this more authori tarian parenti ng style, the adolescent female may
substitute peer norms for parental support.

One longi tudinal study

(112) found that the influence of peers was greater on adolescents from
families who di scussed consumpti on matters i nfrequently.
To summari ze, research results provide evidence that communi cati on
with peers is associ ated wi th the development of the expressi ve or
social aspects of consumpti on and, also, plays a role i n the decisi on
making process, especially at the i nformation seeki ng and evaluati on
stages.

Frequency of i nteraction with peers also is related to reliance

on peer product preferences, especially for items where soci al ·
acceptance is salient.

Peer communi cati on is also associated with the

development of a variety of consumer ski lls, the development and
mai ntenance of brand preferences, and the development of di ssati sfacti on
with the marketplace.

However, di scussions about consumpti on wi th

parents reportedly decrease the influence of peers.

Peers can

indi rectly i nfluence the fami ly decision making process through

retroactive socializati on. Additionally, peer communication can

influence the interaction with other sources of consumer information

such as the family and the mass medi a.

Finally, peers can influence the

adolescent's attenti on to and processi ng of i nformation from the mass

media.
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Familv Communication
Because youth watch television at home, one would assume that
social influences in the home shape the adolescent's use of and learning
from t�e mass media.

In fact, the family context of interpersonal

communication appears to have the greatest impact on consumer
socialization. The influence of intrafamilial communication on consumer
learning results from sibling-sibling, parent-child, and child-parent
communication (104).
Unfortunately, few studies have examined the effect of discussion
with siblings about consumption on consumer socialization (104).
Research on the impact of older siblings on clothing selection indicates
that siblings may affect the development of materialistic attitudes and
social motivations for consumption. Watching television with siblings
influences what type of television program the children view (149). The
importance of siblings as socialization agents is influenced by their
gender and birth order position. Since research on sibling
communication is sparse, the rest of this section will discuss the
influence of parent-child communication on consumer socialization. The
term "family" will refer solely to parent-child relations.

Learning consumer norms from parents. The effects of family

communication on consumer socialization can be either direct, indirect,
or it can mediate the impact of other sources of consumer socialization
(104). Direct effects include the transmission of consumer knowledge
and the subsequent formation of patterns of norms, beliefs, and behavior
from one member to another.

Indirect influences involve learning
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patterns of i nteracti on wi th other sources of consumer i nformati on such
as peers and the mass media whi ch i n turn i nfluence consumer learni ng.

Fi nally, the family may medi ate the effects of other sources of consumer
i nformati on. For example, fami ly communicati on can attenuate the
i nfluence of peers .

Riseman and Roseborough ( 107) proposed that youth learn the basi c

rational aspects of consumpti on from their fami ly.

Parents emphasize

normative consumer ski lls in thei r i nteraction with the i r chi ldren .

Moore and Moschis ( 57) reported that parental modeli ng is associ ated

with consumer role percepti ons. Fami ly communication is positi vely

related to the performance of socially desi rable consumer behaviors

( 50, 1 1 2, 1 25, 1 54 ) . Fami ly communicati on also i ncreases the adolescent ' s

knowledge of the pri ce of selected products, economic motivati ons for
consumption, and i n the short term the li kelihood of the adolescent
preferri ng to buy sale items or heav i ly adverti sed products
(49 , 50 , 123 , 154 , 156) .

Parental i nfluence appears to encompass more than the rati onal

aspects of consumpti on . Moschis ( 1 14 ) conducted a study of 556 sixth to
twelfth graders and found that family communication was positively

linked ( P<0 . 05) to the development of brand preference and the ability

to filter puffery in adverti sements during the 1 4-month study.

Parents not only teach the i r children the normati ve aspects of

consumption, but also provide assistance i n the selection of consumer

goods . In fact, ch i ldren prefer thei r parents as a source of consumer
i nformation ( 1 53 ) . The effect of fami ly i nteracti on on the dec i s i on

maki ng process var i es with the stage and the type of product ( 1 04, 1 57 ) .
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This idea is supported by a study of the purchasing patterns of 607
adolescents (158) .

By themselves, adolescents were more likely to

purchase products relevant to their own leisure activities, such as
record$ and tapes, movie tickets, and sports equipment, but with their
parents they tended to purchase items of higher price and social risk,
such as shoes and clothes (158) . Adolescents were more likely to
purchase snack foods alone or wi th peers than with family members, while
health care products were more likely to be purchased with other family
members, alone, or by others.

In a study by Belch and coworkers (157) ,

teenagers had greater input regarding the decision for purchasing
products and services they used or were affected by, such as breakfast
cereal or the family vacation, than for those they were less involved
with such as television, automobile, household appliances and household
furniture. Similarly, Moschis and Moore (153) found that the desire for
parental advi ce was greatest for products where price, social
acceptance, and performance were salient.

In other words, adolescents

are most likely to purchase products which involve greater monetary and
performance risk with parents and products of lower risk alone or with
peers (152, 153) .

Mechani sm of parental influence. The specific mechanism by which

family communication influences the child' s consumer learning is not
well understood (104) .

It does appear that parents make limited

attempts to teach their children consumer skills, such as brand
knowledge, price accuracy, and consumer role perceptions { 109, 124 , 159) .
With these limited efforts, parents encourage their children' s practice
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of positive consumer behaviors without providing any explanation.
Parents expect that the child will learn consumer norms by observation.

In other words, parents attempt to act as role models to their children,

and th�y expect them to learn these roles through observation. Although
positive reinforcement appears to encourage the performance of socially
desirable consumer behaviors, negative reinforcement does not restrain
these behaviors, and it may interfere with adolescents' learning about
consumer matters.

For example, restrictive punishment, such as

grounding, increases the amount of time the adolescent spends watching
television (160).
Sociodemographic characteristics influence family interaction
processes (152) . Older teenagers discuss consumption with their parents
less often and receive less positive reinforcement from them (159) .
Older adolescents are also less likely to take parental preferences into
account in evaluating products and are more likely to buy heavily
advertised products (156) .

Females are less dependent than males on

other family members for the purchase of health care products, jeans,
and shirts but not other products relevant to physical appearance, such
as shoes and coats (158) .

Females interact more with parents about

consumer matters and are more likely to receive negative reinforcement

than males.

The active involvement of female adolescents in food

shopping suggests that parents might allow their daughters greater
independence in making family decisions or encourage greater involvement
in family decisions than their sons.

In fact, females are more likely

than their male counterparts to mention the need for products, discuss
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the purchase, make product decisions, and actually purchase the product
(155).
To summarize, adolescents learn consumer norms by observing their

parent$ as they mature or through experience in the marketplace.

Parental mediation efforts, such as reinforcement or purposive training,
also play a role in the development of consumer norms.

Age and gender

of the adolescent influence the interaction with parents about consumer
matters.
Family Communication Style
Consumer learning from the family is related not only to the
frequency but also to the pattern of communication.

Research has

consistently shown that there are two styles of family communication :
socio-oriented and concept-oriented. Newcomb's (161) A B X paradigm
provides the framework for these two dimensions of parent-child
communication (105). According to this model, interpersonal
communication involves at least two persons, A and B, and an object of
communication, X.

The model assumes that A and B are positively or

negatively oriented toward each other and are co-oriented toward X.
Family communication patterns can be divided into A B stressed

relationships (socio-oriented) and A X or B X emphasized relationships,
(concept-oriented) (105). Socio-oriented families emphasize the

importance of harmonious social relationships, while concept-oriented
families encourage consideration of all alternatives before making a
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decision, open expression of opinion, and exposure to controversy.
These dimensions form the four-fold family communication typology shown
in Figure 3.
Family communication style and television viewing. Television
viewing practices vary with style of family communication. McLeod and

O'Keefe (105) reported that adolescents from protective families watch

the most television of any family communication pattern, especially
entertainment programs.

Television allows the child to escape from the

strong emphasis on relationships. Consensual families have a greater
than average interest in public affairs content on television.

However,

their knowledge of politics is well below average. The tendency of
consensual families to view fantasy-oriented programs may be due to the
conflicting messages these adolescents receive from their parents
(exploring controversies but maintaining harmonious relations) .

These

adolescents reportedly watch a large amount of violent programming and
do not feel the real world is similar to that seen on television.
Adolescents from both protective and consensual families are more apt to
model parental viewing patterns (161) . Adolescents from laissez faire

families, like those from protective families, do not feel there is

similarity between television and real life, although these adolescents

become involved with characters and story or action shows. Adolescents
from pluralistic families watch less television than other family types.
Family communication style and consumer decision making.
Adolescents from socio-oriented families believe the source of
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Figure 3 . Family Communication Pattern Typology Interpreted by
Relations From Newcomb's ABX Paradigm .

Key : A = the child, B = the parent, X = the topic, arrows indicate
relations stressed in particular family type .
Laissez faire families lack emphasis on either type of relation .
The adolescent is not prohibited from arguing with his/her parents, but
neither is s/he exposed to conflicting sets of ideas .

Protective families stress the obedience and social harmony of
socio-relations (A B) only, and there is little concern with conceptual
matters . The child not only is prohibited from speaking up, but s/he is
not likely to encounter controversial ideas that would make him/her
speak out .
Pluralistic families emphasize the development of strong and varied
concept relations (A X ) without insisting on obedience to authority .
The child is encouraged to explore new ideas and to express them without
fear of retaliation .

Consensual families place stress on agreement through both types of
orientations (A B and A X ) . The child is faced with a seemingly
incompatible situation in that s/he is encouraged to explore
controversy, but s/he is also constrained to develop and maintain ideas
consonant with those of his parents .

Source : McLeod, J . M . & O'Keefe, G . J . ( 1 972 ) The socialization
perspective and communicati on behavior . In Kl ine, F . G . , and Ti chenor,
P . J . , eds . : Current Perspectives in Mass Communication Research, Beverly
Hills, CA . : Sage Publications .
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information in an advertising message is a more important attribute than
their counterparts from concept-oriented families (Moschis, 1987) .
Socio-oriented subjects more readily changed their attitudes when the
expert� se of the message' s source was manipulated.
According to a study of 161 adolescent families, a socio-oriented
communication structure also appears to influence the family decision
process. Adolescents from socio-oriented families were less likely to
be influential in the decision of what to buy and the actual purchase of
the product (155).

Youth from a concept-oriented family did not play a

significant role in mentioning the need for products, seeking
information, deciding what to buy, and actually purchasing the product.
Thus, a socio-oriented family communication pattern discourages the
child' s participation in consumer decisions, while a concept-oriented
family communication pattern does not either discourage or encourage
greater participation through independent decision making.
In addition, family communication patterns influence information
seeking. Adolescents from pluralistic families that encourage self
expression and lack of social constraints prefer functional types of

information (109) . Since pluralistic families promote the evaluation of
choices, their children report an increased preference for sources of

information, such as Consumer Reports, which contain many alternatives.
They have a higher regard for their parent' s opinion and prefer to use

parents as a source of information. On the other hand, adolescents from
laissez faire families rely less on parents or peers for information
(152) .

Adolescents from protective families are more susceptible to

outside influences, such as peers and television advertisements (152) .
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Vulnerabi li ty to these outsi de i nfluences i s probably li mi ted to
i nformal soci al i nfluences rather than commerci al i nfluences i n the
market place (162).
Fami ly communi cati on style and consumer learni ng.

Fami ly

communi cati on patterns also i nfluence the youth' s consumer knowledge and
behavi or. Adolescents from plurali sti c fami lies are better able to
fi lter puffery i n advertising, manage a typi cal fami ly budget, descri be
vari ous consumer goods and thei r attri butes, and more apt to perform
soci ally desi rable consumer behavi ors (152, 163, 164).

These adolescents

tend to report negati ve atti tudes toward the marketplace, preferences
for brands, and greater purchasi ng i ndependence than the other groups
(162). Adolescents from plurali stic fami li es are the most competent
consumers. On the other hand, a consensual fami ly communi cati on pattern
i s associ ated with the most posi ti ve atti tudes toward the market place
and greater di ssati sfacti on with products purchased or consumed (162).
Adolescents from lai ssez fai re famili es are least li kely to develop
brand preferences and are the least competent consumers (162).

Family communi cati on patterns also affect other parent-chi ld

i nteracti on processes.

Fami ly communi cati on patterns i nfluence the

degree of s i m i lari ty of atti tudes and behavi ors between parents and

chi ldren (104). Only i n lai ssez fai re fami li es were parental and chi ld
atti tudes toward the marketplace and di ssati sfacti on wi th the

marketplace s i mi lar.

Protecti ve families reported the hi ghest degree of

s i mi lari ty i n atti tudes toward money, whereas consensual fami li es
exh i bi ted the greatest si mi lari ty i n desi rable consumer behavi ors.
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Family communication �tyle and interaction with other socialization
agents.

In addition to influencing the rational aspects of consumption,

the family communication style also shapes the child' s consumer behavior
by infJ uencing interaction with other socialization agents.

A survey of

377 families with children between the ages of 2-to I S-years revealed a
link between family communication patterns and restrictions regarding
the use of television (105) . Although both socio- and concept-oriented
families used television viewing privileges for reward and punishment,
concept-oriented families provided guidance about the programs selected
for viewing.

However, protective families, which are high in social

orientation and low in concept orientation, were most likely to use
television viewing privileges for reward and punishment, while
pluralistic families, which are low in social orientation and high in
concept orientation, were the least likely to use television privileges
for reward and punishment.
Ward (103) speculated that "families stressing conformity to others
may implicitly encourage their children to learn to purchase and to
derive satisfaction from their purchases on the basis of the perceived

effects on others. "

This encouragement of respect for others and

consideration of their beliefs may result in materialistic attitudes and
social motivations for consumption. Two studies reported a positive

association between a socio-oriented family communication pattern and

materialism and social motivations for consumption (164, 165 ).

A

concept-oriented family communication pattern was not significantly
related to materialism, social motivations for consumption, or economic
motivations for consumption. Moore and Moschis (165) have suggested
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that the emphasis in socio-oriented families on evaluating consumer
goods on the basis of their perceived effect on others may indirectly
affect consumption related cognitions by influencing television viewing

motive$. These motives in turn affect the development of materialistic

attitudes.
On the other hand, a concept-oriented family communication pattern
increases exposure to public affairs programming. Exposure to this

programming is positively linked to (a) economic motivations for

consumption, (b) the propensity to buy and use consumer goods and
services in a socially desirable way , (c) consumer affairs knowledge,
(d) ability to filter puffery, (e) the ability to identify products that
are claimed to be different on specific attributes, and (f) consumer
financial management (163-165).
Based on the studies reviewed, family communication patterns
influence the frequency and type of television programs viewed as well
as television viewing motives. A socio oriented-family communication
pattern discourages participation in consumer decisions, while a
concept-oriented family communication pattern does not either discourage
or encourage participation in the decision making process.

Family

communication patterns also influence information seeking, consumer

knowledge and behaviors, and attitudes toward the marketplace.

Family

communication patterns indirectly impact consumer socialization by
influencing interaction with other socialization agents, which
subsequently affects consumer learning.

Parents also mediate the

effects of television and peers by influencing the processing and
interpretation of messages received from these sources.
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Overall, consumer socialization research indicates that parent
child communication directly influences the development of consumer
skills, knowledge, and attitudes.

By determining the frequency, type

of, and motivations for use of the mass media and interaction with
peers, family communication indirectly influences consumer
socialization. Finally, parents also mediate the effects of other
socialization agents by altering the interpretation of information from
these sources.
Summary
Adolescents purchase a significant portion of the food consumed by
themselves and their families. This fact combined with the extensive
amount of time adolescents spend watching television has made
adolescents a target audience for food advertisements. The large amount
of money spent by food manufacturers on televisi�n advertising suggests
that food commercials may be successful in influencing food choices.
However, the impact of television viewing by adolescents on their

dietary habits has been the subject of few studies.

It is postulated

that television promotes the consumption of foods high in fat and sugar,

and this combined with the passivity of television may increase the risk
of obesity.
The influence of television on adolescent consumer behavior has
been extensively examined from a socialization perspective. According
to this viewpoint, as an agent of socialization, television transmits
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors essential to the acquisition of the
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consumer role.

Mass communication theory provides the conceptual

framework for three models of advertising effects. The high involvement
model states that the audience may be highly involved in critically

examin,ing advertisements, while developing thoughts and feelings about
the product. According to the low involvement model, individuals are

passively involved in the communication process when they do not
perceive the information as salient. This passivity combined with
frequent exposure results in behavior change. The third model, agenda
setting theory, proposes that the major goal of advertising may be to
focus the consumer's attention on what products or brands to think about
rather than persuading consumers what to think about them. Agenda
setting theory also suggests that advertising may alter the relative
importance of product attributes. These models suggest that advertising
has cognitive, attitudinal, and behavioral effects. Advertising
increases knowledge and awareness of products in the marketplace and
influences the perception of advertised products and brand preferences.
Exposure to advertising increases expectations about the
performance of advertised products and decreases the person's ability to
filter puffery in advertisements. Advertisements also impair

adolescents' ability to critically evaluate the claims by increasing the
number or altering the salience of attributes that can be used to
evaluate products. Knowledge about the product, knowledge about

advertising, and the degree of involvement are also important factors
which determine adolescents' responses to advertisements.
Information about how adolescents reason about the claims i n
advertisements is utilized to improve the persuasiveness of
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advertisements.

In fact, articles in trade journals describe ways of

making advertising more effective. Adolescent females appear to be
especially responsive to advertisements emphasizing fitness and health,
are eager to try new products, and may perceive the nationally

advertised brands as more nutritious, as a better value, and of a higher
quality than store brands or generics.
Interpersonal communication plays a key role in determining the
adolescent' s response to advertising.

Interaction with peers increases

awareness of goods and services in the marketplace, which in turn
influences learning from other sources of consumer information including
the family and television. Communication with peers also appears to
influence family consumer decisions, and peers are instrumental in the
development and maintenance of brand preferences.
Parents are primary agents in the consumer socialization of their
children. They serve as role models for appropriate behavior, and the
child' s communication with parents influences interactions with other
sources of consumer information.

For example, family communication

influences the frequency of television viewing and the types of programs
viewed.

Parents also appear to mediate the influence of the mass media

and peers. Apparently the influence of parents depends more on the

pattern of interaction than on the frequency of interaction.

The literature reviewed suggests that television advertising may
have direct effects on pregnant adolescents' food choices and that
communication with family and peers may mediate these effects. The
hypothesized direct effects of television advertising are diagrammed in
Figure 4 . According to this proposed model, television advertising
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Percept i on of
Product

Sal i ence of
Product Attr i bute

Consumpt i on
of Product

F i g ure 4 . Propos ed Model to Descr ibe the D i rect Effect s of
Telev i s i on on the Food Consumpt i on of Pregnant Adoles cent s .

influences the relative importance of the various attributes of the
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product, the individual' s perception of the advertised product, and

consumption of the advertised product . In addition, perception of the

adver�ised product may influence consumption of the product .

Figure 5

shows that the frequency of communication with family and peers and the

pattern of family communication may mediate the influence of television
advertising .

No studies were found in which the influences of parents, peers,

and television viewing were studied conjointly and associated with

actual food consumption of adolescents . Furthermore, no studies were

found that examined the relationship among these variables, although
there is a theoretical and empirical basis for such a study . A

systematic study of these factors could prove or disprove the purported
effect of television, given that the influence of parents and peers is

also determined .
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Perception of
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Figure 5 . Proposed Model to Describe How Family and Peer
Communication Mediate the Impact of Television on the Food Consumption
of Pregnant Adolescents .
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CHAPTER I I I
METHODOLOGY
Sample Selection
Pregnant adolescents, ages 11 to 17 at conception, were recruited
from private and public medical clinics, government assistance programs,
public schools, and special programs for pregnant adolescents within
approximately 100 miles of Knoxville, Tennessee.

Pregnant adolescents

identified to participate in the study were from 28 to 35 weeks of
gestational age according to self-reported expected dates of delivery.
Staff from cooperating agencies approached potential subjects about
their willingness to participate and obtained permission to release
their name, address, and phone number to researchers involved in TN 860.
In addition, posters advertising the study were posted in
cooperating agencies and Department of Human Services offices in the
target area. The poster included postcards which pregnant adolescents

who were interested in receiving additional information about the study

could complete and mail to the TN 860 researchers.

Upon receipt of the pregnant adolescent' s name from either the

cooperating agency or the postcard, one of three graduate research
assistants contacted the potential subject by telephone. The research
assistant explained the purpose of the study and invited the pregnant
adolescent to participate in the study. The prospective subject was
informed that information about her television viewing habits, reaction
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to food commercials, and food purchasing and consumption practices would
be collected through written questionnaires and individual interviews .

The potential subject also was told that participation was voluntary and

that she could withdraw at any time . Additionally , the research

assistant stressed that all information provided would carry a code

number and would be kept confidential, and no one could be identified as

a participant in the study . All results of the study would be reported
as group data .

If the adolescent agreed to participate, an appointment

for the first interview was made to begin data collection .

If the potential subject did not have a telephone, a letter was

sent to the adolescent that included information about the study and

asked the person to call the researchers collect . A second letter was

sent if the potential subject did not respond to the first inquiry . No
further effort was made to enroll the adolescent in the study .
Human Subjects
The TN 860 project was approved · by the Committee on Research

Participation involving Human Subjects at the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville .

According to Tennessee laws regarding confidentiality and

rights of minors, parental consent to participate in research is not

required for pregnant adolescents . This study involved no invasive

laboratory techniques and no known risk to the participants .
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Data Collection
Three research assistants in the Department of Nutrition and Food
Sciences collected all data, with the author acting as the primary
investigator for the portion of the project that involved television.
All research assistants were Registered Dietitians with Master of
Science degrees in nutrition or a related field and had clinical

practice experience. Data collection involved two different interviews
scheduled no more than two weeks apart. These interviews were conducted

during April through June and July through October, 1989. All
interviews were conducted in a mobile home at a location and time
convenient to the participant. Transporting pregnant adolescents in the
third trimester was not considered safe, and the mobile home served as a
laboratory which provided a consistent environment for data collection.
All subjects who missed any appointment were contacted about their
willingness to reschedule their appointment.
Initial Interview

During the first interview, a research assistant reviewed the

purpose of the study, responsibilities of the participant, and

activities that research assistants would be doing during data
collection.

The research assistant reiterated that participation in the

study was voluntary and that the participant could withdraw at any time
with no penalty. She also explained that all information would be kept
confidential by the use of code numbers and that results could help
professionals working with pregnant adolescents. All subjects were
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required to sign an informed consent form ( Appendix A) , indicating their

understanding of the study and their agreement to participate.

At this time , a research assistant interviewed the subject to

coll ect demographic and background information . Specifically ,

information was collected about the l ast grade completed in school , age,
marital status , living arrangement , and occupation of the individual or

individuals providing financial support . This information was recorded

on the Demographic and Background Information sheet (Appendix B) and

used to calculate the Hollingshead Four Factor I ndex of Social Status

Score (166) .

During the first interview , a 24-hour diet recall was compl eted and

subjects received instructions and forms for completing a two-day food
record ( Appendix C ) to be returned at the second interview . Subjects

were asked to keep records for one weekday and one weekend day .

I nformation on the time and location of each eating occasion , the

individuals with whom the subject ate , and whether or not the subject

was watching television while eating was recorded on all dietary forms

for both food recall s and food records . The primary investigator also
administered the Television Viewing Questionnaire (Appendix D) and

Parent/Peer Communication Questionnaire (Appendix E) at the first
interview .

Second Interview

To provide continuity and consistency from the first to the second

interview , the same research assistant who completed the first 24-hour

diet recal l repeated this process in the second interview . The primary
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investigator reviewed the food records for completeness and accuracy and
showed the subject a six minute videotape of television commercials .

Then the subject was interviewed regarding (a) her reaction to the food

commer�ials and advertising claims most salient to purchasing the

product , (b) her attitudes toward heavily advertised foods and the

generic food counterpart , and (c) the frequency and types of foods she

consumes while watching television . Appendix F contains the interview
protocol used to elicit this information . After completion of this

portion of the second interview, the Important Qualities of Snack Foods
Questionnaire ( Appendix G) was completed by the participant .

Participants were paid $5 upon completion of each interview .

Payment for the second interview was contingent upon receipt of the

completed food records .

Measurement of Variables
In order to test the hypotheses , information on several different

variables were collected . Table 1 provides a list of the variables , the
measurement tool, and the purpose for measuring the variable . The

following paragraphs describe the development of the questionnaires and

how they were scored .
Socioeconomic Status

The Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status ( 166) was

utilized to determine socioeconomic status . This index uses education ,
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Table 1 .

Description of the Variables, Indices for Measuring the
Variables , and Purposes/Related Hypotheses Used in a Study of
the Influence of Television, Parents, and Peers on Food
Related Behaviors of Pregnant Adolescents.

vari able,

I nstrunent

Purpose/Hypotheses Tested

Soci oeconomic
Status

Hol l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of
Soc i a l Status

To determi ne whether fami l y i ncome and
educat i on i nf luence tel evi s i on viewing
habi ts.

Televi s i on
V i ewing Score

Te levi s i on V i ewing Quest iOl'Y\&i re
(Appendix D ) used to cal cu l ate a
televi s i on vi ewing score.

To determi ne the type and frequency of
te lev i s i on vi ewing and to rel ate
televi s i on vi ew i ng frequency to
percept i on of heavi l y advert i sed foods,
nut r i ent dens i ty of diet or snacks , and
heavi l y adverti sed food score ( Hypotheses
IA, 18, I D ) .

Parent
Cormun i cati on
Score

Parent/Peer Cormuni cat i on
Quest i ol'Vlai re (Append i x E) used
to ca lculate a parent
cormuni cat i on score.

To determ i ne whether the quant i ty of
fami ly cOITITUnicat i on about food
advert isements and food sel ect i on
medi ates the f requency of consl.fll)t i on of
heavi ly adverti sed foods or the nut rient
dens i ty of the d i et ( Hypothesi s I I A ) .

Soc i o-Or i ented
Fami Ly
Cormunicat i on
Score

Parent/Peer Cormunicat i on
Ques t i ol'Vlai re (Append i x E ) used
to ca l culate a soci o-ori ented
fami ly cormuni cat i on score.

To determi ne whether the pattern of
fami ly COITITUnicat i on as expressed by a
soc i o-ori ented fami ly cormuni cat i on score
i nf luences the l i ke l i hood of purchasi ng a
food advert i sed as promoti ng a part i cular
l i festyle ( Hypothes i s 1 1 8 ) .

Concept -Oriented
Fami ly
Cormuni cati on
Score

Parent/Peer Cormuni cation
Ques t i onnai re (Appendix E ) used
to ca l cu l ate a concept- or i ented
fami ly cormuni cat i on score.

T o determine whether the pattern of
fami ly COITITUnicat i on as expressed by a
concept- or i ented fami ly COITITUnicat i on
score i nf luences the l i kel i hood of
purchas i ng a food advert i sed as
nutr i t i ous and heal thy (Hypothes i s I I C ) .

Peer
C01T1TUnicati on

Parent/Peer COITITUni cat i on
Quest i onna i re (Appendix E) used
to ca l cu l ate a peer cormuni cat i on
score.

T o determi ne whether COl'IIIIJni cat i on wi th
peers about food advert i sements and food
sel ect i on medi ates the consl.fll)t i on of
heavi ly advert i sed foods ( Hypothes i s

Nutr i ent
Ana lys i s : Total
I ntake

Us i ng food reca l l s and food
records. c�ter ca l cul ate the
nut r i ent content and nutr i ent
densi ty of the diet .

To determi ne whether foods consumed wh i le
watchi ng televi s i on di ffer i n nutr i ent
dens i ty from those consumed wh i l e not
watch i ng televi s i on ( Hypothesi s 1 8 ) .

Number of Mea l s
and Snacks
Consumed

Usi ng f ood reca l l s and food
records. c lassi fy a l l eati ng
occas i ons as mea l s and snacks .

To determi ne the proport i on of mea ls and
snacks consumed whi le watch i ng televi s i on
( Hypothes i s I C ) .

Nut r i ent
Anal ys i s : Snacks

Us i ng food reca l ls and food
records, c�ter ca l cul ate the
nutr i ent content and nutr i ent
dens i ty of (a) a l l snacks.
Cb) snacks consuned wh i l e
watch i ng televi s i on, and
(c) snacks consuned wh i l e not
watch i ng televi s i on .

T o determi ne whether snacks consumed
whi le watch i ng televi s i on di ffer i n
nutr i ent dens i ty from those consumed
wh i le not watch i ng televis i on (Hypothes i s
18) .

I ID) .
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Table 1 . Cont inued
Var i able

lnstrunent

Purpose/Hypotheses Tested

Nutrient
Ana lys i s : Foods
Consl.llled Wh i le
Watch ing '
Televi s i on and
Foods Consl.llled
Whi le Not
Watch i ng
Televi s i on

Usi ng food recal ls and food
records, c�ter calcul ate the
nutr i ent content and nutr i ent
densi ty of foods consl.llled whi le
watch ing televi sion and foods
consl.llled wh i l e not watch i ng
telev i sion.

To detennf r1e whether foods consl.llled wh i le
watch i ng televi s i on d i f fer i n nutr i ent
dens i ty fran those consl.llled wh i le not
watch i ng televi s i on (Hypothesi s I B ) .

Heavi L y
Advert i sed Food
Score

Us i ng food reca l ls and food
records, determi ne the frequency
of consurpt ion of several heavi ly
advert i sed snacks foods .

To determi ne whether there i s an
associ at i on between the heavi ly
advert i sed food score and the televi s i on
viewing score ( Hypothesi s I D ) .

Frequency of
Snacking Wh i le
Watch i ng
Televi s i on

Informat ion col lected duri ng a
semi -structured interview. See
Appendi x F Food Conmerc i a l s : What
Sel ls the Product , Secti on 4,
Snacki ng Patterns Wh i le Watch i ng
Te levis i on, for a l i st of
interview quest i ons .

To detenni ne the frequency o f snacki ng
whi le watch i ng te lev i s i on ( Hypothesi s
IC).

Wei ght Ga in
Duri ng Pregnancy

I nformat i on on sel f reported
wei ght gai n during pregnancy
col lected three to six months
post partllD.

To determine whether there i s an
assoc i at i on between the telev i s i on
vi ewing score and we i ght gain duri ng
pregnancy.

Coq:,ari ng
Attri butes of
Name Brands
Versus Gener ics

I nformat i on col lected duri ng a
semi - structured i ntervi ew. See
Appendix F Food Conmerc i a l s : What
Se l l s the Product, Sect i on 3,
COIIJ)&ri son of the Attributes of
Name Brands and Generi cs for a
l i st of i nterview quest i ons .

To determine whether frequent ly
advert ised foods are perceived as more
nut r i t i ous, of better qua l i ty, and a
better va l ue than the i r generi c
counterparts ( Hypothesi s I A ) .

Advert i s i ng
C laims Most
L i kely to
Pranote Purchase
of the Product

Informat i on col l ected during a
semi - structured interview. See
Appendi x F Food Conmerc i a l s : What
Se l ls the Product , Sect i on 2,
Advert i si ng C laims Most Li kely to
Pranote Purchase of the Product
for a l i st of i nterview
quest i ons .

To determi ne whether a concept-ori ented
fami ly communicat i on style i ncreases the
l i ke l i hood of consllning a food product
advert i sed as heal thy or nutr i t i ous
( Hypothes i s I I C ) .

Importance of
Assoc i at i ng a
Food wi th a
Part i cular
L i festyle

Importance Qua l i t i es o f Snack
Food Quest i onnai re (Append i x G)
used to ca lcu late a score
i nd i cat i ng the i mportance of
sel ect i ng a snack food because i t
i s assoc i ated with a part i cular
image or l i festyle.

T o determi ne whether a soci o- or i ented
fami ly communi cat i on style measures the
l i ke l i hood of consllning a food product
advert i sed as pranot i ng a parti cular
image or l i festyl e ( Hypothes i s 1 1 8) .
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occupation, sex , and marital status to estimate social status .

Educational attainment is given a score of one to seven with one = less

than seventh grade education , two = completion of junior high school

(nint� grade) , three = some high school , four = high school graduate ,

five = some college or specialized training, six = college graduate , and
seven = graduate school or professional training .

Occupations are grouped into nine levels with the occupational

titles derived from the 1 970 United States Census . The occupational
levels are as follows : nine = high level executives ; eight =

administrators , lesser professionals ; seven = managers , minor

professionals ; six = technicians, semi professionals ; five = clerical

and sales workers ; four = skilled manual workers , craftsmen , and tenant
farmers ; three = machine operators and semiskilled workers ;

two = unskilled workers, and one = farm laborers , menial service

workers. The occupational score of individuals owning a business or a

farm is based on the size and value of the business or farm . The

occupational score was validated by correlating the occupational score

on the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status with the National
Opinion Research Center ( NORC) which had a thirty year history of

studying occupations and occupational groups ( 1 66 ) . The Pearson

correlation coefficient between the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of

Social Status occupational score and the NORC score was 0. 93 .

In the case of a married couple, the Hollingshead Four Factor Index

of Social Status Score is based on the average score if both are

working , or the score of the one individual who is working

( 1 66 ) .

For

this study , the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status Score
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was based on education and occupation of the individual or individuals

providing financial support for the pregnant adolescent and included her
parents or other relatives, spouse, spouse's family, and the pregnant

adoles,cent herself . The scores assigned for subjects in foster care or
living in a group home with plans to go to foster home were based on

their educational attainment and their dependency on social services for

financial support.

The Holl ingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status Score of an

individual is calculated by mul tiplying the educational l evel score by
three and the occupational score by five and summing the two numbers .

Possible scores on the Hol lingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status

range from 8 to 66 ( 166) .

Television Viewing Freguency

Television viewing frequency was measured by asking participants to

complete a questionnaire regarding how often th�y watch national and

local news, sports events, movies, game shows, soap operas, police and

adventure shows, and comedy shows (Appendix D) .

Responses were given on

a five point "every day-never" scale and summed to form a television

viewing index . Possible scores on this index ranged from O to 3 2, when

never = 0, less than once a week = 1 , once or twice a week = 2, several

times a week = 3, and every day = 4 . This approach is a modification of

a methodology used to measure tel evision viewing of junior and senior

high school students in rural, semi-rural, suburban, and urban Wisconsin

and Georgia (49, 50, 105) . The instrument used in this study was modified

slightly from the form used in the aforementioned studies to reflect

tel evision programs now commonl y viewed by adol escents . Game shows
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repl aced variety shows because few variety shows are currentl y aired .

Soap operas repl aced cartoons because cartoons are primaril y aired on
Satur�ay morning , and Saturday morning occupies onl y seven percent of

adol escents' tel evision viewing time ( 1 ) . MTV was added because of

studies that indicated its popul arity among adol escents ( 2 , 61 , 62 ) . As

an additional indicator of tel evision viewing habits , participants al so
were asked the number of hours per day they usual ly watch tel evision ,

and if their famil y subscribes to cabl e tel evision .
Parent Communication

Communication with parents was defined as any exchange between the

pregnant adol escent and her parents concerning the purchase of food

eaten at home or away from home . The famil y communication items used in

this study were adapted from 1 2 items devel oped by Moschis ( 49 ) to

measure "overt interaction between parent and adol escent concerning

goods and services . " In this study the items were adapted to refl ect
food products in particul ar. For exampl e , "my parents tel l me what

things I shoul d or shoul d not buy" was changed to "my parents tell me
what foods I shoul d or shoul d not buy . " Three of the twel ve items

devel oped by Moschis did not seem to appl y to food purchasing and were

omitted : "my parents ask me what I think about things they buy for

themsel ves , " my parents tell me why they buy some things for
11

themsel ves, " and "my parents tel l me what they do with their money . "

The pregnant adol escent's communication with parents was measured

by responses given to the fol l owing items on a five point "very often-
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never scale" with very often = 4, often = 3, someti mes = 2, rarely = 1,

and never = 0 :

I . My parents complai n when they do not l i ke the types of foods I
buy for myself .

2. My parents and I talk about buyi ng food .

3 . My parents and I talk about the food adverti sements we see on
televisi on .

4 . I help my parents decide what foods to buy .

5 . My parents want to know what foods I purchase w i th my money .

6 . My parents tell me I should deci de about the foods I should or
should not buy .

7 . My parents tell me what ki nds of food I should or should not
buy .

8 . I ask my parents for advi ce about buyi ng food .
9 . I go grocery shoppi ng wi th my parents .

Responses to these i tems were summed to obtain a score between O and 36 .
Fami ly Commun i cati on Style

Fami ly communi cati on style was assessed by the adolescents

indi cati ng on a questi onnai re how often certain types of parent

adolescent communi cati on occurred . The i tems used to measure fami ly
communi cati on style repli cated those adapted by Moschi s, Moore, and

Smi th ( 1 59 ) from i tems traditi onally used to measure the two general

fami ly communi cati on patterns . Moore and Mosch i s ( 165) reported the

Cronbach alpha reliability coeffi c i ents of these scales to be 0 . 71 and

0 . 54 for soci o- and concept-ori ented fami ly communi cati on styles,
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respecti vely . Thi s scale has been used i n studi es of adolescents i n
rural , semi -rural, suburban , and urban Georgi a ( 155 , 159 , 165) .
Soci o-ori ented Fami ly Commun i cati on Style . The followi ng s ix i tems
measured a soci o-ori ented fami ly communi cati on style :
Your parents . . .
1 . tell you what thi ngs you should or shouldn' t buy .
2 . want to know what you do wi th your money.
3 . complai n when they don ' t l i ke somethi ng you bought for
yourself .
4.

say that they know what i s best for you and you shouldn ' t
questi on them.

5 . say you shouldn ' t ask questi ons about thi ngs that teenagers
li ke you don ' t normally buy.
6.

say you may not buy certai n thi ngs.

Concept-ori ented Fami ly Communi cati on Style
The followi ng s ix i tems measured a concept-ori ented fami ly

commun i cati on style :

Your parents • . .

I. ask you to help them buy thi ngs for the fami ly.

2 . ask you what you thi nk about thi ngs they buy for themselves.
3 . ask you for adv i ce about buyi ng thi ngs .
4.

say you should deci de what thi ngs you should or shouldn ' t buy.

5 . say that buy i ng thi ngs you li ke i s i mportant even i f others do
not li ke them .
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6. say you should decide for yourself how to spend your money.
Responses to these items were measured on a five point "very often
never" scale. The results were summed across the six items used to
measure, each dimension of family communication style and the scores for
each scale ranged from O to 24.
Peer Communication
Communication with peers was defined as any exchange between the
adolescent and peer concerning the purchase of food at home and away
from home. The six items used to measure peer communication were
adapted in a similar manner as the parent communication items from six
items developed by Moschis (49) to measure overt interaction between the
adolescent and peer concerning consumer goods and services.

In

pretesting, three adapted items received negative responses; that is,
they were not viewed as relevant and were modified to be more relevant.
" I ask my friends for advice about what food products to buy," and, "My
friends ask me for advice about what food products to buy," were
modified to specify snacks. The item, " I go grocery shopping with

friends," was dropped due to the overwhelming negative response and

replaced with the item, " I talk with friends about what food to buy at

fast food places (McDonalds, Wendy' s, Burger King) . " This peer

communication item was selected because fast food places are popular
with adolescents, and these businesses advertise heavily on Capital
Cities/ABC, Incorporated (ABC) , Columbia Broadcasting System,
Incorporated (CBS), and National Broadcasting Company, Incorporated
(NBC).
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The adolescents responded to the following six items on a five
point , "very often-never" scale.

1. My friends and I talk about buying food.

2,. My friends te 1 1 me what foods I should or should not buy.
3.

I ask my friends for advice about what food products to buy for
snacks.

4. My friends ask me for advice about what food products to buy
for snacks.
5.

I talk with friends about what foods to buy at fast food places
(McDonalds, Wendy' s, Burger King) .

6. My friends and I talk about the food advertisements we see on
television.
Responses to these six items were summed to obtain a score between
0 to 24.
Dietary Data Preparation
Each participant completed four days of food records, two 24-hour
diet recalls and a two-day food record. Using Nutritionist 111 , Version
5. 0 data base (167) , one research assistant coded each subject' s dietary

information for entry into the computer , making appropriate

substitutions as needed for foods eaten but not in the Nutritionist 111

data base. Another research assistant entered the information into the
computer, and the third research assistant checked the computer printout
against food records for accuracy and appropriateness of substitutions.
These tasks were rotated among the three research assistants. Thus,
each research assistant participated in the dietary preparation/analysis
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by either coding, entering the data in the computer, or checking for
accuracy. One research assistant checked the computer printout against
the original record a second time to ensure consistency and accuracy.
Classifying Eating Occasions
All eating occasions were classified as a meal or a snack. An
eating occasion was defined as all food and beverages except water
consumed in 30 minutes or less in the same place with the same person.
In classifying eating occasions as meals or snacks, consideration was
given to the special needs of pregnancy.

During the last months of

pregnancy, the consumption of small frequent meals is recommended to
alleviate some of the discomforts of pregnancy (168) . Therefore, the
number of eating occasions per day classified as meals was not limited
to three. A meal was defined as an eating occasion where foods from at
least two of the Basic Four Food Groups (dairy products, meat and meat
substitutes, fruits and vegetables, and bread and cereals) were
consumed, and the occasion occurred within a time lapse of at least two
hours from the previous meal.

Foods high in fat and sugar and low in

complex carbohydrates, such as toaster pastries, donuts, and cakes, were

not considered part of the Basic Four Food Groups.

Any eating occasion

that did not meet the criteria for a meal was considered a snack.
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Snacki ng Patterns
Snacki ng patterns whi le watchi ng telev i si on were exami ned i n two
ways. Duri ng the second i ntervi ew, the subject was asked how often she
snacks, whi le watchi ng televi si on, the speci fic snack foods she consumes,
and whether seei ng a televi si on commerci al prompts her to get somethi ng
to eat. The frequency of snacki ng was obtai ned on a f i ve poi nt

"everyday-never" scale. See Appendi x F, Secti on 4, Snacki ng Patterns
Whi le Watchi ng Televi si on, for a l i st of i ntervi ew questi ons.
Usi ng the 24-hour di et recalls and two-day food records, the

proporti on of snacks consumed whi le watchi ng televi si on was calculated
usi ng the followi ng formula:
Total Number of Snacks Consumed Whi le

X 1 00

Watchi ng Televi si on
Total Number of Snacks Consumed
Thus, self reports duri ng the i ntervi ew and analysi s of di etary data
provi ded two ways of examining snacki ng patterns whi le vi ewi ng
televi si on. The proporti on of eati ng occasi ons that occurred whi le
watchi ng telev i si on also was determi ned, usi ng the same formula but

substi tuti ng eati ng occasi ons for snacks.

It has been reported that there i s a di rect relati onshi p between

televi s i on viewing and obesi ty (100). Therefore, i nformati on on self
reported wei ght gai n duri ng pregnancy was collected to determi ne i f
there was a relati onshi p between wei ght gai n and the televi s i on v i ew i ng
score. Thi s i nformati on was collected ei ther from a questi onnaire
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mailed three months post partum or at a six month post partum interview ,
if the questionnaire was not returned .
Heavily Advertised Food Score
Determining heavily advertised foods .

To determine foods heavily

advertised during prime time television , the following days of the week
and hours were videotaped : Sunday 7 : 00 P . M . to 1 1 : 00 P . M and Monday
through Saturday 8 : 00 P . M . to 1 1 : 00 P . M . on the three major networks ,
ABC , CBS , and NBC during the weeks of March 2 through March 9 , 1989 and
July 5 to July 12 , 1989 . Music Television (MTV) was also taped during
the same time period .

Due to problems with video equipment and

individuals who were not able to tape the three or four hour time slots ,
videotapes for 12 to 13 of the total 14 days from each station were
available for analysis . Thus , a total of 163 hours of prime time
programming was reviewed by the primary investigator . All food and
beverage commercials on the videotapes , except those for alcoholic
beverages and grocery stores , were grouped into general categories such
as restaurants , beverages , cereals , candy and gum , and meat and meat
substitutes .

The term "restaurant" refers to commercials promoting

specific restaurants and not a particular food . Appendix H lists

categories of foods , specific food items in each category , number of
times and the broadcaster (ABC , CBS, NBC , MTV) that aired the food
commercial , and those foods classified by the primary investigator as
heavily advertised foods .
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The fol lowing categories were selected as frequentl y advertised :

restaurants, beverages, cereals, candy and gum, dairy products, sal ty

snacks, fruits and vegetables, weight control products, and sweets .
These �ategories were sel ected because they contained frequently

advertised foods typically considered snack foods.

In each category the

two most frequentl y advertised foods were sel ected as heavily advertised

foods, or if a natural break occurred in the frequency, this was used as
a cut off point. The heavily advertised restaurants for this study

included McOonalds and Burger King. The most frequently advertised
beverages were Coca Cola and Pepsi. The cereal category included

Frosted Mini Wheats, Nutri-grain, Cheerios, Quaker Oat Squares, Raisin

Bran, Just Right, Grape Nuts, and Oat Fl akes . Other heavily advertised

foods were gum, chocol ate candy, yogurt, ice cream, cheese, potato

chips, Ritz crackers, orange juice, Sl im Fast, and foods containing
Nutrasweet .

Determining heavil y advertised food score. The food recal l s

and food records were reviewed to cal cul ate how many times each subject
consumed each one of the heavil y advertised foods over the four days.

Serving size was not considered, just the number of different times the

food was consumed. The score for each food was summed to form a heavil y
advertised food score for each participant .
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Measuring the Participants' Reactions to Commercials
Developing videotape of commercials. To facilitate discussion
about food commercials, subjects viewed a videotape of 13 food
commercials aired during the week of March 2 to March 9, 1989. The
primary investigator viewed videotapes of six days of prime time
programming (Sunday 7: 00 P. M. to 11: 00 P. M. , Monday to Saturday 8: 00

P. M. to 11: 00 P. M. ) on ABC, CBS, NBC, and MTV to choose the commercials.

The commercials selected were frequently aired commercials for foods
popular with adolescents. They utilized a variety of techniques, such as
humor or animation, and made a variety of claims for their product.
This 13 commercial, six and one-quarter minute videotape was shown to
the pregnant adolescents during data collection in April through June,
1989.
To keep the videotape of food commercials current throughout the
study, a second videotape was made following the same procedure using
commercials aired during the week of July 5 to July 12, 1989. This 12
commercial, five and one-half minute videotape was viewed during

interviews conducted from August through October, 1989.

Appendix I

contains a description of the food commercials selected for the

videotapes and major claims made in these commercials.

Appendix F, Food Commercials: What Sells the Product, Section I

Advertising Appeals, contains a list of the questions used in a semi
structured interview to discuss the subject's reactions to commercials
shown on the videotapes. To ensure completeness and accuracy of data
collected from the interview, permission was requested to tape the
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interview. See Appendix J for the Consent To Tape Interview Form.

For

the remaining discussion of methodology, all information was collected
in the semi-structured interview completed with the participants.
Comparing Attributes of Name Brands Versus Generics
The interview also included a discussion of the pregnant

adolescent's perception of heavily advertised foods.

Samples of a

heavily advertised snack item shown on the two videotapes and its
generic counterpart were used to facilitate discussion.

For purposes of

this study the term generic included store brands and regional brands.
Name brands included products advertised nationally on the major
networks and available locally. See Appendix F, Section 3, Comparison
of the Attributes of Name Brands and Generics, for a list of interview
questions.
Three attributes of the products identified in the interviews
involved quality, value, and being nutritious. _ The following responses
were coded as they related to quality: "use better quality ingredients, "
"tastes better, " "higher quality, " "fresher, " "made better, " and "better
flavor. " Responses considered as pertaining to value included "not

skimping on ingredients, " "have more air than chips, " and "put more
stuff in them" (i. e. ingredients such as sour cream and onion flavor in

potato chips). The attribute of being nutritious was identified by

phrases such as "good for you, " "low in fat, " "low in calories, " "lists
the ingredients, " "healthy, " "low in cholesterol, " "low in sugar, "
"nutritious, " and "contains vitamins and minerals. "

Each attribute

(quality, value, and nutritious) was coded separately with one assigned

when the subject d i d perce i ve the name brand as hav i ng that attri bute
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and zero i f the subj ect d i d not percei ve the name brand as havi ng that

attr i bute . The val ue ass i gned for each attri bute was s ummed to form an

attri b,u te score .

Identi fyi ng Advert i s i ng Cl a i ms Most Li kel y to Promote Purchase of the
Product

Identi fyi ng adverti s i ng cl aims most sal i ent to the subject was al so

a part of the tel evi s i on commerci al i nterv i ew. Append i x F, Sect i on 2,

Adverti s i ng Cl a i ms Most Li kel y to Promote Purchase of the Product,

contai ns a l i st of i ntervi ew quest i ons asked of the part i c i pants . Th i s
i nformati on was used to test Hypothes i s IIC regard i ng the rel at i onsh i p

between a concept -ori ented fami l y communi cati on styl e and the i mportance

of heal th and n utri t i on cl a i ms . The type of adverti s i ng cl a i ms reported

as bei ng sal i ent to the part i c i pant were coded as to whether or not they

were nutri t i on and heal th ori ented ( one = heal th and nutri ti on ori ented,
zero = not heal th and nutri t i on ori ented ) . Advert i s i ng cl a i ms

cons i dered as des i rabl e nutri ti on pract i ces or heal th ori ented i ncl uded

comments of the part i ci pants such as "good for you, " " l ow i n fat, " " l ow
i n cal ori es, " " l i sts the i ngred i ents, " " heal thy, " " l ow i n chol esterol , "
" l ow i n sugar, " " nutri t i ous, " and " contai ns vi tami ns and mi neral s . "

Assoc i at i ng a Food wi th a Parti cul ar Li festyl e

The Important Qual i t i es of Snack Foods Quest i onnai re ( Appendi x G)

measured whether the respondent sel ected soft dr i nks , corn chi ps , a

chocol ate candy bar, cooki es, or crackers as snack foods, because those
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foods are associated on television with a particular image or lifestyle.
The items used in this scale replicated those developed by Moschis (49)
to determine the importance of social visibility in the selection of a
bicycl,e, a watch, a camera, a pocket calculator, and a hair dryer with
one modification; popular, frequently advertised snack foods replaced
the consumer goods used by Moschis. The respondent was asked to
indicate whether or not she thinks it is important to know (a) what

friends think of the food, (b) what type of people eat this food,

(c) what others think of people who eat this food, and (d) whether
eating this food will make a good impression on others before purchasing

and consuming soft drinks, corn chips, a chocolate candy bar, cookies,
or crackers. The number of positive responses for each food item and
the importance attached to a particular image or life style statement
were summed to yield a score of 0-20. That is, four lifestyle

statements multiplied by five snack items equal a score of 20.
Pretesting of Instruments
The Television Viewing Questionnaire, Parent/Peer Communication

Questionnaire, and the Important Qualities of Snack Foods Questionnaire

were pilot tested with 34 pregnant adolescents, residing at a group home
or attending a public health clinic, and seven non-pregnant female
adolescents, ages 11-to 17-years. The format for the Important
Qualities of Snack Foods Questionnaire was revised to make the
instructions for completing it clearer. The Food Commercials : What
Sells the Product Interview Protocol was pretested with one pregnant
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adolescent and two non-pregnant female adolescents, ages 11-to 17-years.
None of these adolescents participated in the subsequent study reported
here.
Analysis of Data
Codinq/Transcribinq/Analvsis of Interview Tapes

The TV interview tapes were transcribed by a professional secretary
and reviewed twice by the primary investigator for completeness and
accuracy. Due to the background noise of the generator and air
conditioning in the mobile home, parts of the interviews with a few
subjects could not be understood. The transcriptions of each interview
were reviewed to determine (a) if health and nutrition claims were
salient to the participant and (b) whether she perceived heavily

advertised brands as more nutritious, of better quality, and a better
value than their generic counterparts. Each recorded interview was
reviewed twice to ensure accuracy and consistency of coding.
Statistical Analvsis

All statistical procedures were carried out using the Statistical

Analysis System (SAS) (169). A P value � 0. 05 was used as the level of

significance for all analyses.

Descriptive statistics. Means and/or frequency distributions as
appropriate were calculated using Proc Means and Proc Freq for all
variables. Means were calculated for last grade in school completed,

the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status, age, and all
dietary variables.
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Frequency distributions were tabulated for age,

grade, marital status, and living arrangements. The Important Quality
of Sn�ck Food Questionnaire responses were tabulated using frequency
counts for each food item and the importance attached to a particular
image or life style statement. The number and percentage of individuals
who selected the name brand product or its generic counterpart, who
perceived heavily advertised foods as either more nutritious, of better
quality, and a better value than their generic counterparts, and for

whom health and nutrition claims were salient were tabulated also.
Responses to the Television Viewing Questionnaire and Parent/ Peer
Communication Questionnaire were analyzed using both means and frequency
counts.
Analyzing the effect of socioeconomic status, access to cable, and
age on television viewing score.

Research has shown that socioeconomic

status influences (a) television viewing practices (56,104,155) ,
(b) consumer competencies and susceptibility to marketing stimuli

(50,104,114,125,170) , (c) the frequency of interaction with parents

concerning consumer goods and services (104) , and (d) food habits (171) .

Thus, socioeconomic status could influence the television viewing score,
parent communication score, heavily advertised food score, and dietary

intake.
Access to cable, which is needed to receive MTV, increases the
number of programs available to watch, as well as the amount of time
spent watching television (59) . Several investigators have noted that
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television viewing declines with age during adolescence (51,56,172) .
Therefore, access to cable and age could influence the television
viewing score.
rhus, the chi-square statistic was used to determine whether
television program viewing frequency was influenced by socioeconomic
status, access to cable television in the home, and age of the pregnant
adolescent.

For this analysis frequency scores for each type of

television programs were divided into two groups, i. e. a low frequency
group (never to once or twice a week) and a high frequency group
(several times a week or every day) .

For the analysis of socioeconomic

status effects, two subgroups were formed, a group with a Hollingshead
Four Factor Index of Social Status Score (166) less than the median and
a group with a Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status Score
greater than the median. To test for age effects the subjects were

divided into two subgroups, younger adolescents (14 to 16) and older

adolescents (17 to 18) .
Analyzing dietary data.
Determining total dietary intake. Using Nutritionist 111,

Version 5. 0 (167) , the mean intake of kilocalories, fat, cholesterol,

thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, vitamin A, vitamin C, vitamin 86 , folacin,
zinc, calcium, magnesium, and iron from the two 24-hour diet recalls and
two-day food records was calculated. The nutrient density, or intake
per 1,000 kilocalories, of each vitamin and mineral was calculated to
control for varying caloric intakes.
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The nutrient density scores were compared also to recommended
nutrient allowances (RDAs) per 1, 000 calories, calculated according to
the methodology of Hansen and Wyse (173) who used this method for
analyz� ng diets of non-pregnant females. The following formula was used
to determine the recommended nutrient density per 1, 000 kilocalories for
each nutrient:
RDA for nutrient

X 1, 000 kilocalories

2, 500 Kilocalories
RDA = Recommended Dietary Allowances, 10th edition (33)
2, 500

=

recommended energy intake for pregnant adolescents

1, 000 = ratio of standard for nutrient per 1, 000 kilocalories
The recommended energy intake was determined by adding 300 kilocalories,
the recommended increment in caloric intake during the second and third
trimester of pregnancy, to 2, 200 kilocalories, the average energy
allowance for females, 15-to 18-years of age (33) .
Determining nutrient content of snacks. The nutrient content
of all snacks and snacks consumed while watching television was computer
analyzed using Nutritionist 111, Version 5. 0 (167) .

Using this

information, the nutrient content of snacks consumed while not watching
television was calculated by subtracting the nutrient content of all
snacks from snacks consumed while watching television . Nutrient
densities for all snacks, snacks consumed while watching television, and
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snacks consumed while not watching television were calculated and
compared to the standard previously described ( 173).
Determining nutrient content of foods consumed while watching
television and foods consumed while not watching television. The
nutrient content of all foods eaten while watching television was

analyzed using Nutritionist 111 , Version 5. 0 ( 167).

The nutrient

content of foods eaten away from television was calculated using the
following formula : Non-television nutrient intake equals overall
nutrient intake minus television nutrient intake.

Nutrient density

scores for foods consumed while watching television and foods consumed
while not watching television were compared to the nutrient density
standard ( 173) and used to compare the nutrient density of all foods
consumed while watching television and those consumed while not watching
television.
Hypothesis Testing
All hypotheses were tested using Analysis of Covariance with the

Hollingshead Four Factor I ndex of Social Status Score ( 166) , television

viewing score , and total caloric intake serving as covariates if
appropriate.
hypotheses.

Table 2 describes the statistical models used to test the

All models except Model 6 were analyzed using Proc Reg.

Due to the categorical variable indicating whether health or nutrition
related claims were important, Model 6 was analyzed using Proc GLM.
Proc Reg al so was used to test the relationship between the television
viewing score and weight gain during pregnancy.

Table 2. Statistical Models Used to Test Hypotheses.

Mode l 1

Hypothes i s8

Independent
Var i able

IA, I B , ID

TV viewing
Score

1.
2.
3.

Mode l 2
Model 3

Mode l 4

Model 5

Mode l 6

Model 7

ID
1 10

I IA

J IB

I IC

1 10

T V vi ewing
score
Parent
Communicat i on Score

Covar i ates

Dependent Var i able
Mean tota l i ntake of i ron, Vi tami n A ,

folate, fat , cholesterol , magnes ium,
z i nc , Vi tamin e6 , ca l c i um
Heavi ly advert i sed food score
At t r i bute score

Mean tota l i ntake from snacks of i ron,
Vi tami n A, fol ate, fat , cho l estero l ,
magnes i um, z i nc , Vi tami n e6 , ca l c i um

Heavi ly advert i sed food score

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

Parent
Communi cat i on Score

Mean total i ntake of i ron, Vi tami n A, folate,

Soc i ooriented
fami Ly
communi cat i on score

I�rtant qua l i t i es of snack food score

Conceptoriented
fami Ly
communicat i on score

Whether nut r i t i on/hea l th c l a i ms are sa l i ent

Peer
Communi cat i on Score

Heavi ly advert i sed food score

fat, cho l estero l , magnes ium, z i nc ,
Vi tamin e6 , ca l c i um

1.

2.
3.
1.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

Hol l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score .
Mean tota l ca l or i c i ntake
Ho l l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score
Mean total snack ca l or i es
Hol l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score
T V vi ewing score
Mean tota l ca l or i c i ntake
Hol l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score
Mean tota l ca l or i c i ntake
T V viewing score
Ho l l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score
TV viewing score
Hol l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score
TV viewing score
Hol l i ngshead Four Factor I ndex of Soc i a l Status
Score
TV viewing score
Mean tota l ca l or i c intake
w

Table 2 . Cont i nued
a Hypothes i s I A : Pregnant ado lescents who are heavy telev i s i on vi ewers wi l l perceive heavi ly advert i sed name brands and products as more
nut r i t i ous , of better qua l i ty, and a better va lue than gener i cs C°""9red to pregnant adol escents watch i ng l ess telev i s i on .
Hypothes i s 1 8 : Pregnant ado lescents who are heavy te l ev i s i on vi ewers wi l l be more l i ke l y to consume a diet l ow i n nutr i ent dens i ty a nd h i gh i n
tot a l f a t a nd cho lesterol than pregnant ado lescents watch i ng l ess televi s i on.
Hypothes i s I C : Televi s i on viewing by the pregnant ado lescent wi l l be assoc i ated wi th snacking .
Hypothes i s I D : The f requency o f television v i ewi ng wi l l be assoc i ated wi th the consl.lll)t i on o f heavi ly advert i sed snack foods .
Hypothes i s I IA : The frequency o f COffl'llJl'li cat i on wi th parents about food advert i sements seen o n televi s i on wi l l affect the pregnant adol escent ' s
consl.lll)t i on of heavi ly advert i sed snack foods .
Hypothes i s 1 1 8 : The pattern of fami ly camuni cat i on, as expressed by a soc i o- or i ented fami ly cOlllllJni cat i on style, wi l l i ncrease the l i kel i hood
of consl.lll)t i on by the pregnant adolescent of a food product advert i sed as promot i ng a part i cular image or l i festyle.
Hypothes i s I I C : The pattern of fami ly cormuni cat i on, as expressed by a concept -or i ented fami ly COlllllJni cat i on style, wi l l i ncrease the l i kel i hood
of the pregnant adolescent consuming a food product advert i sed as nut r i t i ous or hea l thy.
Hypothesi s I ID : The f requency o f cOffl'llJl'licat i on wi th peers about food advert i sements seen on televi s i on wi l l af fect the pregnant adol escent ' s
consl.lll)t i on of heavi ly advert i sed snack foods .

i,,.,J
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Testing for differences in the nutrient densities of television and
non-television foods for vitamin 86 , zinc, folate, magnesium, iron,
calcium, fat, vitamin A, and cholesterol was done using a separate
Analysj s of Variance (Proc GLM) for each nutrient. The nutrient
densities for the same nutrients from television and non-television
snacks were compared using the Student's t-test. These nutrients were
selected because iron, vitamin 86 , zinc, folate, vitamin A, magnesium,
and calcium are often found to be consumed in inadequate amounts and fat
and cholesterol in excessive amounts by adolescents based on current
recommendations (33, 93) . Comparisons of (a) mean television program
viewing frequencies, (b) hours per day spent watching television,
(c) frequency of snacking while watching television, (d) frequency of
eating in response to a commercial, (e) and mean responses to the parent
and peer communication items for the pregnant adolescents in this study
and the white adolescent females in the study by Carruth and coworkers
(19) were done using Least Squares Analysis of Variance (Proc GLM) .
The Committee on Diet and Health of the Food and Nutrition Board,
National Research Council recommends that the diets of Americans contain
30% or less of calories from fat and less than 300 milligrams of

cholesterol per day for prevention of heart disease (93) .

However,

adolescents' diets tend to be higher in fat and cholesterol than

recommended. No specific recommendations are made for fat or
cholesterol intake during pregnancy.

Foods frequently advertised on

television are high in fat and cholesterol and of low nutrient density.
Thus testing for differences in the nutrient density between television
foods and non-television foods for fat and cholesterol was done to test

the hypothesis that foods consumed while watching television contain
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greater amount of fat and cholesterol and lesser amounts of vitamins and

minerals than foods consumed while not watching television.
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CHAPTER I V
RESULTS
Sample Description
Determination of Inclusion Criteria for Data Analysis
In this study, 98 pregnant adolescents completed the Television
Viewing Questionnaire and Parent/Peer Communication Questionnaire; 76
completed the Important Qualities of Snack Foods Questionnaire; 66
completed the television commercial interview conducted by the
investigator.

Four-day food recalls/records were available for 93 of

the 98 participants in this study. Two subjects completed three-day
food recalls/records and three completed two-day food recalls/records.
Of the 98 subjects, 1 2 were black, leaving 86 white participants.
TN 860 was designed to examine the food habits of white pregnant
teenagers, because it was anticipated that race would influence the
results. Thus, black pregnant adolescents were neither actively

recruited nor were any special efforts made to retain them in the study.
Furthermore, research results have shown that black East Tennessee male

and female adolescents (19) and pregnant black adolescents (20) watched
more television than their white counterparts. Therefore, the black
subjects were omitted from data analysis.
Of the 86 white participants remaining, seven subjects completed
only the Television Viewing Questionnaire and the Parent/Peer
Communication Questionnaire and were omitted from further analysis.
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These subjects either chose not to complete the study or delivered their
baby before completing the study.

Information comparing the demographic

and background characteristics and the television habits of these seven
subje�ts and the remaining 79 subjects who completed the study is
provided in Appendix K.
Demographic and Background Characteristics
Table 3 describes the demographic and background characteristics of
the 79 participants. The mean age for the sample was 16. 4, with a range
from 14-to I S-years of age.

The mean last grade in school completed was

I O. I with a range from seventh to twelfth grade.

Thirty percent

reported seventh to ninth grade as the last grade in school they had
completed.

The remaining 70% had completed some high school, graduated

from high school, or earned a general equivalency diploma.

The mean

Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status Score was 25. 7 (166)
compared to the maximum score of 66, indicating the low socioeconomic
status of this sample.

Scores ranged from I I to 53.

Information on marital status and living arrangements is also

presented in Table 3. About 65% of the participants were single; 35%

were married.

In regard to living arrangements, 48. 2% lived with one

parent or both parents, 17. 7% with spouse, 10. 1% with spouse and

parents, and 7. 6% with other relatives (four with grandparents, one with

an aunt, and one with a cousin) .

Five adolescents (6. 3%) lived in

a group home, and eight (10. 1%) lived with other individuals including
foster parents, boyfriend, and boyfriend/spouse and his parents.
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Table 3.

Demographic and Background Characteristics of Pregnant
Adolescents. 8

Characteristicb
AGE
14
15
16
17
18

N

% of Participants

Mean±SEM

5

16 . 4±0 . 1

27
27
12

6.3
10 . 1
34 .2
34 .2
15 . 2

3
5
16
24
15
16

3 .8
6.3
20 . 3
30 .4
19 . 0
20 . 3

10 . 1±0 . 2

8

GRADE
7
8

9
10
11
12
SES
Hollingshead Four
Factor Index of
Socia 1 Statusc , d
MARITAL STATUS
Single
Married

25 . 7± 1 . 0

51
28

L IV ING ARRANGEMENT
With one parent
19
With both parents
19
14
With spouse
8
With parents and
spouse
With other relative 6
5
In a group home
Other
8

b
c

64. 6
35 . 4
24 . 1
24 . 1
17. 7
10 . 1

7 .6
6.3
10 . 1

information collected using personal interviews .

Hollingshead, A . (1976) Four Factor Index of Social Status,
Hollingshead, New Haven, CT .
d

scores on the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status
range from 8 to 66 .
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Television Viewing Habits

Information gathered on television viewing habits is summarized in

Table 4.

The pregnant adolescents reported spending a mean ±SEM of

5. 3±0. � hours per day watching television with approximately one-fourth
watching television 7 to 14. 5 hours per day. This average does not
include two subjects who reported watching television 24 hours a day.
Soap operas, comedy shows, and movies were the most popular programs
with two-thirds or more reportedly viewing them everyday or several
times a week.

Sports and MTV were the least popular shows with 40% and

54% , respectively, reporting never watching these programs.

Fifty-two

percent had access to cable television in their home.
Access to cable influenced the viewing frequency for game shows,
but had no effect on the frequency of watching news, soap operas,
movies, police and adventure shows, and comedy programs. Those with
access to cable watched game shows less frequently than expected,
whereas those without access to cable watched game shows more frequently
than expected (Chi-square=6. 649, P=0. 01) . The frequency of viewing MTV
was greater among those with access to cable than those without access
to cable (Chi-square=6. 924, P=0. 01) .

Socioeconomic status and age influenced only the viewing frequency

for MTV.

Participants who had a score of less than the median of 26 on

the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status (166) , watched less

TV than those above the median (Chi-square=3. 870, P=0. 05) .

MTV was

more popular among the younger adolescents, 14-to 16-years of age, than
older adolescents, 17-to 18-years of age {Chi-square=4. 766, P=0. 03).

Tabl e 4 . TV Viewing Practices of 79 Pregnant Adol escents .

TV Programs
Viewed
News

Sports Events

Movies

Game Shows

Soap Operas

Pol ice and
Adventure Shows
Comedy Shows

MTV

Every
Day

Several
Times a
Week

24 . 1

25 . 3

1 .3

6.3

% Subjects
Once or
Twice a
Week
24 . 1

2 . 38±0 . 1 4

16 . 5

19 . 0

16 . 5
5.1

54. 4

17. 7

11.4

5.1

7.6

8.9

25 . 3

36 . 7

24 . 1

25 . 3

41 . 8

19 . 0

8.9

8.9

8.9
40 . 5

21 . 8

1 1 .4

Mean±SEM8

39 . 2

52 . 6

19 . 0

17.7

Never

12. 7

19 . 2

29 . 1

Less Than
Once a
Week

8.9

16 . 5

1 .3

0 . 89±0 . 1 1

2 . 83±0 . 10

2 . 25±0 . 1 7

8.9

3 . 0 1 ±0 . 1 5

5. 1

2 . 73±0 . 1 2

54. 4

2 . 09±0 . 1 2

1 . 06±0 . 16

Means ± standard errors were derived from responses to a frequency scal e for tel evision viewing :
4=every day , 3=several times a week, 2=once or twice a week, l=l ess than once a week, and O=never .
8

I--&
I--&
I--&
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Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis IA
It was hypothesized that adolescents who are heavy television
viewers and, therefore, exposed more frequently to television
commercials would perceive heavily advertised foods as more nutritious,
of better quality, and as a better value than their generic or store
brand counterparts.

In response to the question regarding whether they

would buy a heavily advertised snack food or its generic counterpart,
64% expressed a preference for the name brand item, 24% did not express
a preference (either it did not matter or they would buy whichever one
was cheapest) , and 12% expressed a preference for the generic item.

The

primary reasons for selecting the name brand were (a) it is a name brand
and thus familiar, (b) it is better tasting, (c) it is made with better
ingredients, (d) it is a better quality product, and (e) it has a more
attractive package.

Reasons for preferring the _ generic item included it

is (a) cheaper, (b) a better product, and (c) what I eat.
Interestingly, several participants stated they would buy the name

brand, even though they did not believe there was any difference between

the heavily advertised product and its generic counterpart.

No participant felt that the heavily advertised product was more

nutritious, and only two felt the name brand was a better value.

Thirty-nine percent stated that the name brand was of better quality.
Hypothesis testing.

Heavy television viewers did not perceive

heavily advertised brands and products as more nutritious, of better
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quality, and as a better value than did light television viewers
(t=l. 396, P=0. 17) . Thus, hypothesis IA was rejected.
Hypothesis I B
According to Kaufman (7) and Story and Faulkner (80) , television
promotes the consumption of foods high in fat and sugar and of low
nutrient density. Thus, it was hypothesized that heavy television
viewers would consume diets higher in fat and cholesterol and lower in
nutrient density than light television viewers.

Four different analysis

were done on the dietary information to test this hypothesis: (a) the
mean nutrient content and nutrient density of the total diet, (b) the
nutrient content and nutrient density of snacks, (c) the nutrient
content and nutrient density of snacks consumed while watching
television and snacks consumed while not watching television, and
(d) the nutrient content and nutrient density of all foods consumed
while watching television and all foods consumed while not watching
television.
Nutrient content and nutrient density of the total diet.

The

nutrient intake and nutrient density of the pregnant adolescents' diets

in comparison to the RDA (33) for pregnant women and the nutrient
density standard are shown in Table 5. Mean caloric intake was
approximately the same as the RDA.

Intakes of protein, thiamin, niacin,

riboflavin, vitamin A, vitamin C, and calcium all exceeded the RDA
ranging from 110% to 165% of the RDA.

Intakes of folate, vitamin B6 ,

iron, zinc, and magnesium were below the recommended allowances meeting

Table 5. Mean Nutrient Intake , Percent of RDA , and Nutrient Density of Diet
for 79 Pregnant Adolescents .
Mean
Energy ( kc a l )
Protein (gm)
F a t (gm)
Cho l esterol (mg)
Vi t ami n A C IU )
Th i ami n (mg)
N i ac i n (mg)
R i bof l av i n ( mg )
Fol a te (1'9 )
Vi t ami n B6 (mg)
V i t ami n C (mg)
Ca l c i un (mg)
Iron (mg)
Z i nc (mg)
Ma gnesiun ( mg )

:t

SEMa

2490 . 1:t 81 . 1
90 . 1 :t 3 . 3
1 00 . 1 :t 3 . 8
340 . 9:t 16. 1
5028. 8:t302 . 6
1 .9:t 0 . 0
22 . 0:t 0 .8
2 . 6:t 0 . 1
2n. 8:t 11. 1
1 . 7:t 0 . 1
99. 5:t 7.3
1330 . 9:t 80 . 2
1 4 . 9:t 0 . 7
1 1 . 1 :t 0 . 5
264 . 6:t 1 1 . 8

Range
1 1 74 . 0- 471 7. 0
37. 0- 222 . 4
48.3- 216 . 4
74 . 5 - 798 . 7
1 21 6 . 0 - 1 5055 . 0
4 .3
0 . 68. 7- 58 . 4
7.3
0 .878.8· 957. 0
4.7
0.41 3 . 2- 281 . 2
348.3- 4764 . 0
5 . 8- 47. 4
2 .9- 31 . 1
87. 2 · n1 . 1

% RDAb
99.6

1 50 . 1

1 26.0
1 24 .0
1 29 . 9
165 . 0
69. 4
78 .6
1 42 . 1
1 1 0 .9
49. 8
74 . 1
82 . 7

Nut r i ent
Densi tyc , d
36. 5
40 . 0
1 36 . 8
2089.3
0.7
9.0
1.1
1 14.4
0.7
40 . 7
531 . 7
6. 1
4.5
1 06 . 0

Suggested Nua r i ent
Densi ty
24 . 0
1600 . 0
0.6
6.8

0.6
160 . 0
0.9
28. 0
480 . 0
12.0
6.0
1 28 . 0

a

Mean derived from two 24-hour d i et reca l l s and two- day food rec ords .

bRecommended D i et a ry Al l owance, 1 0th Ed i t i on, 1 989.
c

form., l a for Nut ri ent Dens i ty = I nt a ke of Nut r i ent x 1 , 000 ki loc a l o r i es
2500 ki loc a l o r i es

d
Adapted f rom H ansen, R . C . & Wyse, B . W . ( 1 980) Express i on o f nut r i ent
J . Am. D i et Assoc . 76 : 223-227.

al

low anc es pe r 1 , 000 ki l oca lories .

.....
.....
�

69%, 79% , 50% , 74% and 83% of the RDA, respectively . The range of
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intakes for folate , calcium, and vitamin A were more than ten fold

increases from least to most. Nutrient density in comparison to the

standard followed the same pattern as the RDAs. Intakes of protein,
vitamin A , thiamin, niacin , riboflavin, vitamin C , and calcium were

above the standard and intakes of folate , vitamin B6 , iron , magnesium ,

and zinc were less than the standard. The pregnant adolescents consumed

136 . 8 milligrams of cholesterol per 1 , 000 kilocalories. Although not
shown in Table 5 , fat supplied 36% of kilocalories .

Nutrient content and nutrient density of snacks . Information on

mean intake and nutrient density of snacks is presented in Table 6 .
Snacks provided 21% of total caloric intake and 10% to 22% of

vitamin/mineral intake. Fat in snack foods supplied 31% of snack

kilocalories .

Although not shown in Table 6 , snacks supplied 20% of the

RDA {33) for calcium , 26% of the RDA for riboflavin , and 31% of the RDA

for vitamin C.

Nutrient density of snacks for protein , vi tamin A , thiamin, niacin,

folate , vitamin B6 , iron, zinc , and magnesium were less than the

suggested nutrient density. Snacks were especially poor sources of

iron , zinc , folate , and vitamin B6 meeting only 29% , 44%, 50% , and 52% ,
respectively of the nutrient density standard. In contrast , calcium ,

riboflavin , and vitamin C nutrient densities were almost equal to or

exceeded the standard. Cholesterol intake from snacks averaged 67. 4

milligrams per 1 , 000 kilocalories.

Table 6. Mean Nutrient Intake , Nutrient Density , and Percent of Total Nutrient
and Energy Intake from Snacks Consumed by 79 Pregnant Adolescent s.

Energy ( kca l )
Protein ( gm)
Fat ( gm )
Chol esterol (mg)
Vi t amin A C J U )
T h i ami n (mg)
N i ac i n ( mg )
R i bof l avi n ( mg )
Fol a te (,ig)
Vi tami n e6 (mg)
Vi tamin C (mg)
Ca l c i um (mg)
I ron ( mg )
Z i nc ( mg )
Magnesi um (mg)

Mean :t SEMa

R angeb

527.8:t38.82
1 0 . 7:t 0 .98
1 8 . 1 :t 1 .48
38.8:t 4 . 34
647. 5:t97. 57
0 . 2:t 0 . 03
2 . 1:t 0 . 24
0 . 4:t 0 . 04
40 . 1 :t 5 .91
0 . 2:t 0 . 03

0- 1 , 658. 0
0- 35 . 2
0- 63 .9
o- 159.3
0 - 5 , 224 .0
01 .3
o- 1 1 .3
1 .4
0o- 31 1 .5
o- 1 .4
o- 1 14 . 1
0- 991 .3
0- 1 0 .9

2 1 .9:t 2.94

244 .9:t24 . 05
1 .8:t 0 . 20
1 . 5:t 0 . 16
49.4:t 4 . 58

o-

5 .6

0- 237.8

Nut r i ent Densi tyc , d

Suggested Nutrient
Dens i tyc

19.4
34 . 2
67. 4
1 163 .9
0.4

24 . 0

3.8

1600 . 0
0.6
6.8
0 .6
160 . 0
0.9

3.5

480 . 0
12.0
6.0
1 28 . 0

0.8
79.9
0.5
50 .6
465 . 7

28. 0

2.7

93 . 7

% of Tota l
I nt ake f rom Snac ks
21
12
18
11
13
13

10
15
14
14

22
18

12

13
18

aMean deri ved f rom two 24-hour d i et reca l l s a nd two- day food re cords .
one sub jec t d i d no t consume any snacks duri ng the four

b
c

da ys .

ForlllJl a for Nut r i ent Dens i ty = I nt a ke of Nut r i ent x 1 , 000 ki lo ca lories
2 , 500 ki l oca lor i es

d

Ada pted from H a nsen, R . C. & Wyse, B.W. ( 1980) Expressi on of nutr i ent a l lowances per 1 , 000 ki l oca lories .
J . Am. D i et Assoc . 76 : 223- 227.

......
......
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Nutrient content and nutrient density of snacks consumed while
watching television and snacks consumed while not watching television.
Table 7 provides information on the mean nutrient intake from snacks
consum�d while watching television and snacks consumed while not
watching television. Television snacks supplied 46% of snack calories
and 46% to 52% of all nutrients from snacks with the exception of
vitamin B6 . Television snacks supplied 88% of the total vitamin B6

intake from total daily snacks. Non-television snacks provided 54% of

total snack calories and 48% to 54% of the intake of protein, vitamins
and minerals from snacks with the exception of vitamin B6 •

Non

television snacks provided 22% of total vitamin B6 intake from snacks.

Approximately 31% of both television and non-television snack calories

were supplied by fat.
As shown in Table 8, nutrient density of non-television snacks
compared to television snacks was greater for protein, fat, cholesterol,
thiamin, calcium, and iron, less for vitamin A, folate, vitamin B6 ,
vitamin C, and about the same for niacin, riboflavin, zinc, and
magnesium. However, none of these differences was statistically
significant. Cholesterol intake was 57 milligrams per 1, 000

kilocalories from television snacks compared to 76 milligrams per 1, 000
kilocalories from non-television snacks.
In regard to suggested nutrient densities, television snack vitamin
B6 , riboflavin, vitamin C, and non-television snack thiamin, calcium,
ribolfavin, and vitamin C nutrient densities were greater than the
standard.

All other nutrient densities relating to television and

Table 7. Mean Nutri ent Intake and Percent of Total Intake of Snacks Consumed Whi le Watchi ng
Telev i s i on and Snacks Consumed Whi le Not Watchi ng Televi si on for 79 Pregnant Adolescents.
TV Snacks
Mean:tSEM
Energy ( kca l )

Prote i n ( gm)
Fat ( gm)
Cho l esterol ( mg )
Vi tami n A ( IU)
Th i ami n ( mg )
N i ac i n (mg)
R i bof l avin ( mg )
Fol ate (µg )
Vi tami n e6 ( mg )
Vi tami n C ( mg )
Ca l c i l.111 (mg)
I ron ( mg )
Z i nc ( mg )
Magnes i l.ln (mg )

8

243 . 0±29.8

4 . 9:t 0 . 8
8.5:t 1 . 2
1 7. 3:t 3 . 2
333 . 2±80 . 5
0 . 1 :t 0 . 0
1 . 0:t 0.2
0 . 2:t 0 . 0
20 .9:t 4.4
0 . 2:t 0 . 1
1 0 . 1 :t 2 . 3
1 21 .4±19.8
0 . 9:t 0 . 2
0 . 8:t 0 . 1
25 .6:t 4 . 0

Range

b

0- 1 520 . 0

o- 38 . 1
o- 69 . 5
o- 1 28 . 2
0-5398 . 0
o- 0 . 9
0- 9.8
o- 1 . 5
o- 264 . 0
0- 6.9
o- 1 02 . 5

0- 8 1 7. 4
0- 10.9
0- 5 . 0
o- 243 . 0

Non-TV Snacks

% of Tota l
I ntake from Snacks

Mean:tSEM

46

286. 3±26 . 7

46
47
45
51
46
49
51
52

88

50
49
48
51
52

5 .9:t 0 . 7
9. 7:t 1 . 0
22 . 0:t 3 . 2
320 . 2±57. 9
0 . 1 :t 0 . 0
1 . 1 :t 0 . 0
0 . 2:t 0 . 0
1 9 . 7:t 4 . 2
0 . 1 :t 0 . 0
1 1 . 1 :t 1 . 9
1 29 . 3± 1 7 . 3
1 . 0:t 0 . 1
0 . 7:t 0 . 1
24 . 5:t 2 . 8

% of Tota l

Rangeb I ntake from Snacks

o-

898. 3

0- 31 . 0
0- 35 . 8
o- 1 08 . 5
0-3436 . 5
0- 0 . 8
0- 7.9
0- 1 . 1
o- 308. 1
o- 1 . 1
0- 88 . 6
o- 723 . 6

o-

9.3

0- 5.6
0- 96. 9

54
54

53
55

49
54
51

49
48
22
50
51

52

49
48

aMean der i ved f r om two 24-hour di et recal l s a nd two-day food records .
bE i ghteen subj ects did not consl.lne any snacks wh i l e watch i ng te l evi s i on dur i ng the four-day pe r i od .
c one subject did not consl.lne any snacks dur i ng the four-day per i od .

1-1
1-1
CX)

Table 8 .

Nutrient Density of Snacks Consumed While Watching Television and
Snacks Consumed While Not Watching Television for 79 Pregnant
Adolescents .
TV Snacks
Nutrient Density8

Protein (gm)
Fat (gm)
Cholesterol (mg)
Vitamin A ( IU)
Thiamin (mg )
Niacin (mg )
Riboflavin (mg)
Folate (µg )
Vitamin B6 (mg )
Vitamin C (mg )
Calcium (mg )
Iron (mg)
Zinc (mg )
Magnesium (mg )
8

18 . 7
32 . 8
57 . 0
1128 . 6
0.4
4.2
0.8
90 . 6
2. 1
69 . 1
468 . 3
3. 7
2.8
103 . 8

Non TV Snacks
Nutrient Density8
21 . 4
40 . 7
75 . 7
1029 . 7
1.0
4.0
0.7
69 . 5
0.3
41 . 9
53 1 . 3
5.3

3.0
10 1 . 3

Suggested
Nutrient Densityb
24 . 0
1600 . 0
0.6
6.8
0 .6
160 . 0
0.9
28 . 0
480 . 0
12 . 0
6.0
128 . 0

Formula for nutrient density = intake of nutrient x 1 , 000 kilocalories
2500 kilocalories

b

Adapted from Hansen , R . C . & Wyse , W . B . (1980 ) . Expression of nutrient
allowances per 1 , 000 kilocalories . J . Am . Diet Assoc . 76 : 223-227 .

.
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non-television snacks were less than the standard.

Nutrient densities

for both television snack and non-television snack niacin, folate, zinc,
and iron as well as non-television vitamin B6 were especially low
meeting less than two-thirds of the standard.
Nutrient content and nutrient density of all foods consumed while
watching television and all foods consumed while not watching
television. Table 9 contains information on the nutrient content of all
foods consumed while watching television and all foods consumed while
not watching television.

Foods consumed while watching television

provided 38% of total caloric intake and 36% to 41% of total protein and
vitamin and mineral intake.

Foods consumed while not watching

television provided 62% of total caloric intake and 59% to 65% of
protein and vitamin and mineral intake. Thus, foods eaten while not
watching television compared to foods eaten while watching television
provided almost twice the calories and from 15% to 24% more protein and
vitamins and minerals.

Fat supplied 31% of television food calories and

37% of non-television food calories.

The nutrient densities of television foods and non-television foods

are shown in Table 10. The nutrient densities exceeded the standard for
protein, thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, vitamin C, and calcium and were

below the standard for folate, vitamin B6 , zinc, iron, and magnesium.
Television foods provided 122. 2 milligrams of cholesterol and non
television foods 137. 4 milligrams of cholesterol per 1, 000 calories.

Tabl e 9. Mean Nutrient Intake and Percent of Total Intake of Foods Consumed Whil e Watching
Tel evision and Foods Consumed Whil e Not Watching Tel evision for 79 Pregnant Adol escents.

Mean:tSEM

Energy ( kc a l )
Protei n ( gm)
F a t ( gm)
Cho l esterol (mg)
Vi t ami n A ( JU )
Th i ami n (mg)
N i ac i n ( mg )
R i bof l avi n

( mg )

Fol ate (µg )
V i tami n e6 ( mg )
Vi tami n C ( mg )
C a l c i m ( mg )
I ron ( mg )
Z i nc ( mg )

Magnesi l.lTI

( mg )

a

943 . 2:t 79.6
32 . 5:t 2.8
36 . 3:t 3 . 3

1 22 . 0:t 1 3 . 0
1754 . 7:t:1 97 . 5
0 . 7:t 0. 1
7.9:t 0 . 7
1 . 0:t 0. 1
1 00 . 8:t 1 0 . 5
0 . 6:t 0. 1
40 . 9:t 5 . 2
484 . 9:t 45 . 1
5 . 6:t 0 . 5

4 . 0:t 0 . 4
1 00 .3:t 9. 1

Tel evi s i on Foods
% of Tot a l
R angeb , c
I nt a ke
0-31 84 .0

0- 122 . 1
o- 140 . 8
0- 518 . 5
0-9004 . 0
0- 3 . 2
0 - 28. 7
0- 3 . 9
o- 451 . 5

o- 3 . 1
o- 235 . 7
0- 1854 . 0
o- 20 . 4

0- 17.8
0- 391 . 5

38
36
36
36
35
38
36
36
36
36

41

36
37
36
38

Non Televi s i on Foods
% of Tota l
R angec
I nt a ke
Mean:tSEM
a

1 546. 9:t 84 . 7
57.6:t 3 . 8
63 .8:t 3 .9
218 .9:t 16.9

3274 . 1 :t:300 .9
1 . 2:t 0 . 1
1 4 . 2:t 0 . 8
1 . 7:t 0 . 1
1 n . O:t 1 5 . 0
1 . 1 :t 0 . 1
59.4:t 5 .3
845 .9:t 81 . 3
9.4:t 0 . 6
7. 1 :t 0 . 5

164 .4:t 1 2 . 3

0- 3524 . 0
0 - 1 70 . 1
o- 1 61 . 7

o-

634 . 3 .

0 - 1 3820 . 0
o- 2 . 7
0- 3 1 . 2
O·
5.6
0- 667. 2
3.0
0-

ooo-

o-

0-

221 .9

3865 . 9
34 .6
25 . 4
566.6

62

64
64
64

65
62

64
64
64
64

59
62
63
65
63

aMean der i ved f rom two 24- hour diet reca l l s and two-day food rec ords .

bF i ve subj ec ts did not consume any mea l s or snac ks wh i l e w a t c h i ng t e l evi s i on.
c

one sub jec t c onsuned a l l mea l s and sna cks wh i l e w at c h i ng t e l evi s i on.

.....
N
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Table 10 .

Nutr ient Dens ity of Foods Cons umed Wh i le Watc h i ng Telev i s ion and
Foods Con s umed Wh ile Not Watch i ng Telev i s ion for 79 Pregnant
Adolescents .
TV Soods
Nutr ient Dens ity a

Prote in ( gm )
Fat ( gm)
Cholesterol ( mg )
V i tam i n A ( I U )
Th i am i n (mg )
N iac in ( mg )
R iboflav in (mg )
. Fo 1 ate (µg )
V itam i n B6 (mg )
V itam in C ( mg )
Calc i um ( mg )
I ron (mg )
Z i nc ( mg )
Magnes i um ( mg )

33 . 8
37 .2
122 . 2
1888 . 1
0.7
8.5
1 .0
1 1 1 .9
0.7
43 . 7
534 . 5
5.9
4.3
1 13 . 0

Non� F.9.od s
Nutr ient Dens ityb
35 . 6
40 . 4
137 . 4
2090 . 8
0.7
9.0
1 .0
111 .1
0. 7
39 . 5
50 1 . 3
6.1
4.4
99 . 5

Suggested
Nutr i ent Dens ityb
24 . 0

1 600 . 0
0.6
6.8
0.6
1 60 . 0
0.9
28 . 0
480 . 0
12 . 0
6.0
128 . 0

•rormula for Nut r i ent Dens ity = Intake of Nutr ient x 1 ,000 k ilocalor ies
2 , 500 k i localor ies
b

Adapted from Han sen , R . C . & Wyse , B . W . ( 1980 ) Express ion of nutr i ent
allowances per 1 , 000 k i localor i es . J . Am . D iet As soc . 76 : 223 -227 .
.....
N
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Hypothesis testing.

Resul ts of the anal ysis indicate that heavy

television viewers did not consume a diet higher in fat and l ower in
nutrient density than l ight tel evision viewers as total dietary iron ,
vitamin 86 , zinc, fol ate , vitamin A , magnesium, cal cium , fat ,
cholesterol , and magnesium were not rel ated to the tel evision viewing
score. The t val ues ranged from -0. 067 to 1. 290 and P val ues from 0 . 20
to 0. 95.

Tabl e 1 1 shows the resul ts of the Student ' s t-test comparing the

nutrient density of tel evision and non-tel evision snacks .

No

significant differences were found.
Resul ts of the ANOVA comparing the nutrient density of foods
consumed while watching television and those consumed while not watching
television for the same nutrients are presented in Table 12.

No

significant differences were found except for fat. The nutrient density
for fat from foods consumed while watching tel evision was less than that
for foods consumed while not watching television . { F=0. 58; P=0 . 03).

The

resul ts are contrary to the purported high fat intake associated with
snacking before the tel evision.
Hypothesis IC.

Hypothesis IC states that tel evision viewing will be associated

with snacking. This hypothesis was examined in four different ways :
(a) cal cul ating the proportion of eating occasions and snacks consumed
whil e watching tel evision , (b) determining the frequency of snacking
whil e watching tel evision on a five point "every day-never" scale ,
{c) examining how often the subjects ate in response to a commercial and

Table 11.

1 24

Results of Student's t-Test Compari ng the Nutr i ent Densi ty
for Nine Nutrients from Snacks Consumed While Watching
Television and Snacks Consumed While Not Watching
Televisi on. 8
Mean TV
Mean Non-TV
Nutrient Density Nutrient Density t-value P-value

Iron (mg)

3. 7

5. 3

0. 89

0. 38

Vitamin B6 (mg)

2. 1

0. 3

-1. 105

0. 27

Zinc (mg)

2. 8

3. 0

0. 41

0. 68

90. 6

69. 5

-0. 75

0. 45

Vitamin A ( I U )

1128. 6

1029. 7

-0. 21

0. 83

Magnesium (mg)

103. 8

101. 3

0. 06

0. 95

Calcium (mg)

468. 3

53 1. 3

0. 65

0. 52

Fat (gm)

32. 8

40. 7

0. 75

0. 46

Cholesterol (mg)

57. 0

75. 7

0. 85

0. 39

Folate (µg)

Table 12.

Results of ANOVA Comparing the Nutrient Densities for Nine
Nutrients from Foods Consumed While Watching Television and
Foods Consumed While Not Watching Television. a
Mean TV
Nutrient Densityb

Mean Non TV
Nutrient Densityc ·

F-Value

P- Value

5. 9

6. 1

0. 14

0. 71

4. 3

0. 7

0. 10

0. 75

4.4

0. 18

0. 68

111. 9

111. 1

0. 00

0. 95

Vitamin A ( IU)

1888. 1

2090. 8

0. 76

0. 38

Magnesium (mg)

113. 0

99. 5

1. 96

0. 16

Calcium (mg)

534. 5

501. 3

0. 71

0. 40

37. 2

40. 4

4. 58

0. 03*

122. 2

137. 4

1. 86

0. 17

Iron (mg)
Vitamin B6 (mg)
Zinc (mg)
Folate (µg)

Fat (gm)
Cholesterol (mg)
8

N

b

=

0. 7

79.

Formula for nutrient density = intake of nutrient x 1, 000 kilocalories
2, 500 calories

*P<0. 05.

.

N
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what prompted them to eat, and (d) determining whether there was a
relationship between the television viewing score and caloric intake and
weight gain.
Eating occasions. The total number of eating occasions over the
four days averaged 17 (4. 25 per day) and ranged from 10 (2. 5 per day) to
28 (7 per day) .

Participants consumed an average of 1. 5 snacks per day,

which accounted for 36% of all eating occasions. Only one subject did
not consume at least one snack during the four-day period.

Just over

three-fourths of the participants consumed at least one snack while
watching television during the four day period.
An average of 6. 64 eating occasions (range 0-21) or 1. 67 per day
occurred while watching television. An average of 0. 7 of these eating
occasions met the criteria for a snack. Thus 39% of all eating
occasions occurred while watching television; 47% of all snacks and 35%
of all meals.

Five subjects consumed no meals or snacks while watching

television, and 18 reported consuming no snacks in front of the
television. One subject lived in a group home which did not allow

eating while watching television, and one reported that she doesn' t like

television and never watches it. At the other extreme, one participant

consumed all meals and snacks while watching television, and eight

participants consumed all snacks while watching television.
Snacking frequency.

Fifty-two percent of the adolescents reported

snacking in front of the television daily and 19% several times a week.
When asked what they like to eat while watching television, several
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subjects indicated that they snacked on what was available as reflected
by comments such as "depends on what we have in the house, " "anything I
can get my hands on, and "whatever is available. "

This snacking was to

some e�tent in response to seeing a commercial; 56% reported eating in
response to a commercial at least once or twice a week (17% every day,
13% several times a week, and 25% once or twice a week) . Only 10%
indicated that seeing a commercial never made them want to get something
to eat.

When asked to describe what aspects of the commercial prompted

them to get something to eat, the most common themes were it looked good
or appetizing, it was for a food or beverage I had been craving or the
commercial made me crave it, and I was hungry or thirsty.
Eating in response to a commercial.

For many subjects seeing the

videotape of commercials sparked their interest in the foods. One-half
of the respondents stated that they wanted to buy one or more of the
foods they saw on the videotape of television commercials.

The most

frequently cited reasons for wanting to purchase the advertised foods
were (a) it looked good, (b) something about the commercial itself,

(c) it was for a well liked or familiar food, and (d) it was a food she

had been craving. Those not wanting to buy the advertised foods cited

I' m not hungry or thirsty, the foods were not appealing, the foods were

ones I don' t like or don' t buy, and I don' t know.

Snacking while watching television and caloric intake and weight
gain. Mean weight gain for a subsample of 52 participants was 34 pounds
and ranged from O to 77 pounds.

Fifty percent gained between 25 and 40
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pounds. Concern has been expressed that snacking while watching
television results in excessive caloric intake.

However, in this study

heavy television viewers did not consume more calories than light
viewer� (F=0. 01; P=0. 92) .

I n addition, the television viewing score was

not related to weight gain during pregnancy (F=0. 748, P=0. 39) . Thus,
television watching was not associated with excessive caloric intake or
weight gain.
Hypothesis ID
Television commercials are designed to encourage the purchase and

consumption of the advertised foods (71, 75) . Thus, it was hypothesized
that television viewing would be associated with the consumption of
heavily advertised foods.
Heavily advertised foods. Appendix H contains the results of the
analysis of prime time television commercials. Commercials for
restaurants (primarily fast food establishments) were by far the most
frequently aired food commercials with 325 commercials during the 163-

hour period. Most of these commercials were on the major networks with
18 (primarily Burger King) aired on MTV. The next most frequently

advertised category was beverages with a total of 133 commercials.

Seventy-eight percent of the beverage commercials were for soft drinks.
Over the 163-hour period, MTV aired 50 commercials for soft drinks
accounting for 48% of all soft drink commercials.

Cereals, with a total

of 101 commercials, were the next most frequently advertised food with
29 different cereals advertised at least once. The seven cereals
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considered the most frequently advertised cereals were advertised six or
seven times during the 163 hours. Most of the cereals were advertised
on CBS and NBC and none were advertised on MTV.

Candy and gum

advertj sements (N=77) appeared primarily on MTV and ABC.

In fact 39% of

the candy, 42% of the gum, and 64% of the breath mint commercials were
shown on MTV.
Meat and meat substitutes, fats, dairy products, and salty snacks
were the next most frequently advertised foods. These foods were
promoted solely on the major networks (ABC, CBS, NBC) .

Other categories

advertised on the major networks included spices, condiments, and
sauces, fruits and vegetables, pasta dishes, grains, sweets, and main
dish items. Most of the fruit and vegetable commercials were for orange
juice and frozen vegetables.

Interestingly, fruits and vegetables were

advertised slightly more often than sweets, 20 compared to 16 times.
Food commercials on MTV are limited to a few types of foods .
During March 2 to 8, 1989, candy, gum, breath mints, and fast food
restaurants were the only food commercials. During July 10 to 16, 1989
commercials for alcoholic beverages and fast food restaurants were the
only food commercials aired.

In Appendix L heavily advertised foods consumed by the subjects are

described.

Twenty-seven (34%) ate foods from the two most frequently

advertised fast food restaurants, McDonalds and Burger King.

These data

are limited by the fact that no information was collected on the
availability of fast food restaurants where the subject lived. The most
frequently consumed of the heavily advertised foods were cheese, coke,
ice cream, orange juice, potato chips, and Pepsi with 78%, 70%, 46%,
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43%, 41%, and 35%, respectively, of participants consuming these foods
and beverages at least once over a four-day period. Sweets were the
next most frequently consumed heavily advertised food by the pregnant
adoles�ents; 25% consumed chocolate candy, 23% chocolate cookies, and
13% brownies. Nine (11%) drank diet beverages at least once.

The

following heavily advertised foods were consumed by only one or two
subjects : gum, yogurt, and Ritz crackers.
The seven cereals meeting the criteria for the most heavily
advertised cereals were not the most frequently consumed cereals.
Eighteen subjects (22%) consumed one, and one person (1. 3%) consumed two
of the heavily advertised cereals, whereas 56 (71%) consumed one or more
of 35 other cereals not meeting the criteria for a heavily advertised
food. Of these 35 cereals only about one-fourth were advertised at
least once during the 163-hour period of analysis, indicating that
advertising did not significantly influence the brand of cereal consumed
by the pregnant adolescent.
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Hypothesis testing. The frequency of television viewing was not
related to the consumption of heavily advertised foods (t=l. 375,
P=0. 1750).
Hypothesis I IA
The family is a significant influence on the food behavior of
youth (8).
home.

Food-related attitudes and behaviors are learned in the

Parents also play a significant role in the consumer

socialization of their children (104). Thus, it was hypothesized that
communication with parents about food advertisements and food purchasing
and selection would influence the consumption of heavily advertised
snack foods.
Results of responses to the parent communication items are
presented in Table 13.

Evidently parents do not often express concern

about how money is spent on food and the types of foods purchased.

In

fact, over half the pregnant adolescents reported that their parents
tell them they should decide what foods to buy at least sometimes.
However, about 50% of the pregnant adolescents asked their parents for

advice about buying foods, 56% discussed the food advertisements with

their parents, 63% talked about buying food with their parents, and 80%
helped their parents decide what foods to buy at least sometimes.

In

line with this communication about food selection, these adolescents
frequently went grocery shopping with their parents, 38% very often, 24%
often, and 23% sometimes.

It is interesting to note that these

adolescents talked about food advertisements and buying food with their
parents less regularly than they went grocery shopping together. The

Table 13. Response Frequencies for 79 Pregnant Adolescents to Statements that Measure
Communication with Family about Food Advertisements and Food Purchasing. a
Rese2!Jse Fr!9uenci es
Meanb
:t SEM

Fami ly Conmun i cat i on
Statements

Very
Often

Often

Some·
t i mes

Rarel y

Never

My parents COlll)La i n when they
do not l i ke the types of food
I buy for myse l f .

2.5

10. 1

38. 0

21 . 5

27.8

7.7

26.9

39 . 7

16.7

9.0

10. 1

8.9

36 . 7

34 . 2

10.1

1 . 75 :t 0 . 1 2

26.6

27.8

25 . 3

10.1

10. 1

2 . 5 1 :t 0 . 1 4

3.8

3.8

26 .6

32 .9

32 .9

1 . 1 3 :t 0 . 1 2

My parents tel l me I shou ld
dec i de about the foods I
should or should not buy.

1 1 .4

15.2

29 . 1

24 . 1

20 . 3

1 . 73 :t 0 . 14

2.5

10. 1

1 7. 7

34 . 2

35 . 4

1 . 1 0 :t 0 . 1 2

I ask my parents for advi ce
about buyi ng food.

7.6

7.6

35 . 4

26 . 6

22 .8

1 . 50

:t:

0 . 13

38. 0

24 . 1

22 .8

7.6

7.6

2.n

:1:

o . 14

My parents and I ta l k about
buy i ng food .
My parents and I ta l k about
the food advert i sements we
see on tel evi s i on .

I he lp my parents dec ide what
foods t o buy.

My parents want to know what
foods I purchase wi th my
money.

My parents tel l me what k i nds
of food I should or should
not buy.
I go g rocery shoppi ng wi th my
parents .

--

1 . 38 :t 0 . 1 2
2 . 08

:t:

0 . 12

aAdapted f rom Mosch i s , G . P . ( 1978) , Acquisi t i on of the Consllller Rol e by Adol escents . Pub l i sh i ng Servi ces D iv i s i on,
Co l l ege of Bus iness Admi n i strat i on, Georg i a State Univers i ty, At l anta, Georg i a .
t,.eans :t: standard error were der i ved f rom responses t o a f requency sca l e : 4=very often, 3=often, 2=somet imes ,
1=rarel y , a nd O=never.

.....
w
N
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frequency of helping parents decide what foods to buy was similar to the
frequency of grocery shopping with parents.
Hypothesis testing. The relationship bewteen the parent
communication score and the heavily advertised food score was not
statistically significant (t=-0. 071, P=0. 94) . The frequency of
communication with parents did not influence the intake of iron, vitamin
A, folate, fat, cholesterol, magnesium, zinc, vitamin B6 , and calcium.
The t values ranged from -0. 388 to 1. 074 and P values from 0. 29 to 0. 89.
Hypothesis IIB
A socio-oriented family communication pattern emphasizes the
importance of harmonious relationships and conformity to others as well
as the withholding of feelings. This in turn may implicitly encourage
the child to select consumer goods on the basis of what significant
others may think (103). Therefore, it was hypothesized that a socio
oriented family communication pattern would encourage the consumption of
food products advertised as promoting a particular image or lifestyle.
The responses to the items forming the socio-oriented family

communication scale are presented in Table 14. The mean score on a scale
of O to 24 was 6. 74, with from 53% to 81% of the subjects responding
rarely or never to the socio-oriented family communication pattern
statements.
Results of responses to the Important Qualities of Snack Food
Questionnaire are shown in Table 15. None of the descriptors in columns
A through D were important considerations in the selection of snack

Tabl e 14.

Response Frequencies for 79 Pregnant Adol escents to Statements that Measure
Socio-oriented Famil y Communication Styl e. a

C011111Jni cat i on
Style Statements
Your Parents
Say you may not buy certai n
th i ngs

Want to know what you do wi th
your money
Tel l you what th i ngs you
should or should not buy

Say that they know what i s
best for you and you should
not quest i on them
Say you should not ask
quest i ons about th i ngs that
teenagers l i ke you do not
norma l l y buy

Compl a i n when they do not
l i ke someth i ng you bought for
yoursel f

Very
Often

Res122nse Fr!Quenc i es
SomeOf ten
t i mes
Rare l y

Mean
b
:t SEM

Never

1 .3

8.9

26 .6

29 . 1

34 .2

1 . 14

:t

0.12

1 1 .4

10.1

25 . 3

24 . 1

29 . 1

1 .51

:t

0 . 15

5.1

3.8

27. 8

31 .6

31 .6

1 . 19

:t

0.12

1 1 .4

8.9

19.0

21 . 5

39. 2

1 . 32

:t

0. 16

2.5

2.5

13.9

26 . 6

54 . 4

0 . 72

:t

0. 1 1

5.1

7.7

20 . 5

30 . 8

35 .9

1 .15

:t

0.13

aAdapted f rom Mosch i s , G . P . , Moore, R . L . & Smi th , R . B . ( 1 984 ) , The i mpact of fami ly c011111Jni cat i on on
adol escent consumer soc i a l i zat i on. Adv. Consumer Res . 1 1 : 314-319.
�eans :t standard error were der i ved f rom responses to a f requency sca le: 4=very often, 3=often,
2=somet i mes , 1 =rare ly, and O=never .
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Important
Table 15. Responses of 76 Pregnant Adolescents toa,the
Qua1 ities of Snack Foods Questionnaire. b , c
A
What friends
think of the
food.

B

C
What others
What type think of
of people people who
eat this eat this
food .
food .
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D
Whether eating
this food wi 1 1
make a good
impression on
others.

Soft Drink

1 6c

9

4

6

Corn Chips

14

9

3

2

Chocolate Candy
Bar

12

9

9

3

Cookie

10

9

6

5

Crackers

9

12

1

6

Totalsd

61

48

23

22

Adapted from Moschis , G . P . (1 978) Acquisition of the Consumer Role
by Adolescents , Publishing Services Division , College of Business
Administration, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia.
8

b

lnstructions for completing the questionnaire were as follows:
Five common snack foods are listed below. There are four things (listed
across from the food items) which you might think about before buying
and eating these foods . Please check all that apply.
c

Number of positive responses for categories A through D as applied
to the foods . Respondents could also check that none of the categories
applied.
d

42 indicated that none of the categories A-D were important
considerations in the selection of the listed snack foods.
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foods for these pregnant adolescents. Only 34 responded positively to
at least one of the 20 statements. Most of the positive responses were
to what friends think about the food and what type of people eat this
food.
Hypothesis Testing. A socio-oriented family communication pattern
was not related to considering the lifestyle or image associated with a
snack item before buying the food (t=0. 734, P=0. 47) .
Hypothesis IIC
A concept-oriented family communication style encourages
consideration of all alternatives before making a decision, open
expression of opinion, and exposure to controversy.

Hypothesis I IC

postulates that a concept-oriented family communication pattern will
increase the likelihood of the pregnant adolescent consuming a food
product advertised as nutritious or healthy.
Concept-oriented family communication score.

Responses to the

concept-oriented family communication items are shown in Table 16.

The

mean response on the concept-oriented family communication scale was
13. 39 out of a possible score of 24. A concept-oriented family

communication style was more descriptive of the communication style in
these pregnant adolescents' families than the socio-oriented family
communication style. The responses indicate that a majority of subjects
have parents who (a) let them decide how to spend their money, (b) allow
them to make decisions about what they buy, (c) ask their children what

Table 16. Response Frequencies for 79 Pregnant Adolescents to Statements that
Measure Concept-Oriented Family Communication Style . a
Connu,i cat i on
Styl e Statements
Your Parents
Ask you to help them buy
th i ngs for the fami l y

Very
Often

Res122nse Fr!!9uenc ies
Some·
Often
t imes
Rarel y

Never

MeaB
t SEM

7.6

8.9

25 . 3

24 . 1

34 . 2

1 . 32 t 0 . 14

Say you should decide for
yoursel f how to spend your
money

29. 1

30 . 4

24 . 1

10. 1

6.3

2 . 66 t 0 . 13

Say you should dec ide what
th i ngs you should or should
not buy

24 . 1

27. 8

30 .4

10. 1

7.6

2.51 t 0 . 13

Ask you wha t you th i nk about
th i ngs they buy for
themse l ves

28 . 2

30 . 8

21 . 8

10.3

9.0

2 . 59 t 0 . 1 4

Ask you for advi ce about
buyi ng th i ngs

13.9

26. 6

29 . 1

13.9

16.5

2 . 08 t 0. 1 4

Say that buyi ng th i ngs you
l i ke i s i ff1)0rtant even i f
others do not l i ke them

19.0

24 . 1

32. 9

10. 1

13.9

2 . 24 t 0 . 14

8
Adapted f rom Mosch i s , G . P . , Moore, R . L . & Smi th, R . B . ( 1984 ) The i �ct of f ami ly connu,i cat i on on adolescent consllller
soc i a l i zat i on . Adv. Consllller Res . 1 1 : 31 4-319.

�eans t standard error were deri ved f rom responses to a f requency sca l e : 4=very often, 3=often, 2=somet imes, 1=rarely,
and O=never .

�
w
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they think about things they buy for themselves, (d) tell their children
they should buy what they like, not what others like, and (e) ask advice

about buying things.

However 58% reported that their parents rarely or

never �sked them for assistance in buying things.

Apparently

communication centers on information and approval seeking, not the
actual selection.
Advertising claims most likely to promote the purchase of the
product.

When the pregnant adolescents were asked what would entice

other teens and themselves to try a new food product the most popular

responses were (a) it is good tasting, (b) it is not fattening, and (c)
it is nutritious (contains vitamins and minerals, low in cholesterol) .
Additional suggestions i ncluded having lots of action or music and
dancing in the commercial, showing other people of all ages (especially
teens) enjoying the food, making the food look good, and pointing out
that the food doesn't cost a lot.

For half the participants nutrition

and health related claims were important considerations that might
entice the adolescents to buy an advertised product.
Hypothesis testing.

The effect of the concept-oriented family

communication score on the pregnant adolescents' receptiveness to health
and nutrition claims was not statistically significant (t=0. 896,
P=0. 37) .
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Hypothesis I ID
During adolescence more time is spent with peers and less with
family (8) . Therefore, it was hypothesized that communication with
peers �bout food selection and purchasing would increase the consumption
of heavily advertised snack foods.
Peer communication score.

Response frequencies to the peer

communication items are tabulated in Table 17.

Communication with

friends about food selection and purchasing was infrequent.

From 68% to

73% rarely or never talked about buying food with friends or received or
asked for advice in snack selection.

Approximately 57% rarely or never

discussed food selection at fast food restaurants or food advertisements
with friends.

However, 27% to 43% sometimes did discuss all the

aforementioned items with their peers. Thus, although most subjects
• reported minimal communication with peers about food advertisements and
food selection, a subgroup reported some communication with their
friends regarding food-related behaviors.
Hypothesis testing. The result of testing the hypothesis that peer

communication would increase the consumption of heavily advertised foods
was not statistically significant (t=-0. 506, P=0. 61) . Therefore, the

hypothesis that the frequency of communication with peers regarding food
selection and consumption would influence the frequency of consuming
heavily advertised foods was rejected. Thus, television commercials did
not have an indirect influence on food selection by setting the agenda
for communication with peers.

Table 17.

Response Frequencies for 79 Pregnant Adolescents to Statements that Measure
Communication with Peers about Food Advertisements and Food Purchasing. a

Peer COl'll'llJni cat i on
Statements
My f r i ends and I ta l k about
buyi ng food.

My f r i ends te l l me what foods
I should or should not buy.
I ask my f r i ends for advice
about what food products to
buy for snacks .

My f r i ends ask me for advi ce
about what food products to
buy for snacks .
I ta l k wi th f r i ends about
what foods to buy at fast
food pl aces (McDona lds,
Wendy ' s , Burger K i ng) .

My f r i ends and I ta l k about
the food advert i sements we
see on te l evi s i on.

Res122nse Fr�uenc i es
SomeOften
t i mes
Rare ly

Never

0.0

3.8

24 . 1

41 .8

30 . 4

1 . 01

:t

0 . 09

0.0

2.6

7.9

26 . 3

63 . 2

0 . 50

:t

0 . 09

0.0

1 .3

25 . 6

23 . 1

50 . 0

0 . 80

:t

0.10

1 .3

3.8

26 . 6

29. 1

39 . 2

0 . 99

:t

0. 1 1

2.5

8.9

31 .6

32 .9

24 . 1

1 . 33

:t

0.11

3.8

10. 1

27. 8

32 .9

25 . 3

1 . 34

:t

0.12

Very
Often

Meanb
:t SEM

aAdapted f rom Mosch i s , G . P . ( 1 978) , Acqui s i t i on o f the Consuner Role by Ado l escents . Pub l i sh i ng Servi ces D i vi s i on,
Col l ege of Bus i ness Actni ni strat ion, Georg ia State Uni vers i ty, At lanta , Georg i a .
�eans :t standard error were der i ved from responses t o a frequency sca l e: 4=very often, 3=often, 2=somet imes,
1 =rare ly, and O=never .

1--1
..i::0
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Summary

The amount of time spent watching television did not influence

caloric intake, nutrient density of the diet, or consumption of heavily
advertj sed foods as defined in this study . However, foods consumed

while watching television were lower in fat than foods consumed while
not watching television, and the television viewing score was

significantly related to fat intake from snacks . Heavy television

viewers did not perceive name brand items as more nutritious, of better
quality, and a better value than light television viewers.

Communication with parents about food selection and food purchasing

influenced neither the consumption of heavily advertised foods nor

individual nutrient intakes . A socio-oriented family communication

style was not related to the selection of a snack food because it was
associated with a particular image or lifestyle. A concept-oriented

family communication did not increase the likelihood of consuming a food

product advertised as nutritious or healthy. Communication with peers
about food advertisements and food purchasing was not associated with
the consumption of heavily advertised foods.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Sample
This sample of pregnant adolescents was of low socioeconomic status
as measured by the Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status
(166) . As shown in Table 3 (page 111) over half (58%) lived with one
or both parents and about one-third were married.
was 16. 4 ± 0. 1.

The mean age ± SEM

In comparison, about 68% of the 34 East Tennessee

pregnant adolescents studied by Valdrighi (174) lived with one or both
parents and approximately 26% were married. The educational attainment
of parents and guardians of the pregnant adolescents in Valdri ghi' s
study was low (38% to 47% had completed high school) indicating low
socioeconomic status. The educational attainment of the participants in
Valdrighi' s study was lower than that of the pregnant adolescents in
this study; only 47% had completed tenth through twelfth grade compared
to 70% in this study.

The mean age of participants in other studies of the dietary intake

of pregnant adolescents was between 16 and 17 (37, 38, 41, 43, 173-175) .

Most of these studies did not provide information on other demographic

characteristics so no comparisons can be made. Subjects in the two

studies by Endres and coworkers (37, 38) were in the process of applying
for or enrolled in the Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and
Children and, thus, of low socioeconomic status.
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Television Viewing Habits
The pregnant adolescents reported watching approximately five hours
of tel�vision per day, significantly (F=56. 56, P<0. 001) greater than the
four hours per day reported by 494 non-pregnant female adolescents in
East Tennessee (19). Solderman and coworkers (20) surveyed 358 white
ninth to twelfth grade females and 54 white pregnant adolescents in the
Midwest, and also found that the pregnant adolescents spent more time
watching television than non-pregnant adolescents, 5. 6 hours per day
compared to 4. 6 hours. The pregnant adolescents in this study and the
study by Solderman and coworkers (20) both reported watching television
over 5 hours per day or 35 hours per week compared to about 21. 25 hours
per week for the typical female adolescent reported by the Nielsen
Ratings (1) .

Thus, pregnant adolescents reported they spend a

substantial amount of time watching television, about one hour more per
day than their non-pregnant peers.
The substantial amount of time spent watching television is
consistent with research indicating that adolescents from families that

are poorer and less educated watch more television (51, 56) .

The high

television viewing frequency may also reflect the increased time

available for watching television. Some participants were not in school

or were on home bound instruction.

Perhaps those pregnant adolescents

who continued in school were less active in extracurricular activities.
No data were collected about other leisure time activities.
In accord with the Nielsen ratings (1) , comedy shows and movies
were popular programs. As shown in Table 18, pregnant adolescents in
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Table 18.

The Television Program Viewing Frequency of 79 Pregnant and
463 Non-Pregnant Female East Tennessee Adolescents.
LSM±SEM8

TV Program

Non-Pregnant Adolescentsb

Pregnant Adolescents c

News

2. 06±0. 06

2. 38±0 . 13

Sports Events

1. 16±0 . 04

0. 89±0 . 11 *

Movi es

2 . 20±0 . 04

Game Shows

1 . 42±0 . 06

2 . 83±0 . 11***

Soap Operas

I . 81±0. 07

Police and
Adventure Shows

1.62±0. 05

2 . 09±0 . 12***

Comedy Shows

2 . 56±0 . 04

MTV

2 . 73±0 . 11

2. 02±0 . 02

1. 06±0 . 17***

2 . 25±0 . 14***
3.0 1±0 . 16***

8

Least squares means derived from responses to a frequency scale
for viewi ng television programs : 4=every day , 3=several t i mes a week ,
2=once or twi ce a week , l=less than once a week , O=never.
b

Data from Carruth, B. R. , Goldberg , D . L. & Skinner, J. D .
(submitted) Adolescents' TV viewing habi ts , snack choices , and
communication with parents and peers about food related purchases .
J . Adolesc . Res .
c

Data from current study .

*P�0. 05

***P�0 . 00 1
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this study indicated they watched soap operas, news, sports events,
movies, game shows, police and adventure shows, and MTV more frequently
than the white non-pregnant East Tennessee female adolescents in the

study py Carruth and coworkers (19) . The higher frequency of watching
sports events may reflect the fact that pregnant adolescents are more

likely than non-pregnant adolescents to watch television with a steady
boyfriend (20) . Male adolescents watch sports events more frequently
than female adolescents (19) .
Pregnant adolescents with access to cable did not report more
frequent viewing of news, sports events, soap operas, movies, police and
adventure programs than those without access to cable.

However, game

show viewing frequency was lower and MTV was greater suggesting that
subjects were watching cable programming in place of game shows.
Socioeconomic status did not influence the viewing frequency of
news, soap operas, movies, sports events, police and adventure programs,
and game shows and may be explained by the low variability in
socioeconomic status. Churchill and Moschis (154) also found that
socioeconomic status did not influence television program viewing

frequencies. MTV viewing frequency was greater among those with a

Hollingshead Four Factor Index of Social Status Score above the median,

probably reflective of having money to pay for cable.

MTV was more

popular among the younger adolescents and may be explained by the fact
that younger adolescents do not have drivers' licenses and are probably
less able to get away from home. However, the majority of adolescents
in this study rarely watched MTV.

In contrast, 80% of a sample of 603

high school students watched MTV everyday (62) . This discrepancy may be
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explained by the fact that only about one-half of the pregnant
adolescents in this study had access to cable television in their home.
Television V i ewi ng and Brand Preference
Approximately two-thirds of the subjects reported a preference for
purchasing the name brand snack item over its generic counterpart.

This

is in agreement with other studies reporting that teenagers prefer brand
name items (72 , 130 , 153) . Moschis and Moore (153) surveyed 734

adolescents regarding the evaluative criteria they use in selecting each
of the following items: wristwatch , dress shoes , pocket calculator , hair
dryer , sunglasses , wallet , flash cubes , and household batteries. When
responses were averaged for all eight items , 43% (range 30% to 60%)
reported they would buy a well-known brand name , and 15% (range 8% to
19%) indicated they would buy one advertised a lot.
The pregnant adolescents' preference for the name brand product was
not necessarily related to perceiving it as a better product.

Only 40%

felt the name brand was of better quality or of better value and none

believed the name brand was more nutritious. This is in disagreement

with surveys by Seventeen magazine which have revealed that female

adolescents perceive name brands as more nutritious , of better guality
and of better value than store brands or generics (75) .

Perhaps these

other surveys included a higher socioeconomic status population than the
79 adolescents in this study.
Apparently , familiarity , appearance , and positive experiences with
the product were explanations for choosing the name brand as indicated
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by the following statements by participants : (a) "Really I' ve tried the
difference and it don' t (i. e. no perceived difference between the name
brand and its generic counterpart), but the price is different.

That' s

what it is. A lot different, " (b) " I wouldn' t say that it (the name
brand) would probably be better.

I t might, but the fact that it' s been

advertised more, people are going to notice this one more (the name
brand) than this one (the generic product).

Because my mom, she buys

things that have, you know, no name brands and they' re just as good, you
know, but it' s kind of dull looking, you know, not as colorful as the
name brand, " and (c) " I guess just because Lay' s (the name brand) is
more known than the Golden Flake (the generic brand). " Interviewer : "Do
you think there' s a difference in quality between the two?" Subject:
"Probably not . " This is in agreement with research by Moschis (109) and
Moschis, Moore, and Stanley (110) which indicated that mere exposure to
television advertisements for a specific brand can result in a favorable
attitude toward that brand.
Television Viewing and Diet Adequacy
Intakes of protein, thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin C, and

calcium exceeded the RDA (133) for pregnancy but were less than the RDA
for folate, iron, zinc, vitamin B6 , and magnesium. The low intake of

folate, zinc, and magnesium are indicative of the infrequent consumption
of foods high in these nutrients such as whole grains, beans and
legumes, and dark green leafy vegetables. The low intake of iron in
comparison to the RDA reflects the fact that the RDA of 30 milligrams is
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very difficult to meet with food when the typical iron intake of
American female teenagers is about six milligrams per 1, 000 kilocalories
(177) . Thus, the typical diet containing the recommended energy intake
of 2, 590 kilocalories would supply 15 milligrams of iron compared to the
RDA of 30 milligrams.
Table 19 compares the nutrient intake of the pregnant adolescents
in the current study to seven other studies of the nutrient intake of
pregnant adolescents.

In this study, the nutrient intake did not differ

greatly from that in the other studies. All values from these studies
were compared to the 1989 RDAs (33).

Average caloric intake ranged from

71% to 112% of the RDAs (33) compared to the mean of 100% in this study.
Protein intake ranged from 110% to 183% compared to the mean of 150% in

the current study.

Vitamin A intake ranged from 99% to 180% compared to

the mean of 126% in the current study. Mean niacin intake ranged from
78% to 126% compared to 130% in the current study.

Mean intake of

riboflavin intake ranged from 100% to 200% of the 1989 RDAs compared to
162% in the current study. Average thiamin intake ranged from 67% to
127% of the 1989 RDAs compared to 120% in the current study.

Intakes of

folacin, iron, and vitamin B6 were below the 1989 RDA in all studies

that examined intakes of these nutrients.

Several studies have reported that non-pregnant adolescent females

typically consume about 38% of kilocalories as fat and 145 milligrams
cholesterol per 1, 000 kilocalories (95-99) .

Results of this study (36%

of kilocalories as fat, 136. 8 milligrams cholesterol per 1, 000
kilocalories) are in agreement with the previously cited studies. The
percent calories from fat and total cholesterol intake were greater than

Table 19. Average Daill Nutrient Intakes in Current Study Compared to Other Studies of Pregnant
Adolescents. ,
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the current recommendations for Americans of less than 30% of
kilocalories as fat and less than 300 milligrams of cholesterol per day
(93) . The applicability of these recommendations to the pregnant

adolescent has not been examined.
Nutrient Content of Snacks
The frequency of snacking and nutrient content of the snacks of the
pregnant adolescents are in agreement with other studies of non-pregnant
adolescents' snacking patterns (16, 17, 84, 85) . The most frequently
consumed snacks were (a) soft drinks and other sugar containing
beverages; (b) sweets such as cookies, cake, pastry, candy, ice cream,
and doughnuts; (c) milk; (d) sandwiches and main dish items; (e) fruit;
(f) bread, muffins, crackers and cereal; and (g) salty snacks such as
pretzels, potato chips, and popcorn. The most popular television snacks
included sweets/desserts, carbonated beverages, fruits and vegetables,
and breads and cereals. This is in agreement with other studies of
adolescents' snacking patterns which have reported that carbonated

beverages, milk, ice cream, sandwiches, cereal, cookies, cake, candy,
crackers, and chips are popular snacks (17, 83, 88) .

Snacks accounted for 21% of total kilocalories and 10% to 22% of

total vitamin and mineral intake in comparison to 17% to 33% of total
kilocalories and 13% to 20% of total vitamin and mineral intake from

other studies (18, 84-86) . Snacks provided one-fifth or more of the RDA
for calcium, riboflavin, and vitamin C. Other researchers have also
found that adolescents' snacks are good sources of vitamin C and
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riboflavin (84, 85). Contrary to these studies, snacks consumed by
adolescents in this study were not good sources of thiamin .
The percent kilocalories from fat in snacks was less than the
percent kilocalories from the overall diet and approximated current
recommendations of 30% or less of calories from fat (93, 94) .

This

reflects the frequent consumption of foods not high in fat but high in
sugar, such as sugar containing beverages and fruit .
Overall, the nutrient density of television and non-television

snacks were below the standard . No significant differences were found
in the nutrient density of television and non-television snacks except
for fat . Television snacks were lower in fat than non-television
snacks, again reflecting the consumption of foods high in sugar but not
high in fat, such as carbonated beverages and fruit .
Nutrient Content of Television and Non-Television Foods
Participants consumed 38% of total caloric intake while watching
television . This result is not surprising considering that the pregnant
adolescents spent close to one-third of their waking hours watching

television (assuming eight hours of sleep per day) .

Foods consumed

while not watching television were higher in fat than foods consumed
while watching television . The nutrient densities for all other
nutrients were similar.
Burdine and coworkers (48) are the only other researchers to

examine the relationship between the amount of time spent watching
television and food choices .

In this survey of 2, 695 seventh and eighth
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graders, the amount of television watching was associated with the
reported frequency of consumption of sweets (soft drinks, cookies, ice
cream, and candy) and salty foods (potato chips, corn chips, nuts, and
tortilla chips) .

In this study the consumption of heavily advertised

foods, which included the aforementioned foods, was not related to the
frequency of television viewing. Methodological differences may account
for the disparate findings . The current study used actual records of
food consumption rather than estimated frequency of consumption. Since
one goal of this study was to examine whether television advertising
influenced food choices, dietary records were reviewed specifically for
consumption of advertised foods.

For example, dietary records were

reviewed for the frequency of consumption of Coca Cola and Pepsi rather
than soft dri nks, Ritz crackers rather than any kind of crackers, and
chocolate cookies rather than any kind of cookies.

Another

consideration is that the subjects in the study by Burdine and coworkers
were younger than the participants in this study.
Snacking Patterns
In this study 71% of the pregnant adolescents reported snacking

every day or several times week compared to 58% of a sample of

non-pregnant East Tennessee high school students (19). The mean
frequency of snacking while watching television was greater (F=7. 73,
P=. 01) among pregnant East Tennessee adolescents than among non-pregnant
East Tennessee adolescents. Gerbner and coworkers (6) reported that 91%
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of the tenth graders they surveyed usually ate while watching
television.
Seeing a commercial was a stimulus for getting something to eat at
least sometimes for some participants.

In the current study 58% of the

pregnant adolescents reported snacking at least once or twice a week in
response to seeing a commercial, and only 10% reported never snacking in
response to a commercial.

Carruth, Goldberg, and Skinner (19) found

that among East Tennessee adolescents 49% reported snacking at least one
or twice a week in response to seeing a commercial, and 27% reported
never snacking in response to seeing a commercial.

The mean frequency

of snacking in response to seeing a commercial reported by the non
pregnant adolescents was less (F=4. 05, P=0. 04) than the frequency
reported by the pregnant adolescents.

In the study by Carruth and

coworkers the question about snacking in response to a commercial was
asked as part of a written survey, while in the current study the
question was asked during a semi-structured interview after the
participant was shown a videotape of commercials.

Another explanation

is that the increased caloric needs of the pregnant adolescent may

increase her frequency of snacking or susceptibility to commercials.
Furthermore, as previously discussed, the pregnant teens watched

television more frequently than the non-pregnant teens.

However, the cue encouraging the adolescent to get something to eat

was not always related to the commercial; hunger and thirst were also
significant determinants of snacking patterns. One participant stated
in the interview that how long it had been since she last ate was a
significant determinant of whether she ate in response to a commercial.
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Or in the words of another participant, "Commercials never make me want
to snack.

I just snack anyway. " Furthermore, the fact that television

viewing was not associated with greater caloric intake or weight gain
supports the idea that the snacking while watching television was in
response to a perceived physiological need.
Interestingly, prompts for eating in front of the television
reported by these pregnant adolescents were similar to reasons for
snacking given by other southern adolescent females (84) . The primary
reasons for snacking in response to seeing a commercial given by the
pregnant adolescents in this study could be categorized as follows: (a)
it looked good or appetizing, (b) it was for a food or beverage I had
been craving or the commercial made me crave it, and (c) hunger or
thirst. The most popular reasons cited by non-pregnant adolescents were
hunger, looks good, and having nothing to do.

Despite the fact that these pregnant adolescents did sometimes eat

in response to a commercial and consumed 38% of �heir total caloric
intake while watching television, the time spent watching television did
not substantially influence food selection and dietary adequacy.

Apparently the foods consumed while watching television were well liked,
easily available, similar in nutrient content to foods consumed while

not watching television, and not particularly the foods advertised on

television.

Mean weight gain was 34 pounds with half gaining between 25 and 40
pounds. The current recommended weight gain range for adult women is 22
to 32 pounds (44) . For adolescents, expected weight gain due to
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maturation during the nine months of pregnancy should be added to the
recommendations for adult women (44) .
Heavily Advertised Foods
The results of analyzing television commercials are similar to the
results of Story and Faulkner (80) . Salty snacks and fruit commercials
accounted for two to three percent and soft drinks 11% to 12% of all

food commercials in both studies. The percentage of cereal commercials
(11% versus 20%) and sweet/desserts (9% versus 13%) was less and the
percentage of restaurant commercials was greater (36% versus 26%) in the
current study compared to the study by Story and Faulkner (80) . These
small differences may reflect the difference in methodology used to
select the programs for analysis.

In the current study, all commercials

aired during prime time on the major networks and MTV were reviewed
whereas Story and Faulkner (80) analyzed the commercials on 11 dramatic
and situational comedies aired during prime time on the major networks.
As previously mentioned, food commercials aired on MTV included a
limited variety of foods.

Furthermore, the study by Story and Faulkner

was completed during the summer of 1988 while the analysis for this

study was completed in the spring and summer of 1989.

In regard to the consumption of heavily advertised foods, pregnant
adolescents in this study did not choose the most heavily advertised
brands even for a frequently consumed food such as cereal, which was
consumed at least once during the four days of records/recalls by
approximately 80% of the participants. Only 30% consumed a cereal that
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was advertised at least once during the 163-hour period of analysis.
Although this finding is contradictory to the reported behavioral
effects of alcohol advertisements (127, 133, 178) , it is in agreement with
Moschis and Moore' s (53) finding than over a three-month period,
formation of a brand preference for coffee or soft drinks did not occur.
In the current study, only nine (11%) of the subjects reported
using diet beverages at least once during the four days; five of the
nine drank diet drinks just once.

In Valdrighi' s (174) study of 34

pregnant adolescents, only 12% of the participants reported drinking
diet beverages. The frequency of consumption also was low, less than
once a week.
Whether or not the adolescent attended to the commercial is an
important consideration in evaluating the lack of impact of television
advertising on pregnant adolescents' food choices. Although not
directly examined in this study, information provided by participants
during the interview indicated that some subjects did not pay much
attention to advertisements or use them as a source of information as
illustrated by the following comments (a) " I can' t really remember

advertisements with foods, " (b) "Most of the time I don' t watch them.
I ' m usually changing channels while they' re on, " (c) "They' re just

commercials, " and (d) " I really don' t pay much attention to them unless
like I said they catch my sense of humor. "
The preference for name brand items combined with the lack of
influence of television on food selection and nutrient intake suggest
that television viewing may not influence what foods are selected but
does influence the brand preference.

In other words, an adolescent who
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likes chocolate chip cookies will eat chocolate chip cookies, but
exposure to commercials, by increasing product recognition and making
the product look appetizing, may be a determinant of the brand selected.
Parent Communication
Eighty-five percent of the pregnant adolescents indicated that they
go grocery shopping at least sometimes with their parents. This is
slightly higher than the results of other surveys of adolescents' food
purchasing patterns.

According to a survey by Campbell Soup Company,

63% of all adolescent females do some grocery shopping (71). A survey
of high school home economics students revealed that 80% are responsible
for making at least some decisions regarding food purchases for the
family (144).
It appears the parent/adolescent communication occurs more at the
product evaluation stage rather than at the decision making stage. The
pregnant adolescents reported that their parents ask them for advice
about buying things and what they think about what they buy for

themselves but not for assistance in buying things. The finding that

parents did not ask their adolescents for advice in buying things is

inconsistent with the frequency adolescents report grocery shopping with
their parents. This may be due to the fact that the former statement
asked about buying consumer goods in general and not specifically food.
As shown in Table 20, the mean responses of the pregnant
adolescents to the parent communication items were significantly greater
than those of the non-pregnant adolescents (19) with the exception of

Table 20.

Female Adolescents' Communication with Parents about Food
Advertisements and Food Purchasing

Statement

1 58

8
LSM±SEM
0 c
Non- Pregnant '
Pregnanta, e

My parents complain when they do not
like the types of food I buy for
myself.

1. 19±0. 05

1. 38±0. 13

My parents and I talk about buying
food.

1. 38±0. 05

2. 08±0. 12***

My parents and I talk about the food
advertisements we see on television.

1. 05±0. 05

1. 74±0. 12***

I help my parents decide what foods
to buy.

2. 06±0. 06

2. 5 1±0. 13**

My parents want to know what foods
I purchase with my money.

0. 83±0. 05

1. 136±0. 11*

My parents tell me I should decide
about the foods I should or should not
buy.

1. 17±0. 06

1. 73±0. 14***

My parents tell me what kinds of food
I should or should not buy.

0. 73±0. 05

I . I 0±0. 11**

I ask my parents for advice about
buying food.

0. 72±0. 04

1. 5 1±0. 10***

I go grocery shopping with my
my parents.

2. 07±0. 06

2. 77±0. 14***

8

Least squares means ± standard error were derived from responses
to a frequency scale: 4=very often, 3=often, 2=sometimes, !=rarely, and
O=never.
bN
= 463.
c
oata from Carruth, B. R. , Goldberg, D. L. & Skinner, J. D.
(submitted) , Adolescents' television viewing habits, snack choices, and
communication with parents and peers, J. Adolesc. Res.
dN
= 79.
e
oata from current study.
*P<0. 05
**P<0. 01
***P<0. 001
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one item: "my parents complain when they do not like the types of food I
buy. " Thus, the pregnant adolescents reported more frequent
communication with parents regarding food advertising, and selecting and
buying food.

Additionally, the pregnant adolescent reported grocery

shopping with their parents more often than the non-pregnant
adolescents.

Perhaps, pregnancy increased the adolescents' dependency

on their parents, and their other contacts are limited.
Socio-Oriented Family Communication Style
The type of family communication patterns did not affect the
salience of specific advertising claims examined. A socio-oriented
family communication style did not increase the likelihood of a
consuming a food product advertised as promoting a particular lifestyle
or image. This is not in accordance with consumer socialization
research.

It is purported that adolescents from socio-oriented

families, which are more susceptible to outside influences (such as
peers and television), feel the source of information in an advertising
message is important and are more likely to change their attitudes when

the expertise of the message source is manipulated (104, 152).

As shown

by responses on the Important Qualities of Snack Food Questionnaire
(Table 15, page 135), what friends think of the food, what type of

people eat this food, what others think of people who eat this food,
and whether eating this food will make a good impression on others were
not important considerations in the selection of snack foods.

1 60

Concept-Oriented Famil y Communication Style
Consumer socialization research indicates that adolescents from
plural,istic families, which are concept-oriented, prefer functional
types of information.

However, results of this study indicate that this

is not applicable to food-related behaviors; a concept-oriented family
communication style was not associated with the likelihood of consuming
a food advertised as nutritious or healthy.
Advertising Claims Most Likely to Promote
the Purchase of the Product
Taste and health/nutrition-related claims were the attributes most
likely to entice the pregnant adolescents to try a new product.
Nutrition claims were salient for one-half of the participants.

Perhaps

pregnancy increased many adolescents' interest in eating nutritious
foods.
The importance of taste and health and nutrition claims has been

reported in other studies of female adolescents (143) .

According to

English (75) , adolescent females respond to advertisements with health/

nutrition claims. Similarly, Contento and coworkers (143) identified a

subgroup of adolescents who were motivated to consume healthful food and
avoid foods that contain sugar, are fattening, and promote heart
disease.

The importance of taste in this study, as an attribute that

would encourage trying a new food product, is in agreement with the
finding of Contento and coworkers that taste is a significant influence
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on the food selection of a subgroup of adolescents.

White and Skinner

(179 ) reported that sensory characteristics, especially taste, were
important determinants of food selection by adolescents.
�ther suggestions offered by the pregnant adolescents to encourage
purchase of a new food product included having lots of action or music
and dancing in the commercial, showing other people of all ages enjoying
the food, making it look good, and pointing out that the food doesn't
cost a lot.

Trachtenberg (74) stated that teenagers respond to

commercials with dance, music, and action.
Peer Communication
As shown in Table 21, the non-pregnant East Tennessee adolescents'
responses (19 ) to the peer communication statements were similar to this
sample of pregnant adolescents with 60% to 89% responding rarely or
never to the statements. Mean responses to the peer communication items
of the pregnant and non-pregnant adolescents were significantly
different on only two items. The pregnant adolescents reported that

their friends more often (P<0. 05) asked them for advice about what food

product to buy for snacks and that they more often (P<0. 01) talked with
their friends about the food advertisements they see on television.
Perhaps, the pregnant adolescent was sharing nutrition information

received from her health care providers with her friends.
Similar to the pregnant adolescents there was a subgroup who
reported some communication with peers; about 24% to 32% reported
sometimes talking about buying food, what foods to buy at fast food
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Table 21.

Female Adolescents' Communication with Peers about Food
Advertisements and Food Purchasing

Statement

8
LSM+SEM
6 c
Non-Pregnant ·
Pregnanta, e

1. 10±0. 05

1. 01±0. 11

My friends tell me what foods I
should or should not buy.

0. 37±0. 00

0. 50±0. 08

I ask my friends for advice about
what food products to buy for
snacks.

0. 62±0. 04

0. 79±0. 10

My friends ask me for advice about
what food products to buy for
snacks.

0. 70±0. 04

0. 99±0. 10*

I talk with friends about what
foods to buy at fast food places
(McDonald' s, Wendy' s, Burger
King) .

1. 39±0. 05

1. 34±0. 12

My friends and I talk about the
food advertisements we see on
television.

0. 98±0. 05

I . 34±0. 11 **

My friends and I talk about buying
food.

Least squares means ± standard error were derived from responses
to a frequency scale : 4=very often, 3=often, 2=sometimes, !=rarely, and
O=never.
bN
= 463.
c
oata from Carruth, B. R. , Goldberg, D. L. & Skinner, J. D.
(submitted) , Adolescents' television viewing habits, snack choices, and
communication with parents and peers, J. Adolesc. Res.
dN
= 79.
e
oata from current study.
*P<0. 01
**P<0. 001
8
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restaurants, and food advertisements seen on television with their
friends. The existence of a subgroup of adol escents whose food choices
may be influenced by peers is supported by additional studies. Moschis,
Moore �nd Stephens (158) reported that 26% of the 607 adolescents they
surveyed usually purchased snack foods with friends.

Contento and

coworkers (143) also found that what friends eat was a salient influence
on the food choices of a subgroup of adolescents.
A Model of Television Advertising Effects
According to the results of this study, the model of adolescent
consumer socialization developed by Moschis (49) and Moschis and
Churchill (50) does not apply to food-related behavior.

Television,

parents, and peers did not have a direct impact on food-related
behavior.

However, the notion that television does have an indirect

effect can not be rejected.

Fast food restaurants and food

manufacturers are willing to spend a substantial amount of money on
television advertising (71, 72, 77) , and the high degree of preference for
heavily advertised brands, even though they were not always thought to

be a better product, is indicative of some advertising effects.

Despite the fact that adolescents may not give commercials their

full attention, repeated exposure may be sufficient to allow for product
recognition in the store. This lack of interest combined with research
indicating that food and nutrition does not play a significant role in
the lives of adolescents (89, 180) suggests that the low involvement
model of advertising effects offers an explanation for the influence of
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advertising.

In other words, because decisions regarding food selection

are not salient, the adolescent may not take the time and effort to
critically evaluate the commercial claims. The effect of repeated
exposure then is to promote product awareness and recognition in the
store where the product is purchased on a trial basis.
According to the low involvement model, interpersonal influences

are not significant because different brands are not seen as having

distinguishing characteristics (118) . Thus, information gathering and
social approval is not necessary.
model.

Findings from this study support this

Peer influences were weak; greater than two-thirds rarely or

never discussed food purchasing or asked for advice in snack selection,

and over one-half rarely or never discussed food selection at fast food
restaurants or food advertisements with friends. Other adolescents who
have completed the Parent/Peer Communication Questionnaire have
indicated that food selection represents personal choice and was not
influenced by others (19) .
The Important Qualities of Snack Foods Questionnaire (Table 15)
indicated that social approval and presenting a particular image are not
salient; 84% to 98% indicated that what friends think of the food, what

type of people eat this food, what others think of people who eat this

food, and whether eating this food will make a good impression on others

were not important considerations in the selection of a soft drink, corn
chips, chocolate candy bar, cookie, and crackers.
However, communication with parents regarding food selection
occurred more frequently than with peers. This communication appears to
reflect the role adolescents play in making food choices within the
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family, rather than a need for information or approval. These
adolescents reported some discussion with parents about food selection
and going grocery shopping with parents.
In summary, television viewing appeared not to have a direct impact
on the food choices of these pregnant adolescents.
and appearance were apparently more salient factors.

Taste, familiari ty ,
As shown in Figure

6 , television, however , may have indirect effects by increasing the
recognition of the product and emphasizing the appearance of the
product.
Implications and Future Research Needs
The pregnant adolescents in this study reported spending
approximately 35 hours per week watching television and consumed about
40% of their nutrient intake while watching television. Additionally ,
health and nutrition claims were salient for one-half of the sample.
Thus, television would appear to be an ideal medium to reach pregnant
adolescents with pro-nutrition messages.

The fact that the amount of time spent watching television did not

influence food selection and dietary adequacy does not exclude the

possibility that adverti sing nutrient dense foods would improve the

adequacy of pregnant adolescents' diets.

Results of this study suggest

that television advertising has an indirect effect by emphasizing the
appearance and increasing product recognition.

The pregnant adolescents

in this study did eat in response to seeing television advertisements.
They reported that eating was associated with physiological cues , such
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Taste

1

Appearance

1

Con sumpt i on
of Product

Figure 6. Model Describing the Indirect Effect s of Television on
the Food Consumption of Pregnant Adolescents.
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as hunger and thirst, and attributes emphasized in the commercial, such
as appearance and taste. Adolescents also indicated that they might
respond to commercials having lots of action or music and dancing,
showing people enjoying the food, making the food look good, and stating
that the product is relatively inexpensive.

Perhaps advertisements for

nutrient dense foods that utilize these techniques might increase the
consumption of nutrient dense foods. No one has explored the impact of
pro-nutrition advertisements on adolescents' food choices, although a
mass media education campaign that included television increased
nutrition knowledge (128) .
Additional research should examine the influence of television
viewing on the nutrient i ntake and frequency of consumption of heavily
advertised foods to see i f the findings in thi s study are replicated.
Additional studies should also determine the extent to which adolescents
pay attention to commercials and their reasons for watching or not
watching and explore more in depth the attributes of persuasive
commercials.

In conclusion, results of this study indicate that

television viewing does not have detrimental effects on the dietary
adequacy of pregnant adolescents but could play a role in promoting

healthy food choices for this population group.

1 68

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The purposes of this study were to (a) test the applicability of
Moschis

( 49 )

and Moschis and Churchill's

( 50 )

model of consumer

socialization to food purchasing and consumption in particular,
(b) investigate the impact of television viewing on pregnant
adolescents' snack choices and dietary adequacy, (c) examine pregnant
adolescents' response to television commercials, types of advertising
claims salient to them, and their attitudes toward name brand and
generic products, and (d) determine whether self-reported communication
with family and friends mediated the consumption of heavily advertised
foods. Seventy-nine pregnant East Tennessee adolescents, aged 14-to 18years, were recruited from private and public medical clinics,
government assistance programs, public schools, �nd special programs for
pregnant adolescents.

Participants were low income; over half lived

with one or both parents, and about one-third were married.

Questionnaires completed by the participants provided information

about their television viewing habits, the extent to which they talked
with parents and friends about food advertisements and food selection,

and whether they selected snack foods because they associated them with
a particular image or life style. Dietary information collected
included two 24-hour diet recalls and a two-day food record.

A semi

structured interview was used to gather information regarding
participants' reactions to a videotape of commercials, advertising
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claims most likely to promote the purchase of the product, brand
preferences, and snacking patterns while watching television.
Results of the study indicate participants spent over five hours
per day watching television. Soap operas, movies, and comedy shows were
the most frequently viewed programs.
Approximately two-thirds of the subjects expressed a preference for
the name brand snack food over its generic counterpart.

Preference for

the name brand was not necessarily related to believing it was a better
product. Only 40% felt the name brand was of better quality, a better
value, and/or more nutritious.

Preference for the name brand was based

on familiarity, appearance, and/or positive experiences with the
product.
Total dietary intake of kilocalories, calcium, protein, thiamin,
niacin, riboflavin, and vitamin C all met or exceeded the RDA while
intakes of magnesium, iron, folate, and vitamin 86 were below the RDA.
Total snacks per day supplied 21% of kilocalories and 10% to 22% of
vitamin and mineral intake. Snacks consumed while watching television
accounted for about 50% of total nutrient intake from all snacks. Meals
and snacks consumed while watching television supplied about 38% of

total daily nutrient intake.

Foods consumed while watching television

were as nutrient dense for iron, vitamin A, folate, cholesterol,

magnesium, zinc, vitamin 86 , and calcium as foods consumed while not
watching television.

Nutrient density for fat was lower in television

foods compared to non-television foods.
Eating while watching television (39% of all eating occasions) was
not uncommon and was in response to both commercial-related and
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physiological cues. The frequency of watching television was not
significantly related to caloric intake or weight gain during pregnancy.
Based on four days of food recalls and food records, the pregnant
adole�cents in this study did not necessarily select the most heavily
advertised snack foods. Television advertising apparently does not
influence the type of foods selected but may influence the brand
preference.
Advertising claims most likely to entice the adolescent to buy the
product included tastes good, it is not fattening, and it is nutritious.
Additional suggestions included having lots of action or music and
dancing in the commercial, showing other people of all ages enjoying the
product, and pointing out that the food doesn' t cost a lot.
Communication with parents and peers about food advertisements and

food selection did not mediate the consumption of heavily advertised
snack foods. The family communication style did not increase the
likelihood of consuming a food advertised as more healthy and more
nutritious or promoting a particular image or lifestyle.

Results of this study do not support the applicability of the model

of consumer socialization proposed by Moschis (1978) and Moschis and

Churchill (1978) to food-related behavior. Overall the results suggest
that the low involvement model of advertising effects is applicable.
Decisions regarding food selection are not important, and different

brands are not seen as having distinguishing characteristics.

Thus,

interpersonal influences are not salient and the adolescent may not take
the time and effort to critically evaluate advertising claims.

Repeated

exposure to commercials enhances product recognition and may lead to
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purchase of the product in the store. Thus, television advertising may
indirectly i nfluence food selection by increasing recognition of the
product and emphasizing the appearance of the product.
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APPENDIX A

STATEMENT OF I NFORMED CONSENT

-----Date ---------

Code Number

TN860

Statement of Informed Consent

I understand that I am bei ng asked to partici pate i n a research project
focused on bel iefs and practi ces of adol escent females . I have had the
fol l owi ng expl ained to me :
1.

I wi l l be as ked to respond to severa l questi onnai res . These wi l l conta i n
questions about such thi ngs a s my eati ng habi ts and food preferences , my
ideas about food , and my tel evi s i on viewi ng habi ts . I a l so wi l l be asked
to keep a record of the food I eat for two days . The amount of time
requi red for me to provi de thi s i nfonnation wi l l be about fi ve hours ,
di vided i nto two sessi ons duri ng pregnancy , and another three sessi ons
after the baby is born .

2.

I am a l so wi l l i ng for the project personnel to get medi cal i nfonnation
about my pregnancy ( e . g . , pre-pregnancy wei ght , wei ght ga i n , i nfant
we ight and gestati onal age , APGAR scores ) .

3.

If I partici pate i n thi s project , I wi l l get $5. 00 for each of the
i ntervi ew sessi ons in whi ch. I compl ete a l l questionna i res .

4.

I can choose whether I want to partici pate i n the project , and I can qui t
at any time . If I do not pa rti ci pate o r deci de to qui t , there wi l l not
be any penal ty other than not recei vi ng the $ 5 . 00 per sessi on .

5.

There are n o speci fi c ri s ks to me o r my baby anti ci pated from my
pa rtici pation i n the project.

6.
7.
8.

The resul ts from thi s project a re expected to be hel pful to professional s
who work wi th other teenagers .
I f I partici pate i n thi s project , nobody other than project staff wi l l
gi ven any i nfonnation a bout me . Nobody wi l l be tol d anythi ng i n a way
that woul d l et them know I partici pated i n th i s project .

be

If I have any questions , I can contact Dr. Betty Ruth Carruth or Or . Jean
Ski nner, Department of Nutri tion and Food Sciences , The Uni versi ty of
Tennessee , Knoxvi l l e , Tennessee 37996- 1900 , 974-5445 .

Based on thi s i nformation , I agree to parti ci pate in thi s project .
Si gnature
Wi tness

--------
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APPENDIX B

I NFORMATION , DEMOGRAPHI CS AND BACKGROUND I NFORMATI ON FORMS

Code Number -----

TN860

Date

----�--�
--

Infonnation Form

Name :

-------------- Phone Numbe r:

Address :

Name and address of pe rson ( s ) through whom cl i ent may be reached :
Name :

-------------- Phone Number :

Addre s s :

Name :

-------------- Phone Number:

Address :

Appoi ntments :
Oate

Ti me

Pl ace

Comments

Code Number ��----

TN860
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Demographics and Background Information

Date of Bi rth -----Grade i n school or l ast grade compl eted ___

Age ___

Li ving Arrangements (chec k one ) :
___ l i ve wi th one parent
____ l i ve wi th both parents
l i ve wi th spouse
1 i ve wi th parents and spouse
___ l i ve wi th other rel ati ve , speci fy:
__. _ l i ve i n group home
____ other, specify:

==

Mother ' s Education : (chec k hi ghest _l evel )
___. < 7th grade
___ junior high school
__ some high schoo 1
h i gh school graduate
some col l ege or
special i zed tra i n i ng
___ col l ege graduate
graduate school or
---- professional tra i n i ng
____ not appl i cable

==

Spouse ' s Education :
__ < 7th grade
___ junior hi gh· school
___ some h i gh school
h igh school graduate
some col l ege or
speci al i zed tra i n i ng
____ col l ege graduate
____ graduate school or
professional trai n i ng
____ not appl i cabl e

Father ' s Education : (chec k highest l evel )
< 7th grade
---- junior high school
-- some h i gh school
--- h i gh school graduate
-- some col l ege or
-- spec i a l ized tra i n i ng
col l ege graduate
graduate school or
professional tra i n i ng
____ not ·appl i cable

==

==

Mother ' s Occupati on -----------------------�
Father ' s Occupation -----------------------�

Spouse ' s Occupati on �---------------------------------�
Estimated Date of Del i very ______________________

Docto r ' s Name -------------------------Pl ace o f Del i very -------------------------
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APPENDIX C

FOOD RECALL/RECORD FORM AND I NSTRUCTI ONS FOR
COMPLETI NG FOOD RECORDS FORMS
TN860

Code Number ----Date �-�......---,.....---Recal l
Record
Food Reca1 1/Record Fona

1st time food was eaten :
am _ pm _
time
where-who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watchi ng TV . yes_ no _
2nd time food was eaten :
time
am _ pm _
where--

who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watchi ng TV , yes_ no_
3rd time food was eaten :
time
am _ pm _
where--

who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watching lV , yes_ no_
4th time food was eaten :
time
am _ pm _
where-who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watching l V , yes_ no_
5th time food was eaten :
time _ am _ pm _
where

who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watching TV , yes_ no_

Food and Descr, oti on

Amount
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6th time food was eaten :
am _ pm _
time
where-who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watching TV , yes_ no _
7th time food was eaten :
am _ pm _
time
where-who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?
watchi ng TV , yes__ no_
8th time food was eaten :
time __ am _ pm _
where
who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?
watching TV , yes__ no�
9th time food was eaten :
time - am _ pm _
where who , i f anyone ate wi th
you?

watchi ng TV , yes_ no_

,·

If you ate more than 9 times use the back o f thi s sheet .

After completi ng thi s form, chec k yoursel f by answeri ng the fol l owi ng
questions :
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Have you l i sted everythi ng you ate and drank duri ng the day?
Di d you i ncl ude the amount ( i .e. , 1 orange , 1 cooki e , or 1 cup , � Tbsp . ,
1 tsp . ) of each i tem consumed?
Di d you descri be the way the foods were prepared ( i . e . , egg - scrambl ed ,
fried , poached ) ?
Di d you descri be , i n a s much deta i l a s possi bl e , the i ngredi ents i n
casserol es , sal ads , sandwi ches , soups , and other mi xed di shes?
Di d you remember to 1 i st everythi ng you added to your food before you ate
i t ( i . e . , sauces , gravi es , butter, sal ad dressi ngs ) ?
Di d you add anythi ng to your beverages (sugar , cream, mi l k , etc . ) ?
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Code Number �--------�
Date
lnstruct;ons for Complet;ng
Food Record· Forms

1 � Use the attached pages to· record your food i ntake for two days . Pl ease
· and
keep your records for
...Do not change your normal eating pattern for thos-e�d.....a_y_s_: ------- 2.

Record everything you eat and dri nk (except water) in each 24-hour period .

3.

Remember to record the time you eat , where you eat , who you eat wi th , and
i f you are watchi ng TV.

4.

It is easier to compl ete thi s fonn as you go , rather than wai t i ng unti l
the end of the day. Carry the form wi th you , and record each food when
you eat i t .

5 . Descri be i n a s much deta i l as possi bl e each food eaten , and i nd i cate how
it was prepared and served .
a . Tel l whether frui ts and vegetabl es are eaten raw or coo ked .
b.

Identi fy preparati on methods . Are foods fri ed , boi l ed , or steamed?

c.

Indi cate brand names where possi bl e ( e . g . , 2 c . Campbel l s Chicken and
Noodle soup ; 3 Mrs . Paul 1 s Fish Sti c ks wi th 1 Tbsp . catsup ; 1 Burger
Ki ng Whopper Junior wi th tomato , mustard , catsup, and pi c kl es ) .

d . For mi xed di shes and sandwi ches , estimate and record amounts of
major i ngredients ( e . g . , Vegetabl e Sal ad - 1 c. l ettuce , 1/2 c .
tomato , 1/4 c . broccol i , 1/4 c . carrots , 1/2 egg , 1/4 c . Kraft
reduced calorie French dressi ng ; Ham and Cheese Sandwi ch - 2 sl i ces
whole wheat bread , 1 sl i ce Mr. Turkey smoked turkey ham, 1 sl i ce
American cheese , 2 sl i ces tomato , 1 l eaf l ettuce , 1/2 Tbsp. mayonnaise ) .
e . Do not forget to record anythi ng you add to foods and beverages
before eati ng ( e . g . butter , sal ad dressi ngs , gravi es , sauces , sugar,
cream) .
f. Al so , don ' t forget to record foods eaten between meal s and desserts
eaten after meal s .

g . Sometimes you can get i nformation from l abel s ( e . g . , 1 1/2 oz . mi l ky
way candy bar) .
6 . Estimate as cl osely as possi bl e the amounts of each food eaten .
fol l owi ng abbrevi ati ons for measures :

Use the

cup = c .
tablespoon = T . o r Tbsp.
teaspoon = t . or tsp .
ounce - oz.
7.

If you have questions , please contact Dr . Jean Ski nner , Dr. Betty Ruth
Carruth , or Janet Pope , Department of Nutri tion and Food Sci ences , The
Uni versi ty of Tennessee , Knoxvi l l e , TN 37996-1900 , 974- 5445 .
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APPEND I X D

TELEV I S ION V I EW I NG QUESTI ONNAIRE

-----Date ---------

Code Number

TN860

Television Viewing
Please answer the fol lowing questions about the televisio, programs you watch .
About how often do you watch the fol lowing on television?

Every
Day

Several Once Or Less Than
Twice
Once A
Times
Week
A Week A Weelc

Never

National or local
news
Sport events
Movies
Game s hows
Soap operas

,.

Pol ice and
adventure shows
Comedy shows
MTV

About how many hours per day do you watch tel evi sion?
Do you have cable televi sion in your home ? �� Yes

No
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PARENT/PEER COMMUNICATI ON QUESTIONNAIRE
Code Number -----

TN860

Date

---------

Parent/Peer Coam.mication

The fol l owing is a l i st of things parents often say or do to thei r chi l dren.
Read each statement careful ly and check whether your ow parents (or lfflOllever
you l i ve with most of the time) say or do it very often . often . sometimes .
rarely, or never.

Your parents • • •

Very

Often

Often

Some-

times

Rarely

Never

Ask you to hel p them buy things
for the fami ly.

Say you may not buy certain
things .

Say you should decide for your
self how to spend your n:>ney.

Say you should decide what things
you should or shouldn ' t buy.

Ask you what you think about
things they buy for themsel ves.
Ask you for advice about buying
things .
Want to know what you do with
your money.

.

Tel l you what things you should
or shoul dn 't buy.

Say that they know what fs
best
for you and you shouldn 1 t
question them.
Say you shoul dn 't ask questions
about things that teenagers
l i ke you don' t nonnal ly buy.

Say that buying things you lf ke
i s important even i_f others do
not l i ke them.
Complain when they don ' t l i ke
something you bought for
yoursel f.

. .
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Fo 1 lowing is a 1 i st of thi ngs you aay ta 1 k about or do with your parents or
friends. Read each statement and check whether these things happen very
often , often , sometimes , rarely, or never.
Very
Often

Often

Solle-

times

Rarely

Never

My parents compl ain when they
do not l i ke the types of foods
I buy for mysel f.
My friends and I ta l k about
buyi ng food .

My parents and I tal k about
buyi ng food .
My parents and I tal k about
the food adverti sements we
see on televi sion .
I hel p my parents deci de what
foods to buy.
My parents want to know what
foods I purchase wi th my
money.
My friends tel l me what foods
I shoul d or s hould not buy.
My parents tel l me I shoul d
dec i de about the foods I
shoul d or s houl d not buy.

I ask my fri ends for advice
about what food products to
buy for snacks .

My friends ask me for advice
about what food products to
buy for snacks .

My parents tel l me what ki nds
of food I shoul d o r should
not buy.
I tal k wi th fri ends a bout what
foods to buy at fast food
pl aces ( McOona l ds , Wendy' s ,
Burger Ki ng ) .

..
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CONTINUED
Very
Often
I ask my parents for advi ce
about buyi ng food .
My friends and I tal k about
the food adverti sements we
see on tel evi sion .
I go grocery s hoppi ng wi th
my parents .

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never
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APPENDI X F
FOOD COMMERCIALS: WHAT SELLS THE PRODUCT
Interview Protocol
The pregnant adolescent's reaction to commercials, the advertising
claims most likely to promote the purchase of the product, attitudes
toward name brand products and their generic counterparts, and snacking
patterns while watching television will be determined in a semi
structured interview. To facilitate the completeness and accuracy of
data collected form the interview, permission will be requested to tape
the interview. The primary investigator will explain the reason for
wanting to tape the interview. Subjects will be informed that they will
be identified on the tape only by their code number and that the tape
will be used only by the primary investigator.

If the subject does not

want the interview to be taped, the primary investigator will take notes
during the interview. To facilitate the discussion about food

advertisements the subject will be shown a videotape of television

commercials.
1.

Advertising Appeals

Interview questions:
You have just seen a videotape of food commercials.
commercials do you remember seeing?
What commercial or commercials did you like best?

What
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What made that commercial appealing to you?
What commercial or commercials did you dislike?
What did you dislike about that commercial?
Did you want to go buy any of the advertised foods?
Why did you (not) want to buy any of the advertised foods?
How would you rate the believability of TV commercials in
general on a scale of 1-10 with ten being most believable?
Can you give me an example of a commercial from the videotape or
any other commercial you thought was very believable?

In

other words the commercial was giving you accurate information
about the product.
What made you think the information was accurate?
Can you give me an example of a commercial from the
videotape or any other commercial you thought was not
believable at all?

In other words, the commercial was giving

you misleading information about the product or making it look
better than it really is.
What made you think the commercial was misleading?
2.

Advertising Claims Most Likely to Promote Purchase of the Product

Interview questions:

Suppose your are designing a television commercial to
promote a new food product to teenagers. What would tell them
about the product that would get them to try it? If needed
give examples from the tape , i. e. a particular commercial

200

emphasized taste, appearance, caloric content, nutritional
value, etc.
Are these the same attributes that would determine whether you
would buy the product?
Prompt question if needed :
Think back to the last time you saw a food commercial
on television. What did it tell you about the product? Did
you want to try the product?
What made you decide to try (not try) the product?
3.

Comparison of the Attributes of Name Brands and Generics
Containers of a heavily advertised food product and its
generic (or store brand) counterpart will be shown to the
participant to facilitate discussion.
Interview questions :
Here are two different brands of crackers (potato chips).
were to buy one of them which one would you choose?
What makes

better than

?

Is this the brand you would prefer to have someone buy
for you?

Why or why not?
4.

Snacking Patterns While Watching Television

Interview questions :

If you
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How often do you snack while watching television--everyday, several
times a week, once or twice a week, less than once a week,
never?
What foods do you usually eat?
Does seeing a food commercial make you want to get something to
eat--everyday, several times a week, once or twice a week,
less than once a week, never?
Think back to the last time a food commercial prompted you to get
something to eat. Describe aspects of the commercial that
made you want to get something to eat.
Prompt questions if needed:
Think about the television programs you watched during the past
week.

Do you remember if you snacked while watching these

programs?
What foods did you eat?
What prompted you to get something to eat?
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APPENDIX G

IMPORTANT QUAL ITIES OF SNACK FOODS QUESTIONNAIRE

-----Date ---------

Code Number

TN860

Important Qual ities of Snack Foods
Five conmn snack foods are l isted below. There are four things ( l i sted
across from the food items) which you mi ght think about before buying and
eating these foods . Please check al l that apply.

What friends
think of
the food.

What type of
people eat
this food .

Soft Dri nk
Corn Chi ps
Chocol ate Candy
Bar
Cookie

Crackers

If none of these apply pl ease check here .

What others Whether eating
think of
this food wi l l
people who
make a good
eat thi s
impression on
food.
others.
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APPENDIX H
FOOD COMMERC IALS A IRED DUR ING THE WEEKS OF MARCH 2-8
AND JULY 10- 16, 1989
ABC 8
(N=13 )

CBS
N=13
(
}

NBC
N=
( 13 }

MTV
(N= 12 )

Total

40

I

10 1

RESTAURANTS
McDonaldsc
Burger Kingc
Wendy's
Domino's Pizza
Red Lobster
Kentucky Fried
Chicken
Pizza Hut
Taco Bell
Krystal
Hardees
Long John
Silvers
Shoney's
O'Charleys
Baskin Robbins
TCBY
Olive Garden
TOTALS

32b
27
11

6
4
9

28
25
5
5

7
2

10
6
8
7

14
0
3
0
0

3
4
2
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

16
12
12
10
9

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

11

77

26
20
19
18

10
4

3
4

2
3

5
3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

0

1
1

0
0
0
0
0

1 13

93

101

18

325

8
8

20
19

38
32

5

5

BEVERAGES
Coca Colac
Pepsic

7
4

3

1
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Coffeed
7-Up

Diet Pepsi
Fruit Drinksd
Diet Coke
RC Cola
Sunkist Soft
Drink
Athletic
Drinksd
A&W Root Beer
Diet Barqs
Root Beer
Diet Mountain
Dew
Crystal Lite
TOTALS

ABC
{N=l3 )8

CBS
(N= l 3)

NBC
(N=13)

6

10
3

1
2

2
9
5

0
2
1

MTV

(N=12)

Total

0

17

5

0
1

0

3

0

12
9

0

8

1

0

3

3
3
3

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

2
0

2
1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

37

21

25

50

1 33

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

CEREALS
Frosted MiniWheatsc
Nutri-Grainc
Cheeriosc
Quaker Oat
Squaresc
Raisin Branc
Just Rightc
Grape-Nutsc

1

3

3

0

7

1
4
1

4

2

0

2

1
4

0

7
7
7

0
0

7

0

2

5

4

0

1
2

0
0
0
0

7

6
6
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Oat Flakes
Nut & Honey
Crunch
Frosted Flakes
Cracklin' Oat
Bran
Special K
All-Bran
Common Sense
Oat Bran
Honey Bunches
of Oats
Bran News
Shredded Wheat
Rice Krispies
Nut & Honey
Honey Nut
Crunch
Oatmeal Raisin
Crisp
Product 19
Sugar Cri sp
Crispex
Quaker 100%
Natural
Li fe
Fruit & Fibre
Muesli
Super Golden
Crisp
TOTALS

ABC
( N=13 ) 8

CBS
( N=13 )

NBC
( N=l3 )

MTV
( N=12 )

0
1

4

1
2

0
0

5
5

0
1

4

3

1
1

0
0

5
5

0
0
0

2
1
0

2
2
3

0
0
0

4

3
3

0

3

0

0

3

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

2

3

2

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

1

1

0

2

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

I

1
0

0
0

0

0

I

0

0
0
0

0
1
1
1

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

11

54

36

0

101

2

1
1

2

I

1

Total

2

2
2
2

1
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ABC
( N=13 ) 8

CBS
( N=13 )

NBC
( N=l3 )

MTV
( N=12 )

Total

CANDY AND GUM
Chocolate
Candyc , d
Gurne
Breath Mintsd
Skittles
Fruit Juicers
Twizzlers
Sugarless Gumd
Starburst
TOTALS

7

4

6

12

19

5

1
2
1
1

4

8
9
2

18
14

0

5

2

3
3
2

0
0

2

6

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2
2
1

22

9

12

34

77

12
8

MEAT AND MEAT SUBST ITUTES
Chickend
Peanut Butterd
Pork
Turkel
Beef
Oscar Mayer
Cold Cuts
Van De Camps
Beanie Weinees
Libby' s Corned
Beef
Oscar Mayer
Franks
Bob Evans
Sausage
TOTALS

2

4

6

0

0

1

0

0

2

6

0

0

4
1
3

1
3

0

5

0

0

0

4

0

2

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

8

18

17

0

43

5

0
0

6
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ABC
( N=l3 ) 8

CBS
( N=l3 )

NBC
( N=l3 )

MTV
( N=l 2 )

Total

FATS
Light
Mayonnaised
Margarined
Butter
Italian Salad
Dressingd
Crisco
Mazola Light
Phi11 y Cream
Cheese
Best Foods
Mayonnaise
TOTALS

6

2

4

0

12

1
1
3

8

5
0

1
2
0

0
0
0

10

1
0
2

1
1
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

2
2
2

1

0

0

0

1

15

17

8

0

40

0
1
3
1

0
0
0

11

5
3
1

7
2
2
2

2

6

13

13

5

2

33

4

0
0
0

13

8

3

DA I RY PRODUCTS
Cheesec , d
Yogurtc , d
Ice Creamc , d
Mi l k

TOTALS

4

8
8

SALTY SNACKS
Potato Chipsc , d
Ritz Crackersc
Cheetos

8

2

4

1
2
1

2
0

6

5
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Orvi11 e
Rechenbacher
Popcorn
Teddy Grahams
TOTALS

ABC
( N=13 ) 8

CBS
( N=l3 )

NBC
( N=l3 )

( N=12 )

2

1

0

0

3

0

0

1

0

1

16

5

7

0

28

MTV

Total

SPICES, CONDIMENTS, AND SAUCES
Salt Free Mrs.
Dash
Catsupd
Butter d
Flavoring
Mustardd
Spaghetti
Sauced
Vlasic Pickles
Sugar
TOTALS

0

5

2

0

7

2
0

1
2

1
2

0
0

4

0
1

1
1

2
1

0
0

3
3

0
0

0
1

2
0

0
0

2
1

3

11

10

0

24

4

FRU IT AND VEGETABLES
Orange Juiced
Birds Eye
Classics
Raisinsd
Grapes
TOTALS

0

2

5

1
0

0
0

12

1
0

0
1

1
0

0
0

2
1

I

6

1

0

20

9

5
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ABC
( N=I 3 )8

CBS
(N=l 3)

NBC
(N=l3)

MTV

(N=I2)

Total

WE IGHT CONTROL PRODUCTS
Slim Fastc
Nutra Sweetc
TOTALS

4
3

7

2
2
5

2

0

8

3

0

8

5

0

17

PASTA DISH ES
Macaroni
and
Cheesed
Chef Boyardee
Frozen Pasta
Dishesd

2

3

3

0

8

5

0

0

6

0

1
2

0

0

2

TOTALS

7

6

3

0

16

SWE ETS
Chocolate
Cookiec , d
Martha Whitec
Nut Brownies
Pepperidge
Farm Cookies
Jello Pudding
Sugar Free
Jello
Weight
Watchers
Chocolate
Mousse
TOTALS

4

1

3

0

8

1

2

0

0

3

0

2

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

5

8

3

0

16
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ABC 8
( N=13 )

CBS
( N=13 )

NBC
N=13
)
(

MTV
( N=12 )

Total

MAI N DISH ITEMS
Campbell' s
Soups

2

1

4

0

Frozen Pizzad
Suzi Wan
Weight
Watchers
Dinners

2

3

0

0

5

0

0

1

1

0

0

1
1

4

5

5

0

14

TOTALS

0

0

GRAINS
Waffles dand
Pancakes
Uncle Ben' s
Rice
Breadd

0

4

1

0

5

3

0

1

0

4

0

0

2

0

2

TOTALS

3

4

4

0

11

8

Number of days prime time was videotaped.

�otal number of times the food product was advertised during the
two weeks.

cconsidered a heavily advertised food for the purposes of this
study.
d

Two or more brands of this product were advertised during the two
weeks.
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APPENDIX I
DESCRI PTION OF COMMERCIALS SELECTED FOR AA V IDEOTAPE
SHOWN TO PREGNANT ADOLESCENTS
Food Product

Length
in Second s

Descri pt i on

Quotat i on/ Impl i ed Mes s age

Pepperi dge Farm
Di sti nct i ve
Cook i es

15

Pi cture was shown of the
d i fferent vari et i es of
Pepperi dge Farm Cooki es .

" Pepperi dge Farm Di sti nct i ve
Cook i e s . Everyone t h i nks the i r
favori te i s the best . They ' re
ri ght . "

R i tz B i t s

30

D i fferent peopl e of al l ages
convnent i ng on the d i fferent
s i zes and taste of R i tz B i ts
Crackers .

" R i tz B i ts every bi t as good as
a Ri tz . "

Oreo Cook i es

30

L i ttl e boy s i ts next to
el derl y gentl eman on a pl ane
and shares h i s Oreo Cook i es .

"Chocol ate cooki e wi th creamy
m i dd l e - - l u sc i ous . "

Twi x

60

Teenagers at school i n hal l way "Who ever s a i d you can ' t get
by l ockers . Mal e admi res
everyth i ng in a snack never
attract i ve femal e who i s
tri ed a Twi x . "
snacki ng o n a Twi x .

Peps i

15

Sett i ng i s the Sov i et Un i on .
Two d i fferent scenes were
shown : teenager and h i s
parents a t home and the
streets .

" S i nce the Un i ted States
i ntroduced Peps i to the Sov i et
Un i on , a l ot of refresh i ng
changes have taken pl ace ever
s i nce . Peps i - - a generati on
ahead . "

Yopl a i t Yogurt

30

Commerc i al shows attract i ve ,
s l ender woman i n short s i n
her backyard enjoyi ng yogurt .
Commerc i al a l so shows p i ctures
of yogurt and fru i t .

" You ' ve been search i ng for i t
a l l your l i fe . Someth i ng r i ch
that doesn ' t have a bi l l i on
cal ori es . Someth i ng sweet and
non - fat w i th no added sugar . . .
only 90 l i ttl e cal ori es . New
Yopl a i t L i ght . Um, the l i ght at
the end of the tunnel . "

Frosted Fl akes

30

An i mated cartoon featuri ng
bowl and spoon .

"When you get i nto the k i tchen ,
don ' t j u s t p i ck any snac k , don ' t
get any snack . F i nd the box
wi th the t i ger ' s face . . . I t ' s the
l ow fat l ow chol esterol snack . . .
the good for you snack that ' s
great . "
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Food Product

Length
i n Seconds

Quotat i on/ Impl i ed Message

Descri pt i on
Di fferent fami l i es prepari ng ,
dri nki ng , and enjoyi ng
orange j u i ce .

"Mi n ute Mai d - -the Gourmet O . J .

Mi nute Mai d
O range Ju i ce

30

7 -Up

30

Sour Cream
Ruffl e Po tato
Chi ps

15

Sni ckers

30

Diet Peps i

30

Sal esman tal k i ng to another
gentl eman about the fact he ' s
mi ssi ng a mi l l i on peopl e .

Pep s i

30

Mu s i c Vi deo wi th man s i ng i ng
and woman danc i ng .

Peps i

30

Ice Cream

15

Ch i l dren and adu l ts engaged i n
A generati on o f change . . . a
several di fferent act i v i t i es
generat i on of l aughter comi ng on
such as danc i ng , mi l k i ng a cow, strong . A generat i on o f col or,
and pl ayi ng a v i ol i n .
bri ght yel l ow red . A generat i on
o f Pep s i . • . A generat i on ahead . "

Teenage mal e and femal e at a
dance .

" 7-Up cool me down . "

Teens i nvol ved i n vari ous
act i v i t i es descri bi ng how
Sn i ckers sat i s f i es the i r
mid- afternoon hunger .

" Packed wi th peanuts Sn ickers
real l y sati sfi es . "

11

Elderl y gentl eman show i ng that "Try Lay ' s Cheddar and Sour
Cream Ruffl e Potato Chi ps .
Lay ' s Cheddar and Sour Cream
Ruffl e potato chi ps don ' t
They ' re wondermous . "
have too much Cheddar .

" Last year a mi l l i on fami l i es
stopped buyi ng Diet Coke and
swi tched to D i et Pepsi . . . The
move i s to the great taste of
D i et Peps i . "
" S i mply I rres i st i bl e . "

11 • • •

Woman eat i ng i ce cream and

" There ' s jus t someth i ng about descr i b i ng how i ce cream saved i ce cream . "
her son ' s bi rthday party .

J i ff Peanut
Butter

30

Woman tal k i ng to fri ends about Woman tastes J i ff and says , " I t
i nterv i ewi ng seven babys i tters smel l s and tastes more l i ke
fresh roasted peanuts . "
for her son .

Diet Peps i

30

Commerci al shows how d i fferent "More peopl e are mov i ng to D i et
Peps i , the right one . "
types of peopl e are choos i ng
D i et Peps i over D i et Coke .
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Food Product

Lay ' s Cheddar
Cheese Fl avor
Potato Ch i ps

length
i n Seconds
30

Descri pt i on

Woman shares one potato ch i p
w i th her nei ghbor . Nei ghbor

" No one can eat just one . "

Fami l y i s eat i ng breakfast .
Teenage daughter l eaves for
a date to pl ay tenn i s .

"Mi nute Ma i d Orange J u i ce . . .
better than ever. The mi nute
you taste i t , you ' l l know . "

G i rl tal k i ng to her brother
about how mi l k i s go i ng to
hel p her grow and devel op .

"Mi l k, i t does a body good . "

then begs for more .

Mi nute Mai d
Orange Ju i ce

30

Cheetos

15

Mi l k

30

Nut & Honey
Crunch

30

Coca Col a

30

Ski ttl es

30

Ch i ps Ahoy
Sel ect i on s

30

Quotati on/ Impl i ed Message

Cartoon dep i cts ani mated
Chester Cheetah character who
gets h i s foot run over by a
car .

"Cheetos , the cheese that goes
crunch . "

Wi fe i s pl ay i ng p i ano .
Husband i s i n the ki tchen
eat i ng cereal .

Wi fe asks husband what i s he
eat i ng . He an swers , " Nut &
Honey . " She th i nks he says ,

Boys are watch i ng a scary
mov i e . The s i s ter of one of
the boys comes i n dressed i n
bathrobe , wi th curl ers i n her
ha i r , and a fac i al mas k .

"Coca Col a , you can ' t beat the
feel i ng . "

Scenes of teenagers i nvol ved
in d i fferent outdoor
act i v i t i es i nterspersed wi th
p i ctures of fru i t .

Woman bri ngs cooki es to a
fri end ' s house so they won ' t
eat them.

" Noth i ng , honey . "

"What ' s i t l i ke when a Ski ttl es
Rai nbow k i cks i n? . . . Taste the
ra i nbow. "
"Dangerously Del i c i ous .

11

8
These commerc i al s were a i red on ABC , CBS, NBC, and MTV duri ng pri me t i me the week of
March 2 to 9 .

t>rhese commerci al s were a i red o n ABC , CBS, NBC , and MTV duri ng prime t i me the week of
July 5 to 1 2 .
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APPENDIX J
CONSENT TO TAPE INTERVIEW FORM
TN860

Code Number ������

Consent to Tape Interview

The last portion of today ' s session deals with your reaction to
television commercials.

You will view a tape of food commercials and

then be asked questions about the commercials.

Questions will also be

asked about your brand preferences and what foods if any you eat while
watching television.

I would like to tape the interview because I feel

your responses to these questions are very important. Taping will
assure that I have a complete and accurate record of your answers.

You

will be identified on the tape only by the code number used on the
questionnaires you have completed. The only persons having access to
the tape will be the personnel working with the project.

Do you have

any objections to my taping the next interview?
I agree to taping the interview.

Date :

Signature:
Witness: ��������������������������
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APPENDIX K
DEMOGRAPH IC AND BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND TELEV IS ION V IEW ING
HAB ITS OF THE 7 PREGNANT WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE STUDY AND
TH E 79 PREGNANT ADOLESCENTS WHO COMPLETED THE STUDY

Mean
Parti ci pants Completi ng Parti cipants Not Completi ng
the Study
the Study
Age

16. 4

16. 1

Grade

1 0. 1

Hollingshead Four
Factor Index of
Social Status Scoreb

25. 7

10.2
28. 6

5. 3

5. 6

2. 38
0. 89
2. 83
2. 25
3. 0 1
2. 09

1.57
0. 85
2. 7 1
1. 85
2. 28
2. 00

2. 73
1 . 06

2. 42
0. 57

Televi sion V i ewi ng
Vi ewi ng Per Day (Hours)
TV Program8
News
Sports Events
Movi es
Game Shows
Soap Operas
Poli ce and Adventure
Shows
Comedy Shows
MTV

Means deri ved from responses to a frequency scal e for tel evi s i on
v i ewi ng : 4=every day , 3=several t i mes a week , 2=once or twi ce a week ,
l=l ess than once a week, O=never.
8

�olli ngshead , A. B. ( 1976) Four Factor Index of Social Status ,
Holl i ngshead , New Haven, CT.
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APPEND IX L

FREQUENCY OF CONSUMPT ION8 OF HEAV I LY ADVERTI SED FOODS
BY 79 PREGNANT ADOLESCENTS
Number of Ti mes
Foods Appeared
on Food Record
for Four Days

Cumulati ve
Frequency

Cumulat i ve
Percent

Frequency

Percent

McDonalds
0
1
2

54
19
6

68 . 4
24. 1
7.6

54
73
79

68 . 4
92 . 4
100 . 0

Burger Ki ng
0
1

76
3

96 . 2
3.8

96. 2
100 . 0

Coke
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
12

76
79

24
18
15
5
6
4
5
1
1

30 . 4
22 . 8
19 . 0
6.3
7.6
5.1
6. 3
1. 3
1. 3

24
42
57
62
68
72

30 . 4
53 . 2
72 . 2
78 . 5
86 . 1
91 . 1
97 . 5
98 . 7
100 . 0

51
7

2
1
2
3
1
1

64 . 6
8.9
13 . 9
2.5
1. 3
2.5
3. 8
1. 3
1. 3

51
58
69
72
74
78
79

64. 6
73. 4
87 . 3
89 . 9
91. 1
93 . 7
97 . 5
98 . 7
100 . 0

Frosted Mini
Wheats
0

79

100 . 0

79

100 . 0

Nutri Grai n
0
2

78
1

98 . 7
1. 3

78
79

98 . 7
100 . 0

Pepsi
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
12

11

77

78
79

71
77
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Number of Times
Foods Appeared
on Food Record
for Four Days

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

Frequency

Percent

Cheerios
0
1
2

67
8
4

84. 8
10. 1
5. 1

67
75
79

84. 8
94. 9
100. 0

Quaker Oat
Squares
0

79

100. 0

79

100. 0

Raisin Bran
0
1
2

74
4
1

93. 7
5. 1
1. 3

74
78
79

93. 7
98. 7
100. 0

Just Right
0
2

78
1

98. 7
1. 3

78
79

98. 7
100. 0

GraQe Nuts
0
1

78
1

98. 7
1. 3

78
79

98. 7
100. 0

Gum
0
1

77
2

97. 5
2. 5

77
79

97. 5
100. 0

59
13
5
2

74. 7
1 6. 5
6. 3
2. 5

59
72
77
79

74. 7
9 1. 1
97. 5
100. 0

Yogurt
0
1

78
1

98. 7
1. 3

78
79

98. 7
100. 0

Ice Cream
0
1
2
3

43
22
8

54 . 4
27. 8
10. 1
5. 1
1. 3
1.3

43
65
73
77
78
79

54. 4
82. 3
92. 4
97. 5
98. 7
100. 0

Candy
0
1
2

3

4

5

4

1
1
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Number o f Times
Foods Appeared
on Food Record
for Four Days

Frequency

Percent

Cumul ative
Frequency

Cumul ative
Percent

31
51
68
76
78
79

17

21 . 5
39 . 2
64 . 6
86 . 1
96 . 2
98 . 7
1 00 . 0

47
67

Cheese
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

17

14
20
17
8
2
1

21 . 5
17. 7
25 . 3
21 . 5
10 . 1
2.5
1 .3

Potato Chi�s
0
1
2
3
4

47
20
5
6
1

59 . 5
25 . 3
6.3
7.6
1 .3

72

78
79

59 . 5
84 . 8
91 . 1
98 . 7
1 00 . 0

Ritz Crackers
0
1

78
1

98 . 7
1 .3

78
79

98 . 7
1 00 . 0

Diet Beverage
0
1
2
3
5
7

70
5
1
1
1
1

88 . 6
6.3
1 .3
1.3
1 .3
1 .3

70
75
76

88 . 6
94 . 9
96 . 2
97 . 5
98 . 7
1 00 . 0

0

61

3
4

61
72
76

2

77 . 2
13 . 9
5.1
1.3
2.5

79

77 . 2
91 . 1
96 . 2
97 . 5
1 00 . 0

69
9
1

87 . 3
1 1 .4
1 .3

69
78
79

87 . 3
98 . 7
1 00 . 0

Chocol ate Cookie
1
2

Brownie
0
1
3

11
4

1

77

78
79

77
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Number of Times
Foods Appeared
on Food Record
for Four Days
Orange Juice
0

1
2
3
4
5

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

45
11

57 . 0
13 . 9
11 .4
11.4
5. 1
1 .3

45
56
65
74
78
79

57 . 0
70 . 9
82 . 3
93 . 7
98 . 7
1 00 . 0

9
9
4
1

Consumed foods summed from two 24-hour diet recalls and two day
food records. Sum does not include quantity of food consumed at each
eating occasion.
8
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